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Executive summary

�ݦ$/-�$�'� $)/ ''$" )� � Ѱ�
ѱ� $.�  3+ �/ �� /*� +'�4� ��
transformational role in health and wellbeing. 
Search (i.e. information retrieval) technologies 
�'- ��4� +'�4� �� �ݦ$("$.�)/� -*' � $)� # �'/#��- �
research and practice (e.g. supporting continuing 
medical education and systematic reviews, Byron 
et al., 2012). Relevance feedback in Search is 
vital for system evaluation and improvements. 
However, in small user scale contexts, the 
exploitation of user behaviors may not infer valid 
relevance judgments. Therefore, engaging users 
to provide such feedback explicitly is essential.

In collaboration with myTomorrows, an 
Amsterdam-based pharma-tech company, this 
Master thesis aims to improve the user experience 
of an AI-powered treatment Search by engaging 
healthcare professionals (HCPs) in providing 
relevance feedback on search results (e.g. Clinical 
Trials and Expanded Access Programs). The 
outcome comprises a conceptual (user interface) 
Search enhanced with three explicit relevance 
feedback collection concepts, and a generalized 
guide for designing explicit feedback collection in 
text-base Search. 

The research starts with an introduction to the 
general background of unmet medical needs 
�)�� /# � +-*% �/ї.� �#�'' )" .я� !*''*2 �� �4� /# �
research path towards the two outcomes. With 
/# �- . �-�#�,0 ./$*)�ї	*2�/*� )"�" �# �'/#��- �
professionals to provide trustworthy relevance 
feedback on search results in myTomorrows 
� �-�#їя� /#$.� +-*% �/�  (+'*4.� 	0(�)� � )/ - ��
Design methods to seek answers consisting of 
theoretical and exploratory research. 

The theoretical study (chapter 2) investigates the 
literature on search systems, information seeking 
processes, and relevance feedback. However, 
/# � �"($�(ݦ /#�/� 0. -.� �- � " ) -�''4� - '0�/�)/� /*�
provide feedback explicitly expands the research 
scope to the realm of motivational theories and 
persuasive behavioral models. On top of the 
theoretical foundations, the exploratory study 
(chapter 3) dives into the current user experience 
*!�(4�*(*--*2.�� �-�#��� -0/0!� #/�. ݦ$/( �$��(
visions through the lens of HCPs and myTomorrows 
by interviewing, observing, and role-playing. 
Moreover, it discovers the determining factors of 

relevance judgment and wherein a search process 
such judgments could be made (SERP and result 
content page). Generally, there are three types 
of relevance judgment: relevant, irrelevant, and 
uncertain. For HCPs to make irrelevant ones, it 
could be any reason belonging to system failure, 
$).0Ȃ$�$ )/�  3+- ..$*)� *!� $)!*-(�/$*)� )  �.я�
2�ݧ�-*� $)�.*0-� ���/�ю��# � '��&�*!�&)*2' �" �*-�
inadequate information is the primary reason 
for uncertain judgment. Additionally, feedback 
collection designs in practice were looked into for 
inspiring ideation.

With the research insights, a design goal is 
formulated (chapter 4) with four criteria (Trust, 
Guidance, Product vision, and Contribution) and 
.+ ��ݦ$� � .$")� - ,0$- ( )/.ю� �# 4� "0$� �� /# �
design (chapter 5) of the baseline Search concept 
(Trust, Guidance, and Product vision), on top of 
which nine feedback collection ideas were built 
and speed dated with peers and myTomorrows 
employees as a primary source of insights. 
The learnings led to three relevance feedback 
collection concepts (Pre-screener, Reminder, 
	 �-/4ѱ�  (� �� �� 2$/#� �$Ȃ - )/� (*/$1�/*-.�
(personal utility, altruism, and enjoyment), which 
were evaluated (chapter 6) with nine HCPs from 
three countries (Netherlands, China, Brazil). 
�# � - .0'/.� $)�$��/ � /#�/� /# � �/.-ݦ �*)� +/� Ѱ�- ѣ
screener) slightly outperforms the other two in 
terms of rating, preference, and heuristics, but the 
feedback data collected could be short-sighted. 
In comparison, the second concept (Reminder) 
is generally more accepted and is perceived as 
more motivating because it actively nudges users. 
However, the third concept (Hearty) is considered 
inappropriate for the context despite the fact that 
two HCPs showed interest in it. 

To sum up, for future development (Chapter 
7) of explicit relevance feedback collection in 
myTomorrows Search, it is recommended to 
combine the essentials of all three concepts. For 
other cases of engaging users to provide feedback, 
the generalized design guide could shed light on 
research and design with a four-stage process and 
ten recommendations. However, the guide stays 
�� " ) -�'$5�/$*)� *!� /#$.� .+ ��ݦ$� (4�*(*--*2.�
Search case and needs further validation.
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ǓǸǑ��-*�0�/��)�'4.$.�
ǓǸǒ��0/0- �1$.$*).�*)�. �-�#
ǓǸǓ��. -�- . �-�#�Ȗ# �'/#��- �
+-*! ..$*)�'.ȗ
ǓǸǔ��0$'�$)"��'*�&.�*!�!  ����&
ǓǸǕ��  ����&��*'' �/$*)�$)�+-��/$� 
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ǕǸǑ��- �/$1 �. ..$*)�!*-�� .$")�$� �/$*)
ǕǸǒ���. '$) �. �-�#��*)./-0�/$*)�
ǕǸǓ��  ����&�$� �.�" ) -�/$*)
ǕǸǔ���.��$'$/4�/ ./$)"��)��$� �.�.+  ��
��/ 
ǕǸǕ��  ����&� )#�)� ��. �-�#�
�*)� +/0�'$5�/$*)

ǔǸǑ�� .$")�"*�'
ǔǸǒ�� .$")��-$/ -$��
�)��- ,0$- ( )/.�

Glossary and abbrerviation

myT
HCP
CT
EAP
SERP
HCD
UX
AI
ML
IR

myTomorrows

Healthcare professional

Clinical trials 

Expanded Access Program

Search engine result page

Human-centered design

�. -��3+ -$ )� 

�ݦ$/-�$�'�
)/ ''$" )� 

Machine Learning

Information Retrieval

Search (equivalent to information retrieval) 
is the activity of obtaining information system 
resources that are relevant to an information 
need from a collection of those resources. 

Relevance feedback user feedback of 
relevance judgment on the information (i.e. CT/
EAP documents) retrieved by the search system 
to a certain information need.

Human Centered Design an approach 
to problem solving, commonly used in design 
and management frameworks that develops 
solutions to problems by involving the human 
perspective in all steps of the problem-solving 
process. 

Internal HCP myTomorrows employee 
with medical education background and is 
responsible for dealing with medical related work 
(e.g. generating treatment search reports)

External HCP any member (not working for 
myTomorrows) of the medical (e.g. physician), 
pharmacy or nursing professions or any 
other person who in the course of his or her 
professional activities may prescribe, administer 
or dispense to an end-user a medicinal product.

Speed dating a design method for rapidly 
exploring application concepts and their 
interactions and contextual dimensions without 
requiring any tech- nology implementation.
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01
Introducution

Chapter overview

УюУ��)( /�( �$��'�)  �.��)���-0"�� 1 '*+( )/�
1.2 Company introduction
1.3 Project challenge

�#$.��#�+/ -��*1 -.����*(+- # ).$1 �$)/-*�0�/$*)�/*�/# �+-*% �/Ǹ��/�-/$)"�
!-*(����-*���+ -.+ �/$1 �*!� /# �0)( /�( �$��'�)  �.��*)/ 3/ǹ� $/� '�4.�
/# � !*0)��/$*)� !*-� 2#�/� (4�*(*--*2.� �$(.� /*� - .*'1 � �)�� ��#$ 1 Ǹ�
�*''*2 �� $.� /# � �*(+�)4� $)/-*�0�/$*)ǹ� *0/'$)$)"� �� #*'$./$�� *1 -1$ 2�
*!�(4�*(*--*2.��0.$) ..��)��. -1$� .� !*-����  + -�0)� -./�)�$)"�*!�
2# - �/#$.�/# .$.�+*.$/$*).��)���*)/-$�0/ .Ǹ��# �'�./�. �/$*)� 3/ ).$1 '4�
� .�-$� .�/# ��..$")( )/��)��/# ��#�'' )" .�/#$.�+-*% �/�!�� .Ǻ�/# �0-" �
!*-�Ǒȗ�*1 -�''����$(+-*1 ( )/��)��ǒȗ� )"�"$)"�0. -.�/*�+-*1$� � 3+'$�$/�
- ' 1�)� �!  ����&�$)�� �-�#Ǹ�
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1.1 Unmet medical needs and 
investigational drugs

Figure 1. ��-  ).#*/�*!���# '+�+*./��4���+�/$ )/�2$/#��- �./���)� -�Ȗ.*0-� Ǻ���)� -�� . �-�#���ȗ�#//+.ǺȜȜ
222Ǹ��)� -- . �-�#0&Ǹ*-"Ȝ��*0/ȍ��)� -Ȝ��)� -ȍ�#�/Ȝ/#- ��Ȝ$(ȍ-0))$)"ȍ*0/ȍ*!ȍ/- �/( )/ȍ*+/$*).

Unmet medical needs mean a 
condition for which there exists no 
satisfactory method of diagnosis, 
prevention or treatment in the 
Union or, even if such a method 
exists, in relation to which the 
medicinal product concerned will 
be of major therapeutic advantage 
WR�WKRVH�D̆HFWHG��

(European Medicines Agency, 
2006)

1.1.1 Patient with unmet 
medical needs
There are approximately 70 million patients in 
the world with an unmet medical need, such as 
patients with rare diseases (While more than 7,000 
-�- ��$. �. .�#�1 ���- +�я�*)'4�Ч� ݦ$/( �$�(   )/�
have treatments.) or those who have run out of 
standard treatment options (Figure 1). 

According to the research conducted in the 
Netherlands (Bunnik, E. M., & Aarts, N. 2019), 
patients with unmet medical needs may seek 
non-standard treatment options (Bunnik, E. M., & 
Aarts, N. 2019) such as the use of investigational 
drugs in a clinical trial (CT) setting or expanded 
access programs (EAPs). 

A pathway to CT/EAP
Figure 2 illustrates the pathway to access 
investigational medicines through compassionate 
use programs (i.e. Expanded Access programs) 
!*-� +�/$ )/.� .0Ȃ -$)"� !-*(� . 1 - � *-�  ) -1�/$)"�
diseases (Balasubramanian et al., 2016). Clinical 
trials are protocol-driven where patients have to 
(  /�.+ ��ݦ$� '$"$�$'$/4��-$/ -$�я�2#$' ������''*2.�
patients without considering any requirements, 
but only when there are no CTs of such treatments 
or he/she is not eligible to be included in CTs.

Obstacles to access CT/EAP
However, patients barely have medical knowledge 
or experience with investigational drugs, although 
some were searching for non-standard treatment 
options. Patients have high expectations for 
their treating physicians and assume them to be 
aware of and inform patients about non-standard 
treatment options. Also, patients may prefer 
their treating physicians discuss such treatment 
options with them, regardless of the medical 
knowledge barriers. Besides, patients are careful 
��*0/� /# � -$.&.� �)�� ��я./ݦ (  $)�'0�$)"� .�! /4я�
 Ȃ$���4я� .$� �  Ȃ �/.я� �-0"ѣ�-0"� $)/ -��/$*)я� �)��
the maintaining of good quality in life. The other 
major obstacle for patients with unmet medical 
needs is the inaccessibility of new treatment 
(Mehta, A. 2008).

1.1.2 Drug development
Drug development is strictly regulated and has to 
go through a costly and time-consuming process of 
research and approval before it can be registered 
as a commercial product or used as a standard 
treatment. According to FDA regulation, the drug 
� 1 '*+( )/� +-*� ..� Ѱ�$"0- � Хѱ� �*(+-$. .� � 1ݦ
steps in which clinical research requires 4 phases 
of clinical trials with human participants. 

Challenges in drug development 
Carrying out clinical research is demanding both 
for the length of study and the number of study 
+�-/$�$+�)/.я� 2#$�#� �( 0ݧ($ .� /# � /-�).'�/$*)�'�
process from research into standards of care 
(Penberthy, L. T. et al. 2012). However, the 
capacity of recruiting participants (Haidich et 
al. 2001) determines the success of CT in a given 
/$( �!-�( ю�
/�$.���ݦ$("$.��)/��#�'' )" �$)��'$)$��'�
research (Pressler, T. R et al., 2012).

A previous study (DiMasi, J. A. et al. 2003) has shown 
that a 25% reduction in phase lengths could lower 
the capitalized total cost per approved drug by 
УШڔю��'/$(�/ '4я� /# � - �0� ���*./��)�� $)�- �. ��
productivity could result in more innovation in 
drug development and new treatments reaching 
patients earlier (DiMasi, J. A. 2002), saving or 
prolong lives.

Figure 2. ��/#2�4�/*��*(+�..$*)�/ �0. �+-*"-�(Ǹ�Ȗ$(�" �.*0-� .Ǻ���'�.0�-�(�)$�)� /��'Ǹǹ�ǒǐǑǖǹ����+/ ���4��0/#*-ȗ

Yes

No

No

Yes

Participation in
Clinical trials

Treatment

Satisfactory
Authorized
Therapies

�1�$'��' ǿ

Clinical Trials (CT)
�  /$)"� '$"$�$'$/4��-$/ -$�ǿ

Patient
�*)�$/$*)ѐ��0Ȃ -$)"�!-*(�'$! ѣ
threatening, long-lasting or 
seriously debilitating diseases

Expanded Access 
Programs (EAP)

https://www.cancerresearchuk.org/about-cancer/cancer-chat/thread/im-running-out-of-treatment-options
https://www.cancerresearchuk.org/about-cancer/cancer-chat/thread/im-running-out-of-treatment-options
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Figure 3. �-0"�� 1 '*+( )/�+-*� ..�Ȗ
(�" �.*0-� Ǻ�Ǹ�����ǹ����+/ ���4��0/#*-ȗ

Clinical Trial (CT)
CT (Figure 3) is a type of clinical research in which 
human participants are assigned to groups that 
receive one or more intervention/treatment (or 
)*� $)/ -1 )/$*)ѱ� /*�  1�'0�/ � /# �  Ȃ �/.� *!� /# �
interventions on biomedical or health-related 
outcomes. As the purpose of CT is research rather 
than treatment, inclusion and exclusion criteria 
are rigorous that not all patients are eligible to 
participate.

Expanded Access Program (EAP)
Expanded Access Program (EAP), also called 
compassionate use, is a way for patients with 
serious diseases or conditions who cannot 
participate in a clinical trial to gain access to a 
medical product that has not been approved by 
the regulator. EAPs are rarely occurring (100-200 
requests in the Netherlands in 2014) but see a 
�ݦ$("$.�)/� -$. � *1 -� /# � +�./� ! 2� 4 �-.� Ѱ�0))$&я�

E. M. et al. 2018), 92% increase of compassionate 
��� ..��.�- +*-/ ���4�����$)�/# ��)$/ ���/�/ .ю

At the moment, access to 
investigational products is 
available only to the lucky few who 
know about it, can draw attention 
to their plight, navigate the process 
of requesting it, and who are given 
access by drug companies, either 
by the company’s own decision or 
as a result of pressure brought by 
an advocacy campaign or powerful 
person

�&DSODQ��$��/���	�%DWHPDQ�+RXVH��
$��������

Phase I 

Purpose: Safety and 
dosage
Duration: Several 
months
Participants: 20~100 
healthy volunteers 
or people with disease/
condition

Phase III

Purpose: �Ȃ$���4��)��
monitoring of adverse 
reactions
Duration: 1 to 4 years
Participants: 300 to 
3,000 volunteers 
who have the disease 
or condition

Phase II

Purpose: �Ȃ$���4��)��
.$� � Ȃ �/.
Duration: Several 
months to 2 years
Participants: �+�/*�
several hundred 
people with disease/
condition

Phase IV

Purpose: Safety and 
 Ȃ$���4
Duration: -
Participants: Several 
thousand volunteers 
who have the disease/
condition

Step 1
Discovery and 
development

Step 2
Preclinical research

Step 3
Clinical research 
(Phase I, II, III, IV)

Step 4
Regulator review

Step 5
Regulator post-market 
safety monitoring

Figure 4. (4�*(*--*2.�. -1$� �!0)) '�Ȗ$(�" �.*0-� Ǻ�(4�*(*--*2.ȗ

Figure 5. ��-  ).#*/�*!�(4�*(*--*2.�2 �.$/ �#*( +�" �Ȗ$(�" �.*0-� Ǻ�(4�*(*--*2.ȗ�#//+.ǺȜȜ(4/*(*--*2.Ǹ�*(Ȝ )Ȝ

1.2 myTomorrows Introduction
(4�*(*--*2.�Ѱ(4�ѱ�$.��)��(./ -��(ѣ��. ��+#�-(�ѣ/ �#��*(+�)4я���ݦ$/-��. .�0/$��($�'�$)/ ''$" )� �Ѱ�
ѱ�
and supporting services (Figure 4, 5) to improve access to and recruitment of treatment in development 
(e.g. CT, EAP). By engaging more potential participants and matching them to Clinical Trials or EAPs, 
myTomorrows can provide access to life-saving new medicines for patients and advance the pace of 
medical discovery.

1.2.1 Mission
Ten years or more, that is how long it can take for 
a medicine to be approved for the market. Doctors 
�)�� /# $-� +�/$ )/.� *ȅ )� �*� )*/� #�1 � ��� ..� /*�
a medicine during the approval period, even 
though it may already show promising results. 
myTomorrows is committed to improving access 
to treatment in development. (myTomorrows, 
2020)

“We want to ensure that patients 
don’t miss out on treatment options 
because of a lack of information 
and understanding or due to 
DGPLQLVWUDWLYH�EDUULHUV�´

https://mytomorrows.com/en/
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Figure 6. (4�*(*--*2.�$)/ -)�'�. �-�#�Ȗ$(�" �.*0-� Ǻ�(4�*(*--*2.ȗ

Figure 7. (4�*(*--*2.� 3/ -)�'�. �-�#�ȍ�	���+*-/�'Ǹ�Ȗ$(�" �.*0-� Ǻ�(4�*(*--*2.ȗ�
#//+.ǺȜȜ. �-�#Ǹ(4/*(*--*2.Ǹ�*(Ȝ. �-�#Ȝ#�+

1.2.3 AI-powered treatment 
Search
AI-powered Search plays an essential role (Figure 
4, Inform) in bridging treatment information 
worldwide and is the key to scale myTomorrows 
�0.$) ..� /*� �''ݦ'0! $/.�($..$*)ю�(4�*(*--*2.�#�.�
developed an internal Search and an external 
Search on the same technical infrastructure. 

Internal search
The internal search (Figure 6) is developed for the 
internal medical team, who conduct searches and 
produce search reports based on requests. What 
�$Ȃ - )/$�/ .�/# �$)/ -)�'�. �-�#�$.�/#�/�$/��*'' �/.�
relevance feedback from internal HCPs, and it 
includes more CT registry databases. 

�+�-/�!-*(�/# �/2*��$Ȃ - )� .�( )/$*) ����*1 я�
the internal search has access to the patient 
document structuring system (PDS), which 
contains health record documents uploaded by 
patient users.

External search
The external search (Figure 9) incorporates 
two portals for patients and HCPs, aiming at 
empowering the target groups to reach and be 
aware of treatment options. There is a minor 
�$Ȃ - )� � � /2  )� /# � /2*� +*-/�'.� $)� /# � 0. -�
 3+ -$ )� ю� �*-�  3�(+' я� /# � �$Ȃ - )� � $)�
guidance information and the HCP portal has a 
saving (search result) feature. 

1.2.4 Vision
Figure 88 shows the vision of myTomorrows 
. -1$� �*Ȃ -$)"�/#�/�$/�2$''�+'�4�/# �-*' �*!����-$�" �
connecting patients with unmet medical needs 
and pharmaceutical companies. There is the 
phased approach (Figure 99) aiming at a systemic 
�#�)" �*!�*Ȃ -$)".ю

myTomorrows is a platform that 
opens up information access for 
all of our stakeholders, enabling 
earlier and better access to all 
SRVVLEOH�WUHDWPHQW�RSWLRQV�

Figure 9. ��+#�. ���++-*��#�/*2�-�.�.4./ ($���#�)" �Ȗ$(�" �.*0-� Ǻ�(4�*(*--*2.ǹ����+/ ���4��0/#*-ȗ
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https://search.mytomorrows.com/search/hcp
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1.3 Project challenge

1.3.1 An intersection of HCD, 
Health & Wellbeing, and AI
�ݦ$/-�$�'� 
)/ ''$" )� � Ѱ�
ѱ� $.�  3+ �/ �� /*� +'�4�
a transformative role in health and human 
wellbeing. Search and information retrieval 
/ �#)*'*"$ .� �'- ��4� +'�4� �� �ݦ$("$.�)/� -*' �
in healthcare research and practice (e.g., by 
supporting continuing education and systematic 
reviews, Byron et al., 2012).

How might Human-centered design methods 
.0++*-/�/# �� .$")�*!��
��' ݦ� #/�4./ (.�2$/#$).�
of health and wellbeing? This project will probe 
the problem myTomorrows search is exposed to 
through the lens of design and use of Human-
centered design methods. By putting together the 
multidisciplinary knowledge and future visions,  
this project aims to improve the overall search 
experience and to unleash the full potential 
of myTomorrows AI recommendation system, 
/#0.я���#$ 1$)"���(*- ��' �-��)�� Ȃ �/$1 �. �-�#�
experience.

УюХюФ��-*�(*$/$)ݦ ��( '
� �-�#я� $)� /# � .+ ��ݦ$� �*)/ 3/� *!�(4�*(*--*2.я�
is to match patients to relevant treatment(s) with 

the support of healthcare professionals. Currently, 
however, two main problems are slowing down 
the process.

1) The unmet urge to improve the 
current search UX of guiding users 
throughout the system
First, the unmet urge to improve the current 
. �-�#� ��� *!� "0$�$)"� 0. -.� /#-*0"#*0/� /# �
system. A search does not guarantee the retrieval 
*!� - ' 1�)/� $)!*-(�/$*)я� �)�� Ȃ*-/.� �- � - ,0$- ��
even at the very beginning of forming the relevant 
query. 

Search, as a labor-intensive process, manifests 
complex behavior patterns (Search patterns, 2010). 
It is intriguing to discover how myTomorrows 
� �-�#� �*0'��  Ȃ �/$1 '4� �)�� +' �.�)/'4� "0$� �
users through the maze of information seeking to 
the relevant information. 

2) The lack of trustworthy user 
judgment for system optimization
Another problem posed is the lack of trustworthy 
relevance judgment from end-users (Healthcare 
professionals). Implicit (Kelly et al., 2003) 
and explicit relevance feedback have been 
systematically studied and widely adopted, and 
recent research has gone creative in terms of 
interactive feedback collection (Juan, et al., 2017). 
At myTomorrows, however, it is not certain how to 
collect relevance data explicitly. Data sensitivity is 
/# �)�/0- � $)� /# �( �$����я�' ݦ�')�� $/� $.��$Ȃ$�0'/�
to draw the line where it meets the need for AI 
optimization and is also acceptable by users. Such 
issues lag the pace of AI advance and interrupt the 
�(- /($� #/�!*�.2*ݧ&-*2'�( �$��'�/ �(��)��/# ��
�
research team. 

Hence, the question is, how could relevance 
feedback with quality be collected and translated 
into useful training data in a data-sensitive and 
limited user scale context as myTomorrows?

This project

1.3.3 Research questions

1.3.4 Approach
This project will run through four phases 
!*''*2$)"� /# ��*0�' ��$�(*)��+-*� ..ю� �/.-ݦ� #�
eight weeks will focus on collecting qualitative 
data, understanding the context, and building up 
search models for the next phase to take action. 

The following two phases will emphasize on 
design sprints to deepen the understanding of 
guiding users and relevance feedback collection. 
In the end, a concrete concept will be designed 
and validated with end-users, together with a 
generalized framework or guideline of designing 
explicit relevance feedback collection in search.

�*(+�)4�
- . �-�#

$/ -�/0- �
� 1$ 2

Discover Synthesis Ideate Validate

�3+ -/

)/ -1$ 2 �*)/ 3/

ȍ(�++$)"

� -.*)�

�+
-$)

/�Ǒ

�+
-$)

/�ǒ

�+
-$)

/�Ǔ

�. -�%*0-) 4

� ) -�/$1 �
/**'

� .$")�!*-� (*/$*)
��. -1�/$*)

�- )��
�)�'4.$.

+RZ�WR��HQJDJH�KHDOWKFDUH�SURIHVVLRQDOV�WR�SURYLGH�WUXVWZRUWK\�
relevance feedback on search results in myTomorrows Search? 

• 4���:KDW�DUH�WKH�LQFHQWLYHV�IRU�KHDOWKFDUH�SURIHVVLRQDOV�WR�EH�HQJDJHG"�

• 4���:KDW�W\SH�RI�LQWHUDFWLRQ�DSSURDFK�ZRXOG�EHWWHU�WULJJHU�KHDOWKFDUH�
professionals to provide feedback? 

• 4���$W�ZKDW�PRPHQW�V��VKRXOG�KHDOWKFDUH�SURIHVVLRQDOV�EH�QXGJHG�RU�
motivated to provide feedback?

• 4���+RZ�WR�PDNH�VXUH�WKH�IHHGEDFN�SURYLGHG�E\�KHDOWKFDUH�SURIHVVLRQDOV�
is trustworthy?
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02
Search & Feedback,
theoretical background

Chapter overview

2.1 Search foundations
2.2 The design of search
2.3 Search as information seeking
2.4 Relevance feedback foundations
2.5 Theories on engagement
2.6 Perceived trust in search

�*� 0)� -./�)�� /# � !*0)��/$*).� *!� . �-�#� .4./ (.� �)�� #*2� 0. -.� �*0'��
� �  )"�" �� $)� +-*1$�$)"� - ' 1�)� � !  ����&� !*-� � �-�#� $(+-*1 ( )/ǹ�
$/� $.� �-0�$�'� /*� ' �-)� /# � /# *- /$��'� !0)��( )/�'.� *!� . �-�#� .4./ (.� �)��
0. -�� #�1$*-.� $)�� �-�#Ǹ��#$.� '$/ -�/0- � - 1$ 2��*1 -.����-*���.+ �/-0(ǹ�
�*)/�$)$)"� /# *-$ .� *!� $)!*-(�/$*)� - /-$ 1�'ǹ� � �-�#� � .$")ǹ� $)!*-(�/$*)�
.  &$)"�+-*� ..ǹ��)��2#�/��*)./$/0/ .�- ' 1�)� �!  ����&Ǹ�
)����$/$*)�/*���
/ �#)$��'�+ -.+ �/$1 ǹ�/# �1$ 2+*$)/�!*�0.$)"�*)� )�ȍ0. -.�$)1 ./$"�/ .�/# �
� #�1$*-�'��)��+.4�#*'*"$��'� /# *-$ .� !*-�0)� -./�)�$)"� /# �� / -($)$)"�
!��/*-.�$)��)� )"�"$)"� 3+ -$ )� Ǹ�
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Figure 10. �*0"#�/$( '$) �*!�/# �" ) -�/$*).�*!�$)!*-(�/$*)�- /-$ 1�'�
$)��$"$/�'�'$�-�-$ .�Ȗ$(�" �.*0-� Ǻ���#�/5ǹ�ǑǙǙǗȗ

Figure 11. �# �1�-$*0.��*(+*) )/.�*!���2 ��. �-�#� )"$) �Ȗ$(�" �.*0-� Ǻ���))$)"ǹ�ǒǐǐǙȗ

2.1.1 Search and information 
retrieval
Search is a broad and ambiguous term, but in 
the modern parlance, it has tended to replace 
the meaning of “(information) retrieval” in 
information science. A web search engine such 
as Google, is a typical application of information 
retrieval systems.  

,QIRUPDWLRQ�UHWULHYDO��,5��LV�¿QGLQJ�
material (usually documents) of 
an unstructured nature (usually 
WH[W�� WKDW� VDWLV¿HV� DQ� LQIRUPDWLRQ�
need from within large collections 
�XVXDOO\� VWRUHG� RQ� FRPSXWHUV���
(Manning, 2008) 

In history, search has roughly been through 4 
phases (Figure 10, Schatz, B. R. 1997) since 1960: 
Grand visions, Text search, Document search, 
and concept search. Each phase remarks the 
technological advances in IR, and retrieving 
information becomes a more complicated process 
from the processing of query to the understanding 
of query semantic meaning.

Semantic Web and Semantic Search
Guha et al. (2003) interpreted the Semantic 
Web is an extension of the current Web in which 
$)!*-(�/$*)� $.� "$1 )� 2 ''ѣ� ݦ) �� ( �)$)"я�
better enabling computers and people to work in 
cooperation. It connects information and builds 
relations between information to enable more 

 Ȃ �/$1 ��$.�*1 -4я��0/*(�/$*)я� $)/ "-�/$*)я��)��
reuse across various applications. In the Semantic 
Web, Knowledge graph is an increasingly critical 
component, and it serves as information hubs 
!*-� " ) -�'� 0. � �.� 2 ''� �.� !*-� �*(�$)ѣ.+ ��ݦ$�
applications (McCusker, J. P. et al., 2018). For 
instance, Google deployed Knowledge graph 2012 
to enhance search quality.

Semantic search is an application of the Semantic 
Web to search, and it attempts to augment and 
improve traditional search results (based on IR 
technology) by using data from the Semantic Web.

2.1.2 Web search engine
Search is a rather simple activity in terms of 
interaction by putting in a query and a simple click 
the search. Nevertheless, the mechanism of how 
search engines work is unknown to most users. 

Figure 11 shows a composite picture of a web 
search engine, including the crawler and the 
indexer for web content and ads. The portion 
under the dashed line is internal to the search 
engine, and it is where AI technologies come into 
place for enhancing and improving search results.

Figure 12. ���#$) �' �-)$)"�/�3*)*(4�Ȗ$(�" �.*0-� Ǻ��-��' ǹ�ǒǐǑǘȗ

2.1.3 Search and AI

)� /# � �ݦ$/-�$�'� 
)/ ''$" )� � Ѱ�
ѱ� �*(�$)я� $/� $.�
generally divided into Narrow AI (ANI) and the 
opposite General AI (AGI), some label it as Weak AI 
and Strong AI according to its capabilities. 

General AI refers to a machine with the ability to 
apply intelligence to any problem, rather than 
%0./�*) �.+ ��ݦ$�+-*�' (я�.*( /$( .��*).$� - ��
to require consciousness, sentience, and mind 
(Searle, J. R.  1980). In contrast, ANI describes AI 
.4./ (.� /#�/� �- � .+ ��� ݦ$ /*� #�)�' � �� .$)"0'�-�
or limited task. In this sense, a search engine 
powered by machine learning technologies 
(Figure 12) could be regarded as an application of 
AI. Typical usage of ML is recommender systems, 
and they could be found in many IR systems (e.g., 
Amazon).

2.1 Search foundations
The search system (or information retrieval systems) is the media that users interact with, thus, this section 
looks into what makes up Information Retrieval systems and its latest developments of AI/ML integration.
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2.2.1 The anatomy of search
�*-1$'' �ѰФТУТѱ�(���Ѱ�$"0- �УХѱ./( ) ' � 1ݦ�/0*�.+
in search design: users, creators, content, engine, 
and interface. Each element features its factors 
that determine the design of search (engine). 
�# - � �- � �$Ȃ - )/� /4+ .� *!� 0. -.� 2$/#� �$Ȃ - )/�
levels of expertise, knowledge, and expectations 
from a search system, such as recall versus 
precision. Most users view the engine as a black 
box, and they only query and look for results while 
interacting with the interface.

Design patterns in search
It has been recognized that there are ten common 
design patterns (Figure 14) in search systems: 

Autocomplete (query suggestions)

 refers to the number and presentation /.-ݦ�/. �
of suggested links and their relationship to 
algorithmic results. 

Federated Search involves the simultaneous 
search of multiple databases or collections. (e.g.  
In libraries, it lets users search multiple catalogs, 
collections, databases, and websites all at once.)

Faceted Search� ' 1 -�" .� ( /���/�� �.�' ݦ �)��
values to provide users with visible options for 
�'�-$!4$)"��ю. $- 0,�"($(ݦ -��(

Advanced Search includes whatever simple 
search doesn’t (e.g. Boolean)

Personalization  

Pagination most queries produce too many 
results for one screen, pagination is a common 
solution.

Structured results helps users dig deeper into 
the data so users don’t have to.

Actionable results 

�� ݦ$(� �$.�*1 -4 Search rarely stands alone. 
In most contexts, users move between modes of 
searching, browsing, and asking.

2.2.3 Search design guideline
Based on eight desiderata for search user 
$)/ -!�� .� .+ ��� ݦ$ �4� �#) $� -(�)� ѰУЫЫЩѱя�
Hearst (2009) synthesizes a search interface 
guideline that consists of seven aspects:

Ую��Ȃ -��Ȃ$�$ )/��)��$)!*-(�/$1 �!  ����&

• Show search results immediately
• Show Informative Document surrogates and 

highlight query terms
• Allow sorting of results by various criteria
• Show query term suggestions
• �. �- ' 1�)� �$)�$��/*-.�.+�-$)"'4
• Support rapid response 

2. Balance user control with automated actions

• Rank ordering in web search
• Query transformations

3. Reduce short-term memory load

• Suggest the search action in the entry form
• Support simple history mechanisms
• Integrate navigation and search 

4. Provide shortcuts

5. Reduce errors

• Avoid empty results sets
• Address the vocabulary problem

6. Recognize the importance of small details

7. Recognize the importance of aesthetics in 
design

Figure 13. �# ��)�/*(4�*!�. �-�#�Ȗ$(�" �.*0-� Ǻ�� .$")�+�// -).�ǒǐǑǐȗ
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ѱя��)��/#$.�. �/$*)��$(.�/*��$.�*1 -�
 ./��'$.# ��./�)��-�.�*-�+�// -).�$)�. �-�#�� .$")�+-��/$� .ю��'/$(�/ '4я�/*�� ��2�- �*!�!��/*-.�/#�/�.#*0'��
� ��*).$� - ��2#$' �� .$")$)"�!*-���� �-�#��
ю

Figure 14. � �-�#�� .$")�+�// -).�Ȗ$(�" �.*0-� Ǻ�� �-�#�+�// -).�
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2.3.1 A cognitive model 
Seeking information is a high cognition 
consumption activity as Norman’s model 
(Figure 15) of general task performance (1988). 
Psychological interpretation of such activity 
comprises the formulation of a goal to be achieved, 
task execution, and evaluation of execution gains. 
The gap between what was intended and what 
was achieved as the gulf of execution, and the 
challenge of determining whether or not one’s 
goal have been met as the gulf of evaluation, 
meaning that such activity is dynamic and requires 
�*)./���/( ) (ݦ -�/()����%0./( )/ю

Search intentions
Broder (2002) came up with the taxonomy of web 
. �-�# .я� 2# - � /#-  � �'�.. .� 2 - � �� ݦ$/( �$
��. ��*)��$Ȃ - )/�$)/ )/$*).�!*-�. �-�#$)"ѐ�

Navigational: The immediate intent is to reach a 
particular site.

Informational: The intent is to acquire some 

information assumed to be present on one or 
more web pages.

Transactional: The intent is to perform some 
web-mediated activity.

On top of the intentions, the researcher also 
��� ݦ$/( �$*-- .+*)�$)"�. �-�#�,0 -$ .�/#�/�(�4�
infer those intentions.

Navigational queries: The purpose of such 
queries is to reach a particular site that the user 
has in mind, either because they visited it in the 
past or because they assume that such a site 
exists. 

Informational queries: The purpose of such 
,0 -$ .� $.� /*� ��(ݦ $)!*-(�/$*)� �..0( �� /*� � �
available on the web in a static form. No further 
interaction is predicted, except reading. By 
static form we mean that the target document 
is not created in response to the user query. 
This distinction is somewhat blurred since the 
blending of results characteristic to the third 
generation search (which attempts to blend data 
from multiple sources in order to try to answer 
‘the need behind the query) engines might lead to 
dynamic pages. 

Transactional queries: The purpose of such 
queries is to reach a site where further interaction 
will happen. This interaction constitutes the 
/-�).��/$*)� �"($(ݦ � /# . � ,0 -$ .ю� �# � (�$)�
��/ "*-$ .�!*-�.0�#�,0 -$ .��- �.#*++$)"яݦ�)�$)"�
various web-mediated services, downloading 
1��)$�Ѱ 'ݦ�!*� +0.�/4*$-" .я�.*)".я� /�ѱя���� ..$)"�
certain data-bases (e.g. Yellow Pages type data), 
�"�-*!��Ѱ ю"ю.- 1- .�"($�(ݦ($)"ѱ� /�ю

2.3.2 Information seeking 
process

,QIRUPDWLRQ�VHHNLQJ� LV� D� VSHFLDO�
FDVH�RI�SUREOHP�VROYLQJ��,W� LQFOXGHV�
recognizing and interpreting the 
information problem, establishing 
a plan of search, conducting the 
search, evaluating the results, and 
if necessary, iterating through the 
SURFHVV�DJDLQ�
�0DUFKLRQLQL��*���������

� . �-�# -.�Ѱ�-*� -я�ФТТФё��0/�'$Ȃ я��юя�С��))$.я��ю�
1998; Shneiderman et al., 1997; Marchionini, Gary, 
& White, R. 2007 ) have studied the information 

.  &$)"�+-*� ..��)��+-*+*. ���$Ȃ - )/�1�-$�/$*).�
of information seeking models. 

Figure 16 shows a comparison of information 
seeking models. They vary in the scope and 
steps, but they all share a common pattern that 
seeking information is a repetitive and iterative 
+-*� ..�2# - �Ѱ,0 -4ѱ�- ݦ) ( )/�$.��)� .. )/$�'�
step. It is supported by other studies (Patterson 
et al., 2001; Jonker et al., 2005) that information 
quality and accuracy improve as searchers spend 
more time digging out more relevant documents 
containing information matched with a searcher’s 
- �'� $)!*-(�/$*)� )  �.ю� �#$.� �"($�(ݦ �*-- '�/ .�
to another theory of sensemaking (Russell et al., 
1993).

Most models stop at the search results collection 
and examination stage, excluding the use of search 
results. Nevertheless, the similarities they share 
reveal three stages:  Stage 1: Search preparation, 
Stage 2: Interaction with search system & Results 
collection, and Stage 3: Actions on results.

Figure 16. ���*(+�-$.*)�*!�$)!*-(�/$*)�.  &$)"�+-*� ..�Ȗ�-�2)��4��0/#*-ȗ
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2.3 Search as information seeking
Innovations in technologies have brought human beings into an era of  information explosion in multiple 
dimensions (Korth, H. F., & Silberschatz, A., 1997) such as breadth and amount of information, and the 
access to information on the web is much easier than ever before. However, seeking relevant and useful 
information is never an easy task to operate, instead, it is a complex process that consumes cognitive 
Ѱ�0/�'$Ȃ я��юя�С��))$.я��юя��УЫЫЪѱ��)�� 3/ -)�'�- .*0-� .ю
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2.3.4 Seeking behaviors
Morville (2010) summarizes a series of 6 behavioral 
patterns (Figure 19) while a searcher is seeking 
information: Quit pattern, Narrow pattern, Expand 
pattern, Pearl growing  pattern (Find one good 
document, then mine its content and metadata 
for query terms and leads ), Pogo Sticking pattern 
(repetitive bouncing between the SERP and 
individual results ), and Thrashing pattern (a 

$. -�2�ݧ�("$. ���0($�. . -.њ�# ��.�$)�/# �!*-(�*!�
the anchoring bias). 

Such behaviors can be caused by searchers’ 
factors as well as the design of the search system. 
For Quit, Narrow, Expand, and Pearl growing, they 
are timeless because they heavily relate to one’s 
cognitive activities. In contrast, Pogo sticking and 
thrashing appear to be anti-patterns produced by 
poorly designed search systems.

2.3.3 Information seeking 
stages and emotions
Kuhlthau (1991) researched information seeking 
from the searchers’ perspective, and proposed 
a stage model of information seeking with the 
involvement of  emotional changes (Figure 
18). The model includes 6 stages of Initiation, 
Selection, Exploration, Formulation, Collection, 
and Presentation. Among all stages, Formulation 
marks the turning point in the search process 
that a focused perspective on the topic emerges. 
� �-�# -.њ� (*/$*)�./��0ݧ�. //0�/ ��'*)"�/# �2�4�
of seeking information.

The dynamic (Berry-picking) model
Dynamic model (Figure 17), also known as berry-
picking model (Bates, M. J., 1989), introduces the 
concept that searchers’ information need adjusts 
as they learn from the process of interacting 
with the search system, requiring constant 
reformulation of queries and adjustments in real 
information need such as expanding or narrowing. 
Such a model has been proven by observational 
studies (Borgman, C. L., 1996) that search results 
for a goal tend to trigger new goals, and search is 
more than merely seeking for a set of information 
/*���.+ ��ݦ$�"*�'��0/��.���+-*� ..�*!�' �-)$)"��)��
acquiring new knowledge.
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Figure 21. 
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Information scent
Information scent is the (imperfect) perception 
of the value, cost, or access path of information 
sources obtained from proximal cues such as the 
link or graphical icon. A similar concept was named 
Information residue (Furnas, G. W., 1997), which 
refers to imperfect information at intermediate 
locations is used by the forager to decide on 
paths through a database to target information. 

)!*-(�/$*)� .� )/� *Ȃ -.� 0. -.� /# � + -� +/$*)� *!�
$)!*-(�/$*)� 1�'0 � �)�� �( 0ݧ($ .� /# � !*''*2$)"�
operations. Hence, Information scent should 
 3+'$�$/'4�� .�-$� �2#����(ݦ�''�0. -.�2$ #/�//�/# �
destination.

Information diet
In facing multiple information choices, to maximize 
the rate of gain of information relevant to users’ 

/�.&.�*!� $)!*-(�/$*)�)  �ю��- 1�' )� я�  Ȃ*-/.� /*�
#�)�' я� �)�� �/ݦ*-+�$'$/4� �- �  .. )/$�'� �-$/ -$�� /*�
� �$� �2# /# -�/# �!*-�" -�.#*0'��.+�- � Ȃ*-/.�/*�
gain and consume the information. Information 
scent provides a sense of such criteria.

Figure 21 visualized the relationship among all 
three aspects involved in information foraging 
theory. A searcher seeks for information within 
or between patches, and chooses to diet certain 
pieces of information based on the cognitive 
evaluation on the gains and pays.

2.3.5 Information foraging as a 
search strategy
Information foraging theory v is analogous to 
evolutionary ecological explanations of food 
foraging strategies in anthropology and behavioral 
ecology (Figure 20). It is the fundamental theory 
of how users navigate on the web to satisfy an 
information need (Budiu, R., 2019). In this theory, 
/#-  � �.+ �/.� �( 0ݧ($ � /# � .+�- ��  Ȃ*-/.� �)��
gains through information seeking: information 
patch, Information scent, and Information diet. 

Search is an interplay of analytical 
and interactive problem solving 
VWUDWHJLHV��
�0DUFKLRQLQL�HW�DO�������

Information patch 
Information patch concerns the environment 
where a forager seeks for information, and the 
foraging activity in information patches reveals 
two approaches: Between-patch foraging and 
Within-patch foraging. 

There are two strategies of enrichment and 
exploitation that could improve the foraging 
- .0'/.ю� �4� �я(*$/$(ݦ �  )-$�#( )/� ( �).� /#�/�
/# � $)!*-(�/$*)� !*-�" -� ��)� *ȅ )� (*'�� /# �
 )1$-*)( )/� /*� �/ݦ /# � �1�$'��' � ./-�/ "$ .� Ѱ ю"юя�
minimize the between patch foraging cost). In 
contrast, exploitation allows a forager to modify 
the environment to improve within-patch foraging 
- .0'/.�Ѱ ю"юя�,0 -4�- ݦ) ( )/яݦ�'/ -$)"ѱю��-*(�/# �
+ -.+ �/$1 �*!��. -��3+ -$ )� �Ѱ��ѱя�#*2 1 -я�.0�#�
enrichments could cost users to extra interaction 
and take up a more extensive cognitive load.

Figure 20. �)�'*"$ .�� /2  )�$)!*-(�/$*)�!*-�"$)"��)���)$(�'�!*-�"$)"�Ȗ$(�" �.*0-� Ǻ����"-*0+ǹ�
���+/ ����4��0/#*-ȗ�#//+.ǺȜȜ222Ǹ))"-*0+Ǹ�*(Ȝ�-/$�' .Ȝ$)!*-(�/$*)ȍ!*-�"$)"Ȝ
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2.4.2 Feedback
The discussion of feedback dates back to 
antiquity, and there are mainly four perspectives 
into feedback:  feedback perspective, Cybernetic 
perspective, social science perspective and 
information feedback perspective. In IR, feedback 
relates to a task and problem-at-hand, and a 
0. -.њ��*")$/$1 �./-0�/0- ��)���Ȃ �/$1 �$)/ )/$*).ю�

Feedback loop in IR
The feedback loop is an interaction which consists 
of 1) a query, 2) a process to obtain a text as a 
response to a query, 3) the text of the response, 
4) an interpretation by an interpreter on the
appropriateness of the text to whatever contextual
Ѱ�*")$/$1 я��Ȃ �/$1 �*-�.$/0�/$*)�'ѱ�1�-$��' .ю��)��
then 5) an action to modify in some way the query
or the retrieval process.

Feedback types
Content relevance feedback

�. -� ,0 -4� !*''*2 �� �4� �)� 
�� .4./ (� *0/+0/�
of retrieved items then judged by the user for 
relevance followed by a query or reformulation.

Term relevant feedback

�. -� ,0 -4� !*''*2 �� �4� �)� 
�� .4./ (� *0/+0/�
of retrieved items and user selection of a new 
search term(s) form the retrieved output used in a 
subsequent query.

Magnitude feedback

�. -�,0 -4�!*''*2 ���4���%0�" ( )/���. ��*)�/# �
.$5 � *!� /# � *0/+0/� !-*(� �� ,0 -4� /#�/� �Ȃ �/.� /# �
next query.

Tactical review feedback

�. -� $)+0/� !*''*2 �� �4� �� ./-�/ "4� - '�/ ��
judgement to display the search strategy history 
�( 0ݧ($$)"�/# �.0�. ,0 )/�,0 -4ю

Term review feedback

�. -� $)+0/� !*''*2 �� �4� �� ./-�/ "4� - '�/ ��
%0�" ( )/� /*� �$.+'�4� / -(.� $)� /# � $)1 -/ �� � 'ݦ

�( 0ݧ($$)"�/# �.0�. ,0 )/�,0 -4ю

2.4.3 Relevance feedback

Relevance feedback refers to an 
interaction cycle in which the user 
reads retrieved documents and 
marks those that appear to be 
relevant, and the system then uses 
features derived from these selected 
relevant documents to revise the 
RULJLQDO�TXHU\��
�5XWKYHQ�DQG�/DOPDV�������

Relevance feedback is to involve the user in 
/# � - /-$ 1�'� +-*� ..� /*� $(+-*1 � /# � �(ݦ'� - .0'/�
set. In particular, the user gives feedback on 
the relevance of documents in an initial set of 
results. It is mainly a recall enhancing strategy in 
traditional IR systems. In web search, relevance 
feedback has been used to boost personalization 
individually and collectively (Hearst, 2009).

Relevance feedback in AI systems
While in modern AI systems, machine learning 
algorithms consider relevance feedback as training 
data. Figure 22 (Schnabel, 2019) shows a high-
level structure of a typical recommender system 
2# - �/# �"-�+#$��'�0. -�$)/ -!�� �Ѱ�
ѱ�- '�4.����&�
the generation or collection of feedback data.

Figure 22. �4+$��'�- �*(( )� -�.4./ (�Ȗ$(�" �.*0-� Ǻ���#)�� 'ǹ�
ǒǐǑǙǻ����+/ ���4��0/#*-ȗ
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2.4.1 Relevance and dimensions

Relevance
In information retrieval (IR), relevance is an 
important metric to measure the success of 
an IR system. However, measuring relevance 
is complicated because of the involvement of 
searchers’ subjective judgment in contexts. 
Therefore, researchers split relevance as system 
relevance and user-based relevance (Hjørland, 
2010).

Many IR research studies on relevance are focused 
solely on topical relevance (as the aforementioned 
system relevance) but ignore users’ perceptions 
of the usefulness of search results. (Jiang, 
2017). However, some considered searchers’ 
unarticulated information needs and proposed 
multidimensional relevance judgment (e.g., 
novelty, understandability, credibility, readability, 
 Ȃ*-/я�!- .#) ..ѱю��*- *1 -я�- ' 1�)� �$.��4)�($�я�
and it changes as the information seeking process 
(Taylor, 2012).

Four dimensions of relevance
Mizzaro (1998) studied the meaning of 
relevance and proposed a framework of four 
relevance dimensions: information resources, 
representation of the user’s problem/need, time, 
and components.  

Each dimension comprises a few elements with 
�$Ȃ - )/� 2 $"#/.� *!� $(+��/ю� �.� /*� 
)!*-(�/$*)�
resources, it consists of surrogate, document, 
and information. The relevance is the sum of 
all elements, and the impact increases as the 
./�/ ��*-� -ю��. -.њ�)  �.��*)/�$)� !*0-� ' ( )/.�
- +- . )/$)"� /# � )  �� $)� �$Ȃ - )/� ' 1 '.� *!�
abstraction, and the relevance decreases as the 
degree of abstraction goes down. 

Time has an impact on relevance, as other 
variables would change over time (e.g., the 
change of information needs). Lastly, all other 
 ' ( )/.� /#�/� �( 0ݧ($ � - ' 1�)� �2 - �"-*0+ ��
as components. Mizzaro listed context, topic, and 
task as an example. The more components it could 
cover, the higher relevance it will be to a user.

2.4 Relevance feedback foundations
�#$.�. ��� (ݦ ��*/�. $1-/.�(*$/)��$)/ -+- /�- ' 1�)� �!  ����&��4��- �&$)"��*2)�$/.��*)./$/0/$*)�'�!��/*-.�
and looking into its usage in practice and research.
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2.5 Theories on engagement
�0 �/*�/# �$)# - )/��-�2���&.�*!�$(+'$�$/�!  ����&я�$/�$.�$).0Ȃ$�$ )/�!*-�(4�*(*--*2.�/- �/( )/�. �-�#ю�
Thus, collecting explicit feedback is a more appropriate approach to tackle the challenge. However, how to 
engage users to provide relevance feedback actively remains unknown.

2.5.1 Engagement theory
�)"�" ( )/� /# *-4� 2�.� �/.-ݦ - '�/ �� /*� .  &$)"�
answers to the challenge. Research in engagement 
2$/#�$)!*-(�/$*)�.4./ (.�#��"( �� (ݦ ��." ( )/�
as a category of user experience characterized by 
attributes of challenge(O’Brien & Toms, 2008), 
+*.$/$1 ��Ȃ �/я� )�0-��$'$/4я�� ./# /$���)��. ).*-4�
appeal, attention, feedback, variety/novelty, 
interactivity, and perceived user control. 

On top of the study, another research recognized 
another two characteristics in user engagement: 
reputation, trust and expectation, and user 

�*)/ 3/�Ѱ�//ݦ '�� /��'юя�ФТУУѱю

O’Brien & Toms conducted the explorative 
study with a model (Figure 23) of engagement, 
which is an engagement process of four stages: 
Point of engagement, Period of engagement, 
�$. )"�" ( )/я� �)�� � ѣ )"�" ( )/ю� �$Ȃ - )/�
�//-$�0/ .� �( 0ݧ($ � 0. -�  )"�" ( )/� *!�  ��#�
./�" ю�	*2 1 -я� /# 4��'.*� ��� ݦ$/( �$�. .�2# - �
users would be staying out of the engagement 
process (Nonengagement). For instance, users 
don’t allow themselves to be engaged because 
they don’t feel that they have enough time to take 
in the experience.

Figure 23. �*� '�*!� )"�" ( )/��)��$/.��//-$�0/ .�Ȗ$(�" �.*0-� Ǻ��Ȅ�-$ )�Ǐ��*(.ǹ�ǒǐǐǘȗ
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2.4.4 Implicit feedback vs 
Explicit feedback
In general, relevance feedback could be divided 
into two types: implicit feedback and explicit 
feedback. 

Implicit feedback
Implicit feedback refers to the actions and 
behaviors users have with computational 
systems (Hu et al., 2008). It is readily available 
and unobtrusive as long as actions are being 
+-*�0� �ю� 
/� #�.� �  )� �� �ݦ$("$.�)/� �-$1 -� $)�
developing better information systems. In many 
cases, implicit feedback (e.g., dwell time and 
click-through data) has a strong relation to users’ 
interests or preferences. For instance, Joachims et 
al. (2017) found that click-throughs have a decent 
correlation to the explicit judgment of relevance. 
Moreover, implicit feedback could be derived from 
1�-$*0.� 0. -� � #�1$*-.ю� � ''4� ѰФТТХѱ� �'��� ݦ$..
Ѱ/����- .ѱ�0 )3ݦ� ' #�1$*-.�/#�/���)�� �0. ��!*-�
implicit feedback.

However, implicit is indirect, inherently noisy (Hu 
et al., 2008), and it is guesswork to infer users’ 
interests or preferences. Plus, it is not always 
reliable. One study (Quiroga, 2002) showed that 
implicit feedback produces inferior results than 
explicit feedback. Another study that collects 
in situ explicit feedback on a web search engine 
.0"" ./.� �� �$Ȃ - )/� $)/ -+- /�/$*)� *!� � #�1$*-�
signals. The dwell time threshold between 
negative and positive in situ feedback is 87 
seconds, longer than the more common heuristic 
of 30 seconds.

Explicit feedback
�3+'$�$/�!  ����&�Ѱ ю"ю�� /3$ݧ�-�/$)".ѱ�- ! -.�/*�/# �
feedback users give directly to a computational 
system, meaning that it requires searchers to 
provide feedback by interacting with information 
systems explicitly. Because of its directness, 
explicit feedback is much more reliable than 
implicit feedback (Hu et al., 2008). For example, 
one study (Lagun, 2013) on using explicit 
feedback to improve search results in a location-
sensitive context showed that users interact 
2$/#� $/� !- ,0 )/'4� �)���$�� ' ��� /*�(*- �  Ȃ$�$ )/�

searching tasks.

Recommender systems have extensively explored 
explicit feedback to recommend more relevant 
information to users. However, it has been 
�#�'' )"$)"�/*�*�/�$)�.0Ȃ$�$ )/��)��- +- . )/�/$1 �
feedback from a population of users. The cognitive 
 Ȃ*-/� ��)� +�-/$�''4�  3+'�$)� /#$.� - '0�/�)� � /*�
provide explicit feedback. Besides, a poor 
understanding of why providing feedback might 
be useful, how it should be used in the search 
(Ruthven and Lalmas, 2003), as well as the lack of 
incentives to encourage users to provide feedback 
Ѱ�-*ȅ� /��'юя�ФТТУѱю��*- *1 -я��
�� .$")�*!�!  ����&�
collection (Dooms et al., 2011) could hinder users 
from providing explicit feedback.

A previous study of an online music 
recommendation service (Jawaheer, 2010) reveals 
that the provision of explicit feedback from users 
decreases over time. Furthermore, the feedback 
request might be missed or ignored by many 
users, and potentially brings inconvenience and 
disrupts the search process (Kim, 2016). 
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Ability 

To perform certain behaviors, there is always the 
activation threshold. There are 6 elements that 
determine one’s ability: time, money, physical 
 Ȃ*-/я��-�$)��4�' .я�.*�$�'�� 1$�)� я�)*)ѣ-*0/$) ю��
�$Ȃ - )/�+ *+' �1�-4�$)�/# ��*(�$)�/$*).�*!�/#*. �
elements, but what everyone shares is resisting 
attempts at motivation, and humans naturally 
love simplicity. Therefore, persuasive design relies 
heavily on simplicity.

Triggers (Prom) 

As people vary in ability and their motivations, 
/# - � �- � Х� �� ݦ$/( �$ /-$"" -.ѐ� .+�-&� /-$"" -я�
!��$'$/�/*-я� �)�� .$")�'ю� ���#� . -1 .� !*-� �$Ȃ - )/�
combinations of varied levels of ability and 
motivations.

Spark trigger: one lacks motivation, a trigger 
should be designed in tandem with a motivational 
element.

Facilitator trigger: when one has high motivation 
but lacks ability, a facilitator aims at triggering the 
behavior while making it easier to do.

Signal: when one is both motivated and has the 
ability, and it just serves as a reminder.

Behavioral change types
In the work Behavior change support system 
(Oinas-kukkonen, 2010), the researcher pointed 
out that for behavioral change, a system should 
� � 0.��' � �)�� 0. !0'ю� 	 � �� (ݦ � /#-  � /4+ .� *!�
behavior changes:

C change: users comply with the request of an 
information system

B change: a more enduring change and will 
be sustained in a long run (for this to happen, A 
change is needed)

A change:�/*�$)0ݧ )� �0. -.њ��//$/0� .�-�/# -�/#�)�
merely single behavior.

2.5.4 Persuasion cues
Fogg (2003) proposed computers as persuasive 

.*�$�'���/*-.я���)$-+� 1ݦ�� /.$'��(-4�/4+ .�*!�.*�$�'�
�0 .�Ѱ/���0.- +� 1ݦ�#/ѱ�2$ )3ݦ� '.$1 �+-$)�$+' .ю

2.5.5 Theories in motivation
Theories of engagement, nudging, and persuasion 
all mentioned motivation, thus, this might be a 
key to tackle the challenge of collecting explicit 
relevance feedback.

Types of motivation
Motivation can be described as a process to 
release, control, and maintain physical and 
mental activities. In general, there are two types 
of motivations: intrinsic motivation and extrinsic 
motivation. (Deci and Ryan, 1985). Intrinsic 
motivation exists if an individual is activated 
� ��0. � *!� .  &$)"� /# � �/( )''ݦ'0! " ) -�/ �� �4�
the activity (e.g. acting just for fun). In contrast, 
Extrinsic motivation is just an instrument for 
achieving a particular desired outcome (e.g. 
acting for money or avoiding sanctions). 

Table 2. �'�..$͖��/$*)�*!�� #�1$*-.�/#�/���)�� �0. ��!*-�$(+'$�$/�
!  ����&Ǹ

Cue Principle

�#4.$��'
Principle of attractiveness A computing 

technology that is visually attractive to target 
users is likely to be more persuasive as well.

�.4�#*'*"$��'�

Principle of similarity People are more 
readily persuaded by computing technology 

products that are similar to themselves in 
some way.

�)�"0�" 

Principle of praise��4�*Ȃ -$)"�+-�$. я�
via words, images, symbols, or sounds, 

computing technology can lead users to be 
more open to persuasion.

�*�$�'�
�4)�($�.

Principle of Reciprocity People will feel 
the need to reciprocate when computing 

technology has done a favor for them.

��*$�'�-*' .
Principle of Authority Computing 

technology that assumes roles of authority 
will have enhanced powers of persuasion.

2.5.2  Nudging theory

A nudge, as we will use the 
term, is any aspect of the choice 
architecture that alters people’s 
behavior in a predictable way 
without forbidding any options 
RU�VLJQL¿FDQWO\�FKDQJLQJ�WKHLU�
HFRQRPLF�LQFHQWLYHV��7R�FRXQW�DV�D�
mere nudge, the intervention must 
EH�HDV\�DQG�FKHDS�WR�DYRLG��1XGJHV�
DUH�QRW�PDQGDWHV��3XWWLQJ�WKH�IUXLW�
DW�H\H�OHYHO�FRXQWV�DV�D�QXGJH��
%DQQLQJ�MXQN�IRRG�GRHV�QRW��
�7KDOHU�DQG�6XQVWHLQ�������

When users are facing the choices of providing 
feedback or not, they might need a nudge. Thaler 
and Sunstein (2009) proposed the nudge theory 
in behavioral economics and outlined the choice 
architecture containing six principles: Incentives, 
understand mappings, defaults, give feedback, 
expect error, and structure complex choices. 

As an extension to the previous work, researchers 
(Weinmann et al., 2016) studied nudge theory in 
online environments (digital nudging) where user-
interface design elements are used to guide people 
into behaving in particular ways. They (2018) also 
synthesized a cycled model of designing digital 
nudges. This cycle model includes four steps: 
�"($(ݦ � /# � "*�'я� 0)� -./�)�� /# � 0. -.я� � .$")�
the nudge, and test the nudge.

2.5.3 Persuasive theory and 
behavioral change
��" )/' �)0�" �(�4�)*/�� ����*%� #/�'ݦ'0!�*/� '�*!�
asking users to provide feedback since for nudging 
to work, users might already have the tendency of 
doing  and it is a matter of making a better choice. 
Hence, persuasion design and behavior change 
were looked into to decode how users would 
behave in a certain way.

A behavior model of persuasive 
technology
Fogg (2007) proposed a behavior model (FBM, 
Figure 24) for persuasive design, and it argues that 
behavior is associated with 3 factors: motivation, 
ability, and triggers. To perform a target behavior, 
*) � (0./� � � .0Ȃ$�$ )/'4� (*/$1�/ �я� #�.� /# �
ability to perform the behavior, and be properly 
triggered. 

Motivation 

There are 3 types of motivations: Pleasure/Pain, 
Hope/Fear, Social acceptance Rejection. They 
are distinct from each other but they are all 
linked fundamentally with human sensory and 
evolutions. 

Pleasure and pain: Such motivators are 
immediate or nearly so, people are responding to 
what’s happening in the moment.

Hope and Fear: This dimension is characterized 
by anticipation of an outcome. It is more powerful 
at times than pleasure/pain, but not necessarily 
more motivating than that.

Social acceptance and Rejection: Much of our 
behaviors are controlled by social norms, and 
people tend to win social acceptance and avoid 
rejection.

Figure 24. ������� #�1$*-�(*� '�!*-�+ -.0�.$1 �� .$")�Ȗ�Ǹ�Ǹ�*""ǹ�
ǒǐǐǗȗ
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Motivation in designing AI systems
Similar work has been done by Google (People 
�ک �
� �0$� �**&ѱя� 2#$�#� �. ݦ$/( �$ � 1ݦ ��)*)$��'�
reasons together with their pros and cons: 
Material rewards, Symbolic rewards, Personal 
utility, Altruism, and Intrinsic motivation.

Material rewards

Cash payments are highly motivating. Mechanical 
Turk is an example of this type of reward for 
feedback at scale.

Pros:

• A direct solution to increase feedback
• May increase the volume of feedback

Cons:

• Costly to run over time
• May devalue intrinsic motivations
• Biases for a subset of users
• May decrease feedback quality

Symbolic rewards

These can include status attainment, such as 
virtual badges, social proof and group status by 
projecting a self image to a community, and social 
capital, such as a reputation as an expert.

Pros:

• Low to no cost

Cons:

• Relies on users caring about how they’re 
perceived

• Creates power imbalances in the community
• May inhibit intrinsic motivation

Personal utility

�# . � $)�'0� � ћ,0��� ݦ$/( . '!ќ�  3+ -$ )� .�
including allowing users to track their progress, 
bookmark things for later, and explicitly training 
a personalized AI model — like a recommendation 
engine— for more relevant output later on.

Pros:

• �*�) /2*-&� Ȃ �/.�*-��*((0)$/4�) � ..�-4�

to begin

Cons:

• Privacy does not support community 
development

• May inhibit intrinsic motivation

Altruism

Altruistic motivations can include community 
building and helping other people make decisions, 
such as leaving a product review, as well as trying 
/*� $)�- �. � !�$-) ..я� '$& � "$1$)"� �� ��$ݧ(*/$)"�
opinion by disagreeing with a particular product 
review.

Pros:

• Potential for more honest feedback based 
on a desire to help

Cons:

• Social desirability biases may lead to 
extremes in feedback content

• Decrease in contributions if the opinion is 
already represented

• Altruism levels may vary across cultures or 
groups

Intrinsic motivation


)/-$).$�� (*/$1�/$*)� $.� /# � $)/ -)�'� �/( )''ݦ'0!
people get from the act of expressing themselves. 
This includes direct enjoyment from giving 
feedback, the ability to vent and express opinions, 
and the enjoyment of community participation.

Pros:

• �*� ) /2*-&�  Ȃ �/.� *-� �*((0)$/4� )  � ��
to start

• People like to do things they enjoy

Cons:

• Social desirability biases may lead to 
extremes in feedback content

Studies in crowdsourcing (Mason, 2009) have 
found that extrinsic motivation factors such 
as monetary reward merely increase workers’ 
willingness to accept a task or speed of 
completion, but does not improve the quality 
of work. Another study (Rogstadius et al., 2011) 
showed that intrinsic motivation (e.g. framing a 
task for helping others) succeeded in improving 
the output quality. Deci (1971) found out that 
extrinsic and intrinsic motivations relate to each 
other. For instance, intrinsic motivation decreases 
when money is used as an external reward, while 
verbal reinforcement and positive feedback tend 
to increase intrinsic motivation.

A motivation model in crowdsourcing
Due to the nature of relevance feedback 
provision, it could be regarded as an extension of 
crowdsourcing, where motivation is extensively 
studied. Researchers (Kaufmann et al., 2011) have 
synthesized and proposed a model (Figure 25) 
for workers’ motivation in crowdsourcing. The 
model complies with what Deci and Ryan have 
discovered, identifying two categories under 
intrinsic motivation, three categories of extrinsic 

motivation.

Intrinsic motivation
�)%*4( )/� ��. �� (*/$1�/$*) contains factors 
that lead to the sensation of “fun” that might be 
perceived by the workers.

�*((0)$/4���. ��(*/$1�/$*) covers the acting of 
workers guided by the platform community

Extrinsic motivation

(( �$�/ �+�4*ƙ. cover all kinds of immediately 
received compensations (such as payment) for 
the work on crowdsourcing tasks

� '�4 �� +�4*ƙ.� � ���- ..� �''� &$)�� *!� ��./ݦ ( 
that can be used strategically to generate future 
material advantages

Social motivation is the extrinsic counterpart of 
$)/-$).$��(*/$1�/$*)��4���ݦ$/ )�((0)$/4�$*�/$*)ю�
It covers socially motivated extrinsic motivation 
out of values, norms, and obligations from outside 
a platform community as well as indirect feedback 
from the job and the need for social contact.

Figure 25. �$"0- �*!�(*/$1�/$*)��*)./-0�/.�Ȗ.*0-� Ǻ���0!(�))� /��'Ǹǹ�ǒǐǑǑǹ����+/ ���4��0/#*-ȗ

worker’s motivation 
in crowdsourcing

Intrinsic motivation

Enjoyment based 
motivation

• Skill variety
• Task identity
• Task autonomy
• Direct feedback 

from the job
• Pastime

• C o m m u n i t y 
�ݦ$/( �$�/$*)

• Social contact

• Payment • Signaling
• Human capital 

advancement

• ��/$*)� �ݦ$("$.�)� � �4�
external values

• ��/$*)� �ݦ$("$.�)� � �4�
external obligations & 
norms

• Indirect feedback from 
the job

Community based 
motivation 
(( �$�/ �+�4*Ȃ. � '�4 ��+�4*Ȃ. Social motivation

Extrinsic motivation
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6 Trusting dimensions

Dispositional trust: a generalized expectation 
about trustworthiness of others.

Trusting beliefs: the extent to which one believes 
something/someone is trustworthy in the 
situation.

System trust: or Institution-based trust, one 
believes that proper impersonal structures are 
in place to enable one to anticipate a successful 
future endeavor.

Situational decision to trust: the extent to which 
*) � $)/ )�.� /*� � + )�� *)� �� )*)ѣ.+ ��ݦ$� */# -�
party in a given situation.

Trusting intention: or Willingness to trust, the 
extent to which one is willing to depend on oth 
other in a given situation with a feeling of relative 
security.

Trusting behavior: is the extent to which one 
person voluntarily depends on another person 
$)� �� .+ ��ݦ$� .$/0�/$*)� 2$/#� �� !  '$)"� *!� - '�/$1 �

security, even though negative consequences are 
possible.

2.6.3 System trust in search
Trust is a subjective form of experience rooted in an 
individual’s dispositional traits, and surrounding 
!��/*-.� �( 0ݧ($ � $/ю� � �# � .�*+ � *!� /#$.� +-*% �/�
will focus on increasing trustworthiness through 
system trust as to that of the model mentioned 
earlier. Impersonal factors of building system 
trust include the technology artifact, namely the 
Information system and its Interface (Figure 29).

Factors impacting trust in search Interface include 
visual (static trust), Interaction(dynamic trust), 
and information. Behind the manifestation, 
users’ perception of the information system 
via interactions with the user interface is vital 
because the deriving of information one is 
seeking relies on it. Apart from the mechanism of 
information provision, technology bias is another 
�-$/$��'� !��/*-� �Ȃ �/$)"� /-0./2*-/#$) ..� )  �$)"�
addressing through the interference of design.

Figure 26. ��&)$"#/�/-0./$)"�(*� '�/#�/�$)1*'1 .�ǖ��$( ).$*).�*!�/-0./��*)./-0�/�Ȗ$(�" �
.*0-� Ǻ���&)$"#/ǹ����+/ ���4��0/#*-ȗ
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2.6 Perceived trust in search
Perceived trust in Health websites have a high priority in user engagement (Wortham, 2009). Besides, 
2$/#*0/� #0(�)� /-0./� $)� �� .4./ (я�  Ȃ$�$ )�4я� +-*�0�/$1$/4я� �)�� 0. -�  3+ -$ )� �2$''� )*/� � �(�3$($5 �ю�
Without trust, users will seek to achieve the tasks in other ways (Muir & Moray, 1996). To understand what 
trust is and what comprises it, hence, knowing how design can interfere and enhance users’ perceived trust 
in the search.

2.6.1 What is trust?

Trust is based on an individual’s 
theory as to how another person 
will perform on some future 
occasion, as a function of that 
target person’s current and 
previous claims, either implicit or 
H[SOLFLW��DV�WR�KRZ�WKH\�ZLOO�EHKDYH�
�*RRG�������

�-0./� $.� �� �-*��я� !0554я� 4 /� �$Ȃ$�0'/ѣ� ݦ)$)"�
concept. Previous studies stem mostly from the 
subjects of sociology, psychology, and philosophy. 
In general, studies have categorized trust as 
dispositional trust, learned trust, and situational 
trust. 

Trust is subjective, and for trust to occur, risk 
(March, 1995) and uncertainty must be perceived 
by the trusting party. Trust resides in one individual 

and is something to which that individual alone 
has direct access. Moreover, it requires another 
$)�$1$�0�'я�*-�/*�/#$.�.+ ��ݦ$��*)/ 3/я��)��-/$!��/�*!�
technology as a stimulus.

2.6.2 Trusting dimensions and 
models
6 dimensions of trust construct proposed by 
��&)$"#/�Ѱ0"ݦ- �ФюУюЦѱ�$)�УЫЫЪ��$.�2$� '4���*+/ ��
in the economic and organizational studies of 
trust, and it serves as the foundation of many 
recent research on trusting models in electronic 
environments (Chopra, K., & Wallace, W. A. 2003) 
or information systems such as e-commerce.

Apart from research on building blocks of trust 
and designing universal trusting models, it is 
also widely studied around trust on content 
presented online (Gil, Y., & Artz, D. 2006) and 
design guidelines of increasing trustworthiness in 
information systems such as Fogg (2001) and NN 
group (2016).

Figure 27. ��*+ �*!�/# �/-0./�!��/*-.�$)�/#$.�+-*% �/�Ȗ�-�2)��4��0/#*-ȗ
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Key takeaways chapter 02

2.1 Search foundations
Search, or information retrieval, has a long 
history in information science, and its powering 
technology has been transformed through four 
main stages. Nowadays, search engines are more 
than just matching identical search queries from 
the information. Rather, it can support high-
level semantic search in the connected web 
of information (semantic web) with the help 
of AI technologies (e.g. Machine learning for 
recommendations).

2.2 The design of search
Research around the design of search (IR) 
.4./ (.� #�.� �� ݦ$/( �$ � 1ݦ  ' ( )/.� Ѱ0. -я�
interface, engine, content, creator) in search and 
summarized ten design patterns (Autocomplete, 
� ./� �я/.-ݦ � � -�/ �� . �-�#я� ��� /� . �-�#я�
Advanced search, Personalization, Pagination, 
�/-0�/0- ��- .0'/.я���/$*)��' �- .0'/.я���� ݦ$(���(
Discovery) and proposed design guidelines for 
search interface.

2.3 Search as information seeking
Search or seeking information is a dynamic 
process that requires constant examination of 
/# � $)!*-(�/$*)� - /-$ 1 �� /*� .+ ��ݦ$� ,0 -$ .ю� 
)�
general, there are three types of intentions for 
one to search: navigational, informational, and 
transactional. For this project, the purposes of 
users in myTomorrows search will be informational 
or navigational. 

Nowadays, search interface design focuses on 
supporting the information seeking process by 
enhancing users to (re)formulate search queries 
and evaluate results. Search is a complex, 
- + /$/$1 я� �)�� �4)�($�� +-*� ..� $)� 2#$�#� 0. -.ї�
information needs evolve as they perform 
searches. The process could be generally divided 
into three stages of search preparation, interaction 

with search system and results collection, and 
actions on search results. Consequently, assisting 
users to quickly identify the value of information 
and reducing the cost of seeking is the core 
strategy for search systems, as indicated in 
information foraging theory.

2.4 Relevance feedback foundations
Traditionally, relevance in IR is an important 
metric to measure the success of an IR system, but 
it solely focuses on topical relevance, ignoring the 
human factors. However, relevance is subjective 
�)�� �$Ȃ$�0'/� /*� ( �.0- ю� �*./� - � )/� ./0�$ .�
around relevance have put more attention 
to human factors, and four dimensions of 
- ' 1�)��)-*!($�ѐ� ݦ$/( �$� - �2 /$*)�- .*0-� .я�
- +- . )/�/$*)�*!�/# �0. -ї.�+-*�' (Ѷ)  �я�/$( я�
and components.

Relevance feedback in AI systems (e.g. 
- �*(( )� -�.4./ (ѱ�$.�*ȅ )�0. ���.�/# ���/��!*-�
training the machine learner with Machine learning 
algorithms. Generally, relevance feedback fed in 
AI systems can be split into implicit and explicit 
feedback. The former has been the main drive in 
many information systems as its unobstructive 
)�/0- � �)�� Ȃ �/$1 ) ..� $)�+-��/$� ю� 
)� �*)/-�./я�
the latter has shown a strong performance in 
many recommender systems, but it requires 
extra cognitive burden from end-users. Previous 
research has seen a drop in explicit feedback 
provision from users and even reluctance to doing 
this. Thus, the mains issue lies in engaging and 
motivating users to provide explicit feedback.

2.5 Theories on engagement
To engage users to provide relevance feedback 
$.�  .. )/$�'я� �)�� (0'/$+' � !��/*-.� �( 0ݧ($ � �)�
engaging experience. Theories around user 
 )"�" ( )/� #�1 � �� ݦ$/( �$ �//-$�0/ .� *!�
�#�'' )" я�+*.$/$1 ��Ȃ �/я� )�0-��$'$/4я�� ./# /$�

and sensory appeal, attention, feedback, 
variety/novelty, interactivity, perceived user 
control, reputation, trust and expectation, and 
user context. All those factors are crucial when 
designing for the search interface. Moreover, The 
motivation of users should be the focus while 
designing feedback collection interactions.

2.6 Perceived trust in search
The perceived trust is one crucial factor for user 
engagement. Also, it is vital in such a sensitive 
context of this project as the information. However, 
trust is a broad topic. In theory, for trust to occur, 
risk and uncertainty should be perceived by the 
trustee. According to the trusting model proposed 
by McKnight, there are six trusting dimensions, 
including impersonal factors such as system trust. 
� �#)*'*"4���( 0ݧ($�- �1$*-+�./$��( � ��#�*/# -я�
and together, they form partial trust in technology 
(or system). The scope of trust in this project 
will be focused on system trust, and to be more 
.+ ��ݦ$я� /# � $)!*-(�/$*)� .4./ (� Ѱ� �#�)$.(я� �
�
bias) and its user interface (Visual, Interaction, 
Information).
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Figure 28. (4�*(*--*2.�. �-�#�*1 -1$ 2�Ȗ�-�2)��4��0/#*-ȗ

Figure 29. 
)/ -)�/$*)�''4�- �*")$5 �����- "$./-$ .��4��	��

3.1 Product analysis
Product analysis of myTomorrows search dives into the fundamentals by decomposing the buildup and 
inquiring underpinnings, as well as evaluating search experience in use. The objective is to understand 
how the Search was constructed and benchmark the user experience. Two activities were carried out in 
this stage: product decomposition and Heuristic Evaluation.

3.1.1 Search decomposition

AI-powered search architecture
myTomorrows treatment Search (Figure 29) builds 
on AI technologies. The knowledge graph plays a 
vital role, and it incorporates a broad spectrum of 
( �$��'���/�я� !*-� $)./�)� я��$&$��/����� ݦ$(���(
� �$��'��)"0�" ��4./ (���/�ю��)'$& �(*./�2 ��
search engines that cawl metadata from various 
sources (p.27), myTomorrows Search returns 
only text-based data and relies heavily on the 
knowledge graph to which Clinical Trial (CT) and 
�3+�)� ����� ..��-*"-�(�Ѱ���ѱ���/���- ��Ȃ$'$�/ �ю

CT/EAP source
There are 18 primary clinical trial registers (Figure 

ФЫѱ� - �*")$5 �� �4� �	�ю� �2) �� �4� �$Ȃ - )/�
regulators, they are distinctive from each other 
such as language, data structure, and format.  

�(*)"� УЪ� - "$./ -.я� �'$)$��'/-$�'.ю"*1� Ѱ/# � �ю�ю�
clinical study register) is the most active and the 
largest database comprised of 34,1146 studies 
in 214 countries. (https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/
resources/trends)
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Table 3. 
)!*-(�/$*)�./-0�/0- �*!���Ȝ����*)��'$)$��'/-$�'.Ǹ"*1

Surrogate Document Information

Status Study Description
The information 
of investigational 
treatment that 
is able to both 
meet the patient 
treatment needs 
and is convincing 
to HCPs base on 
their knowledge/
experience

Study Title Study Design

Conditions Arms and 
Interventions

Intervention Eligibility Criteria

Phase Contacts and 
Locations

More information

� �-�#�+*-/�'.
��$)�$)!*-(�/$*)��'*�&.

�3/ -)�'�'$)&�" 

CT/EAP data structure
�$Ȃ - )/� ��Ѷ���� ��/���. .� ��*+/� �$1 -. � ��/��
structuring standards, but they partially share 
common information. Since Clinicaltrials.gov is 
the largest CT register, its CT/EAP data structure 
was looked into as the basis of understanding 
what information a CT/EAP comprises. Table 3 
.#*2.��� ���� ݦ$'+)$./��./-0�/0- �*!� $)!*-(�/$*)�
$)��$Ȃ - )/�$)!*-(�/$*)�- .*0-� .�Ѱ+ю�ЦТѱю�

Ordering but NO ranking
Due to regulatory compliances and the avoidance 
of potential biases in data, myTomorrows search 
does not rank search results in the search result 
page (SERP). Nevertheless, Morville (2003) 
�� ݦ$/( �$ /#�/� 0. -.� 2*0'�� + -� $1 � #$"# -�
positioned search results more relevant to his/her 
information needs. 

At present, data types (CT/EAP) and phases of CTs 
are the underpinnings of ordering search results. 
CTs would be listed prior to EAPs because of 
regulatory reasons (p. 20). Within CTs, later phases 
come before earlier phases as interventions being 
studied in phase 4 would be less experimental and 
.0++*-/ ��2$/#�(*- � Ȃ$���4���/�ю

Information architecture
myTomorrows external search comprises two 
portals (grey coded) respectively for HCP and 
patient. The information architecture (Figure 30) 
of the HCP search consists of 6 building blocks 
(colored blue). myT treatment Search (LOGO), 
Guidance information, Search criteria, Filter, CT/
EAP, Access. The yellow coded parts stand for 
linkage to external resources.

https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/resources/trends
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/resources/trends
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Design (9)
Civil engineering (1)
Medical science (1)
Linguistics (1)

Figure 31. Ǒǒ� 1�'0�/*-.�2$/#�ǔ��$ƙ - )/����&"-*0)�.

12
Table 4. 0)( -" ��$..0 .�$)�Ǒǐ�0.��$'$/4�# 0-$./$�.�

Visibility of system status 16

Match between system and the real world 13

�. -��*)/-*'��)��!-  �*( 16

Consistency and standards 17

Error prevention 7

Recognition rather than recall 3

�' 3$�$'$/4��)�� Ȃ$�$ )�4�*!�0. 18

Aesthetic and minimalist design 7

Help users recognize, diagnose, and recover from 
errors 5

Help and documentation 4

Table 5. � -" �����$..0 .�2$/#�*-$"$).

01 Search home (3) 06 Loading (2)

02 Patient/HCP search (1 + 2) 07 Result list (12 + 1)

03 Process graph (4) 08 Result content (7 + 2)

04 Search Box (8 + 4) 9 General (7 + 4)

05 Filter (5 + 1) 10 Discuss/Contact (5 + 1)

3.1.2 Heuristic evaluation
Heuristic evaluation on the external search was 
conducted with peers to benchmark the current 
 3+ -$ )� я� $� )/$!4� $..0 .� $)� ��я� �.� 2 ''� �.� �)�
approach to understanding the product deeper.

Approach
The evaluation recruited twelve peers with four 
�$Ȃ - )/�  �0��/$*)�'� ���&"-*0)�.� Ѱ�$"0- � ХУѱю�
Ten sessions were conducted, including two with 
two participants at the same time. 

The procedure comprised three sections: context 
$)/-*�0�/$*)я� !-  �  3+'*-�/$*)я� �)�� � ݧ -/$*)ю� 
)�
the second section of free exploration, participants 
were asked to think aloud. The data from the 
./0�4��*(+-$. .�)*/ .�!*''*2$)"�/# �/ )��.��$'$/4�
Heuristics for user interface design (Nielsen & 
�*'$�#я�УЫЫТѱ���1 �!*�.(*$.. -+)$�/.-ݦ��('0�/*-.ю

First Impression of evaluators 
Most evaluators (8/12) thought the system 
is clean, and information is well organized. 
However, four evaluators felt the system is not 
a ready product but an internal tool or solely a 
prototype. Half of the evaluators pointed out that 
a lot of interactions and visual details do not align 
with their expectations. Plus, the experience gets 
overwhelming over time, partially because of the 
medical knowledge gap. 

Moreover, nearly 50% of evaluators expressed 
their concerns that the Patient portal has a very 
high threshold for medical knowledge needed. 
One mentioned that the search is, somehow, 
disconnected from myTomorrows service.

Primary heuristic results
�*''*2$)"�/# �/ )��.��$'$/4�	 0-$./$���-$/ -$�я�УТШ�
points were gathered (Table 4). Major problems of 
/# ��0-- )/�. �-�#�!�''�*)�љ�' 3$�$'$/4��)�� Ȃ$�$ )�4�
*!� 0. њ� 2$/#� УЪ� �� ݦ$/( �$ $..0 .я� !*''*2 �� �4�
љ�*).$./ )�4��)��./�)��-�.њ�Ѱ. 1 )/  )����$..0 .ѱю�
љ�$.$�$'$/4�*!�.4./ (�./�/0.њ��)��љ�. -��*)/-*'��)��
freedom’ shared the same number of issues (16). 
In comparison, the current system performs well 
in ‘Recognition rather than recall’ (3).

UX issue origins 
���' �Ч�.#*2.��)�*1 -1$ 2�*!�/# �*-$"$).�*!�ЧУ����
issues (red) with the same issues bind together, 
�)����.0(�*!�УЪ� Ѱ�'0 ѱ�2�.��'���� ݦ$...�2$.# .Ѷ
2�)/.ю� �# 4� .��// -� $)� / )� �
�  ' ( )/.� *!� /# �
search. The most prominent one was found in 
the search result list (a part of the search result 
+�" ѱ� 2$/#� УФ� ��� $..0 .� Ѱ�)�� *) � 2$.#Ѷ2�)/ѱя�
and 8 issues came from the search box (input for 
condition and search criteria).

UX issue severity
�/# -� /#�)� # 0-$./$�.� �)�� �ݦ$/( �$�/$*)� *!� /# $-�
origins, all issues were sorted and clustered 
� + )�$)"� *)� �Ȃ$)$/4� �)�� . 1 -$/4� Ѱ�$"0- � ХФѱю�
�# 4� � 1ݦ�� )-*! �'0./ -.ѐ� / �#)$��'� �0"я� �-$/$��'�
issue, major issue, Minor issue, and Wishes/wants.

�*./� ��� $..0 .� 2 - � '�� ' �� �.� (�%*-� �)��
($)*-� $..0 .я�(�&$)"� 0+� !*-/4ѣ*) � ��� $..0 .ю� 
)�
comparison, only three were regarded as critical 
$..0 .я� �)�� � 1ݦ 2 - � / �#)$��'� �0".ю� 	*2 1 -я�
/ �#)$��'� �0"� �)�� �-$/$��'� $..0 .� . 1 - '4� �Ȃ �/�
the search experience as they are closer to the 
backend and can easily lead to system failures. 
For instance, one issue belonging to the technical 
bug is ‘customized search query is not supported.’ 
In contrast, in critical issue, ‘It returns completely 
irrelevant search results, but was relevant to the 
previous search query.’

Compelete results in Appendices (p.154-155)

Figure 32. ���$..0 ��'0./ -.�2$/#�/# �)0(� -�*!�$..0 .�$)�
 ��#��'0�./ -

Technical 
bug 5

Level 4: 
Critical issue 3

Level 3: 
Major issue 26

Level 2: 
Minor issue 17

Level 1: 
Wishes/Wants 18

Figure 33.  1�'0�/*-Ȗ.ȗ� 3+'*-$)"�(4�*(*--*2.�
. �-�#

• The overall experience of the current 
search is moderete, but with a huge 
URRP�����PDMRU�DQG�PLQRU�LVVXHV��WR�
improve interaction details and visual 
LPSUHVVLRQ�

• The main focus of improvements 
VKRXG�EH�R̆HULQJ�PRUH�ÀH[LELOLW\�
DQG�LQFUHDVLQJ�WKH�ḢFLHQF\�RI�XVH��
HVSHFDLOO\�LQ�WKH�VHDUFK�UHVXOW�SDJH�

Key takeaways

Figure 34. �'0./ -$)"�- .0'/.
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3.2 Future vision
The collection of future visions on myTomorrows 
treatment Search aims at forming a holistic 
*1 -1$ 2� *!� /# � +-*�0�/� �(*$/$(ݦ � !*-� �"($''ݦ'0!
(4�*(*--*2.ї� ($..$*)ю� 
)/ -1$ 2.� 2$/#�
 (+'*4  .� ��-*..� �$Ȃ - )/� � +�-/( )/.� �/�
myTomorrows were conducted, together 
with a longitudinal study on Clinicaltrials. gov 
modernization as a supplementary source. 

3.2.1 future vision interviews

Approach
A total of seven interviewees within the company 
participated in the interviews. Three out of seven 
had professional education in healthcare-related 
�я.�' ݦ �)�� �''� #��� (*- � /#�)� / )� (*)/#.� *!�
working experience at myTomorrows. 

All interviews were conducted individually 
with interviewees following the same protocol 
�*).$./$)"� *!� � 1ݦ ,0 ./$*).� Ѱ.  � � '*2ѱю� ���#�
session was audio-recorded and transcribed for 
analysis with Thematic analysis (Braun, Clarke, 
2006).

Interviewees (I)
I1, Project manager (1 yr 3 mons)
I2, Corporate development  (3 yrs)
I3, Medical search coordinator (1 yr  6 mons)
I4, Product manager  (1 yr 7 mons)
I5, C-Medical-O  (3 yr 3 mons)
I6, AI lead (10 mons)
I7, CTO (3 yr 2 mons)

Interview protocol 
• How is your current experience with 

myTomorrow search?

• What are your future visions on 
myTomorrows search?

• Could you please walk me through 
from a patient’s perspective?

• Could you please walk me through 
from an HCP’s perspective?

• How would you pitch your visions to 
the boss?

Figure 35. �# (�/$���)�'4.$.

Figure 36. ����Ȗ
Ǘȗ��-�2$)"�*0/�. -1$� �1$.$*)

Figure 37. 
)/ -1$ 2�2$/#�����Ȗ
Ǖȗ

3.2.2 vision clusters
The results are fruitful throughout the analysis. 
According to the timeframe for implementation 
and realistic boundaries, two groups of visions 
��� ݦ$/( �$� - 2.�) �-ѣ!0/0- �1$.$*)��)��!�-�!0/0- �
vision. Besides, interviewees also described 
and shared the facts and concerns around the 
treatment search.

Near future vision
This cluster refers to visions that can be achieved 
within a time frame of three years with the 
available resources and workforce. Some of these 
visions exist as part of the development plan, and 
some sooner or later. A total of eleven themes 
were synthesized as below:

Complete source data
myT should have complete source data of 
all (17) registries and EAP programs.

Quality & rich information
(Help decision-making)
�# � $)!*-(�/$*)� *Ȃ - �� $)� (4�� . �-�#�
should be rich and high quality, such as 
$)�*-+*-�/$)"�  Ȃ$���4� ��/�� /*� .0++*-/�
HCPs to make decisions.

Clear actionability
myT search should communicate to HCPs 
what actions to take to access to products 
or enroll in studies.

Control & feedback on results
�. -.�.#*0'��� ���' �/*�#�1 ��*)/-*'�*1 -�
irrelevant results, and feedback given 
should be taken into account for system 
optimization in a sensible way.

Result management
Previous search results should be 
manageable for reuse or other purposes in 
the future.

Search report manipulation
The search report should be brought to 
the search for HCPs to manipulate/interact 
freely (for instance, adding or removing 
results), instead of a mere PDF.

Insights & trends
myT search should enable HCPs to follow 
/# $-� � .$�Ѷ.�' ݦ. .� *!� $)/ - ./� /*� "�$)�
insights and to learn.

Discussion & co-decision between HCPs
HCPs sometimes do not make decisions 
alone but may involve discussions with 
other HCPs, myT search could support co-
decision or discussion on search report(s).

More user-friendly
myT search should be much more user-
friendly than other competitors (e.g., 
Clinicaltrials.gov).

Patient search as an option
Patient search should be an option for 
those who are willing to obtain more 
information. However, it should help 
patients understand such information for 
better medical decisions together with 
their HCPs.

Lower search barrier
myT search should lower the barrier for 
patients to search, such as simple aksing 
questions, while for HCPs, more abundant 
�.- /'ݦ �*0'�� # '+� *�/�$)� ��(*- � - ' 1�)/�
result list.

Far future vision
This cluster describes the visions that can be 
achieved beyond three years with the available 
resources, human resources, and the same 
business strategies. A total of four themes were 
'$./ �я� �.� 2 ''� �.� *) � �� (ݦ �(0 /# ( � /#�/� $.�
marginal to the current strategy.
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In-hospital search

myT search shall be integrated into HCPs’ 
work environment (hospital) and direct 
access to patients’ EHR data. It is expected 
to be the platform where HCPs go for new 
treatments as their routine.

Outsource search to myT

When trust is established and high enough, 
HCPs would outsource searches to myT 
�)��� �+-*1$� ��2$/#���(ݦ�'�'$./�*!�*+/$*).�
to review.

Fully automated match

Search is expected to be fully automated 
when myT technical capability is high 
enough to auto-match with high precision. 
It will reduce myT workforce and increase 
business scalability.

A bridging platform

With multiple entry portals, the search 
connects patient, HCP, and pharma. myT 
search enables two ways of matching that 
�''*2.� +#�-(�� /*� ��(ݦ +�-/$�$+�)/.� �)��
collecting study results. Vice versa.

Other
Other than the ones mentioned above, it was also 
envisioned that HCP KOL could be involved in the 
platform, as well as developing other business 
opportunities based on data and knowledge myT 
will have.

Facts
This cluster describes empirical knowledge 
around myTomorrows services, and they are 
divided into four themes.

Patient: Most patients have the medical 
knowledge gap, and not all patients are looking 
for treatments but information. Also, individual 
�$Ȃ - )� .� �Ȃ �/� +�/$ )/.њ� ��� +/�)� � *!�
investigational treatments.

HCPs: Not all HCPs know EAP, and HCPs do not 
mind prescribing investigational treatments 
as long as there are convincing study data and 
results. Besides, HCPs sometimes listen to KOLs’ 
opinions as a reference for prescriptions. (It lays 
/# �  (+$-$��'� !*0)��/$*)� !*-� ХюХ� �. -� - . �-�#�
HCPs)

Technical boundaries: Adding more data sources 
will bring in data processing challenges due to 
non-standardized data. Machine translation from 
jargon to trustworthy layman language has a high 
technical threshold. However, a new regulation in 
/# ����- ,0$- .���.�/*�+-*1$� �'�4(�)�'�)"0�" ю�
Currently, the knowledge graph of myT search 
and CT/EAP documents are highly connected.

Source data: It refers to CT/EAP data from 
registries. They are mostly text, multilingual, 
and scattered. Not all CT registries include EAPs, 
�)�� ��/�� ,0�'$/4� 1�-$ .� $)� �$Ȃ - )/� ��/���. .ю�
Problems can be found in source data: outdated 
data, mistakes inherited from authors, and data 
(CT/EAP) are not connected to prior studies. 
Moreover, only a small fragment of the data has 
bond study results, but most study results would 
be published on other medical databases (e.g., 
PubMed).

Concerns
This cluster describes concerns and issues 
interviewees had. Three themes range from 
search to the services myTomorrows provides. 

False impression: myTomorrows is a commercial 
company, and it inherently gives an impression 
*!� ./-$1$)"� !*-� �ю./ݦ*-+ �# � +0�'$��($"#/� + -� $1 �
search results promoted or misleading.

Perceived trust: since all source data are from 
CT/EAP registries, it is uncertain how myT search 
works to retrieve data, and it might be perceived 
as a black box. The current data displayed on myT 
search is not identical to its source. Consequently, 
users may need to double-check and compare 
search results.

Current search issues: the current search has 
$..0 .�$)�/# �.4./ (�' 1 '��)��/# ����' 1 '�Ѱ- ! -�/*�
3.1.6 Heuristic evaluation). It does not provide an 
 Ȃ$�$ )/�*1 -1$ 2�*!� $)!*-(�/$*)я�2#$�#� '�".� /# �
productivity of the internal medical team.

3.2.3 Clinicaltrial.gov 
Modernization
�'$)$��'/-$�'.ю"*1� Ѱ/# � ��� - "$./ -ѱ� #��� �  )�
campaigning for modernization since 2019. As 
one of the most important data sources, the open-
access materials from their public survey (Request 
for information) and Webinar were followed for 
illustrating a holistic overview of users’ voices and 
the frontline of clinical studies.

Request for information
Results of Request for Information (https://prsinfo.
clinicaltrials.gov/SummaryResponsesToRFI.
pdf) covered three broad topics of website 
functionality, information submission, and data 
standards. Website functionality was the focus of 
this research with four subtopics:

Scope of primary use: there are three types of use 
scopes: 1) searching for a wide range, 2) a narrow 
range, 3) both. In most cases, respondents seek 
only for a narrow range for certain diseases, but 
the other two cases are rare, especially the scope 
of both wide and narrow.

Current uses:� /#-  � 0. .� 2 - � �ѐ� ݦ$/( �$ Уѱ�
patients or health care providers searching 
for studies that are recruiting participants, 2) 
researchers conducting systematic reviews, 
3) Advocacy groups, and various stakeholders 
accessing study information to display on websites 
tailored to particular audiences.

New uses: new uses and improvement 
suggestions include three themes:  stronger 
search capability (search similar results, more 
+*2 -!0'� �Ѷ.*-/$)"ѱя"($- /'ݦ (*- � 0. -ѣ!-$ )�'4�
experience (walk through the steps for building 
a search query, indicate result relevance, display 
structured information of inclusion/exclusion 
criteria and make them more prominent.), 
providing guidance or information based on user 
/4+ .� Ѱ�0./*($5�/$*)� *!� / �#)$��'� � /�$'.я� *Ȃ -�
plain language summary).

Linkage of resources: as information on the web 
is connected, and most respondents requested 
for linkage to external medical resources such as 
PubMed citation or records of published journal 
�-/$�' .��*)/��� .*+*-+� )*��ю."($�(ݦ�4�0/.�"($($

linkage to the repository of studies’ participant 
data and advocacy group websites.

Public Webinar
A webinar was hosted where attendants spoke 
out, and guest speakers shared their experiences 
�)�� &)*2' �" � $)� /# � ( �$��'� �ю�' ݦ �0-$)"� /# �
Webinar, live polls showed that most attendants 
voted for Google and another search engine 
(86%) over Doctor (80%) when it came to the 
,0 ./$*)�љ�#�/�.*0-�� #��(ݦ�*/� .�4*0�0*��. '/#�
information.’ Moreover, the answers for ‘Where 
do you look for information about the results of 
clinical trials’ were clinicaltrials.gov summary 
results (71%), PubMed (57%), and Medical journal 
publication (63%). 

�# - � 2�.� �� �ݦ$("$.�)/� - ,0 ./� !*-� ��/��
visualization of study results and study design from 
attendants. Further, it was demonstrated by two 
guest speakers that organizing and visualizing the 
overview of all studies (Figure 38) that investigate 
the same intervention was critical, as well as 
binding study results. For instance, the Drug Facts 
Box (Schwartz & Woloshyn, 2013) introduced by 
one speaker, was designed to inform HCPs and 
+�/$ )/.� ��*0/� $)/ -1 )/$*)� ��./ݦ (  �)�� -$.&.я�
�.�2 ''��.�# '+�- . �-�# -.��� . -� (ݦ ��- // -�#�
questions.

Figure 38. "0 ./�.+ �& -�� (*)./-�/$)"�. '!ȍ�0-�/ ��*1 -1$ 2�*!��''�
./0�$ .��-*0)��*) �$)/ -1 )/$*)�#//+.ǺȜȜ�'$)$��'/-$�'.Ǹ"*1Ȝ�/ǒȜ��*0/ȍ

.$/ Ȝ(*� -)$5�/$*)Ȭ(*� -)$5�/$*)ȕ-͖

https://prsinfo.clinicaltrials.gov/SummaryResponsesToRFI.pdf
https://prsinfo.clinicaltrials.gov/SummaryResponsesToRFI.pdf
https://prsinfo.clinicaltrials.gov/SummaryResponsesToRFI.pdf
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/about-site/modernization%23modernization_rfi
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/about-site/modernization%23modernization_rfi
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3.3 User research (healthcare professionals)
This section strives to gain a deeper understanding of the user group and their current experiences with 
�"($�(ݦ �)�� ��� ..$)"� $)1 ./$"�/$*)�'� /- �/( )/� *+/$*).� Ѱ��Ѷ���ѱю� �# � 0. -� - . �-�#� $)�'0� .� ��/$1$/$ .�
of literature reviews, surveying HCP, as well as expert interviews. The insights mapped out the current 
journey and illustrated two types of Search personas.

Interviewees (9)

HCP 1, Physiotherapist, (BR)
Medical ethicist (NL)

HCP 8, Pediatric hematologist (NL)

HCP 4, Psychiatrist (NL)

HCP 2, Physiotherapist, (BR)
HCP 3, gynecologist, (BR)

HCP 5, Nurse, (CN)
HCP 6, Epidemiologist, (CN)
HCP 7, Dermatologist, (CN)

Interview protocol 
• What would you do(know) when a 

patient ran out of treatment options?

�"$/. 1($��(ݦ�*/�2*	 •/$*)�'�/- �/( )/.�
(CT/EAP) now and any considerations?

• What would you expect from a 
/**'Ѷ. -1$� �/#���(ݦ��4*0.+' #�/
investigational treatments?

• How do you feel/think about giving 
explicit feedback?

Figure 39. Ǒǐ�	��.�$)�'0�$)"�ǔ�!-*(�(4�*(*--*2

Figure 40. - (*/ �$)/ -1$ 2�2$/#�	���ǘ�$)�����

Internal HCP (4)

External HCP (6)
10

3.3.1 Empathizing healthcare 
professionals

HCP survey
A survey (appendix p. num) was spread among 
internal and external HCPs to learn HCPs’ attitudes 
to CT/EAPs and their current solutions to resolve 
the problem of patients running out of treatment 
options. Ten (Figure 39)  responded to the survey, 
including six external HCPs and four internal HCPs 
(medical team of myTomorrows).

Ȗ�# �.0-1 4�2�.��*ȍ�- �/ ��2$/#�/# ����� .$") -ǹ�� '$..�ȗ

Expert Interview
To supplement the aim of better empathizing HCPs 
with in-depth insights, semi-structured interviews 
(Figure 40) were conducted with experts in 
/# � ( �$��'� �ю�' ݦ �� /*/�'� *!� )$) � $)/ -1$ 2  .�
participated, scattering in 3 countries of the 
Netherlands, China, and Brazil.  

One interviewee was a medical ethicist as the use 
of investigational treatment is one of her research 
areas, while the rest were all HCPs, and three 
were experienced specialists (HCP 4, 7, 8). All 
interviews were conducted remotely and followed 
the same interview protocol. For the experienced 
specialists, an additional section for collecting 
underpinnings of judgment on search results was 

followed at the end of the interview (3.4.2 reasons 
for relevance feedback, p.66).

Figure 41. 	��.�%*0-) 4�/*���Ȝ����Ȗ�-�2)��4��0/#*-ȗ

myTomorrows
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search
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a second 
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treatments

3.3.2 HCP journey to CT/EAP
Figure 41 illustrates a journey of actions HCPs take 
when a patient is not responding to or has run out 
of treatment options. 

�/�*/�.��	�-*!�+ /.�/.-ݦ� #�& �$.�/*�$)1 ./$"�/ �/# �
reasons that caused the patient not to respond, 
and they would try to adjust current treatment 
(e.g. dose). The next would be looking for a second 
opinion by discussing with peers or consulting 
other experienced HCPs. It is possible that the 
patient will be directed to another medical center.

However, turning to investigational treatments 
(CT/EAP) would be the very last step. In most 
cases, HCPs would turn to published articles from 
medical databases (e.g. PubMed) to research new 

treatments because they include evidence or early 
data from patients. While some HCPs, especially 
those active in research and academia, may know 
all cutting-edge treatment developments in their 
.+ �$�� -$��''я�/#0.я�/# 4�2$.�' ݦ�� $5'/�/# �+�/$ )/�
/*�����Ѷ����/#�/�(�4���Ѷ# -ю)$#�/ݦ ( 

Currently, myTomorrows involves itself in the 
journey from two ends. To HCPs, the treatment 
search engine comes into the journey as an 
approach to expand their scope of searching or 
mitigate the gap HCPs face from the current tools. 
On the other end, the search report produced by 
internal HCPs of myTomorrows plays an essential 
role in engaging HCPs through patients.
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3.3.3 CT/EAP in HCPs’ eyes
In the case of patients exhausting treatment 
*+/$*).я� /# - � �- � �� ! 2� �� ݦ$/( �$ !��/.� �)��
challenges HCPs face that may hold them back 
from prescribing investigational treatments.

HCPs may not be aware of CT/EAP as a 
treatment option
HCPs might not be aware of the possibility to 
prescribe drugs that are not yet approved for 
marketing. Only one HCP (out of six) surveyed 
�$- �/'4� ( )/$*) �� /#�/� �"($�(ݦ �� �'$)$��'� /-$�'�
would be the next step to take when a patient 
is not responding or has run out of treatment 
options. Whereas, the rest would take actions to 
investigate the reasons or seek a second opinion. 
All HCPs knew CT, but it does not apply to EAP. 
The fundamental reason might be that the use 
of unapproved drugs outside of clinical trials is 
not taught in medical school or during residency. 
Instead, it is mostly self-taught (Irvine, 2016). 

Survey HCP 1, ‘Will consider alternative diagnoses and 
GR�QHFHVVDU\� LQYHVWLJDWLRQV��5H�H[DPLQH� WKH�SDWLHQW� LQ�
FDVH��KH��PLVVHG�VRPHWKLQJ��&KHFN�RQ�KLVWRU\��,I�QRWKLQJ�
LV�IRXQG��FRQVXOW�D�FROOHDJXH�RU�VHHN�D�VHFRQG�RSLQLRQ�¶

Survey HCP 4, ‘I am not clear what exactly is meant by 
H[SDQGHG�DFFHVV�SURJUDPPH��($3��¶

Survey HCP 5, ‘In the case that I would not be the 
EHVW�NQRZQ�H[SHUW�RQ�7KH�1HWKHUODQGV�LQ�KLV�FRQGLWLRQ��
,� ZRXOG� ¿UVW� FRQWDFW� DQ� H[SHUW� LQ� DQRWKHU� FHQWHU� IRU�
DGYLFH�¶

Most HCPs are open to CT/EAP but very 
cautious
Regardless of the fact of unawareness, HCPs 
are open to the possibility of prescribing 
investigational treatments to patients as the last 
option. All HCPs surveyed and interviewed said 
they might consider CT/EAP if it would potentially 
��+�/ݦ ( /$ )/.я� �)��+�/$ )/.� �- � !0''4� $)!*-( ��
��*0/����./ݦ ( )��-$.&.ю�	*2 1 -я�/# - ��- �	��.�
reluctant to prescribe EAP and wait for medical 
guidelines, even though there is promising data.

Survey HCP 2��µ<HV��,�ZLOO�FRQVLGHU�&7�($3���DV�ORQJ�DV�
KH�LV�IXOO\�LQIRUPHG�DQG�QR�PDMRU�ULVN�WR�KLV�FRQGLWLRQ�¶

Interview HCP 4, ‘We normally stick to the guideline, 
DQG�WKH�IDUHVW�ZH�JR�LQ�FOLQLFDO�SUDFWLFH�LV�R̆�ODEHO�XVH�RI�
VRPH�GUXJV��EXW�ZH�NQRZ�WKH�ḢFDF\�SUHWW\�ZHOO�¶

Interview Medical ethicist, ‘Even though there is 
promising data of a treatment, some doctors would wait 
for professional guidelines, which takes a long time after 
PDUNHWLQJ�DXWKRUL]DWLRQ�¶

Updates of CT/EAP are lagged 
For HCPs who are aware of CT/EAPs, it could 
happen that they are not always up to date of 
what CT/EAPs are available because it requires 
a remarkable investment of time for systematic 
reading. Also, CT/EAPs are merely spread on a 
regular basis and within a limited scale.

Interview Medical ethicist, ‘Doctors in regional 
KRVSLWDOV��WKH\�GRQ¶W�KDYH�PXFK�WLPH�WR�GR�DQ\�UHDGLQJ��
While academic doctors would try to keep up with 
OLWHUDWXUH�¶

Interview HCP 8, ‘I attend conferences, and we have 
D� QDWLRQDO� ZRUNLQJ� JURXS�� 2I� FRXUVH� ,� UHDG� MRXUQDO�
DUWLFOHV��6RPHWLPHV��7ZLWWHU�LV�D�VRXUFH�IRU�NQRZLQJ�QHZ�
GHYHORSPHQWV��DQG�LW¶V�YHU\�IDVW�¶

Unfamiliar with CT/EAP enrollment 
Another challenge that may hold HCPs back 
is their unfamiliarity with the regulatory 
+-*� ..я� ��($)$./-�/$1 � �0-� ).я� �(ݦ)� � �)��
reimbursement, safety and liability concerns 
Ѱ��--*2�  /� �'ю� ФТУЧѱю� �# � �."($�(ݦ �- � �'.*�
supported by the results from the survey and 
interviews, as only a small fragment of HCPs (2) 
had prior experience with enrolling patients in CT/
EAPs. Most perceived it challenging to enroll in a 
CT, especially with EAP. 

Interview HCP 8, ‘We would send the patient to 
another center that runs clinical trial that could possibly 
EHQH¿W� WKH� SDWLHQW�� DQG� ,� NQRZ� WKHVH� FOLQLFDO� WULDOV�
EHFDXVH�,�DP�LQ�WKH�VRFLHW\�LQ�P\�¿HOG�RI�VSHFLDOL]DWLRQ¶

Survey HCP 5��µ,�ZRXOG�QRW�VD\�WKLV�LV�µFKDOOHQJLQJ¶��,I�
the CT is not available in my center, I will refer the patient 
WR� DQRWKHU� FHQWHU�� 7KLQJV� EHFRPH� FKDOOHQJLQJ� LI� WKHUH�
DUH� RQO\� FHQWHUV� DEURDG� WKDW� FRQGXFW� WKH� WULDO�� ,� WKLQN�
depending on your personal contacts and experience, 
HQUROOLQJ�VRPHRQH� LQ�DQ�($3�FDQ�EH�FKDOOHQJLQJ��EXW� ,�
KDYH�OLWWOH�WR�QR�H[SHULHQFH�ZLWK�WKLV�¶

Uncertainty of trusting a third-party for 
��"($�(ݦ)�� )-*''$)"���Ѷ���.
To most HCPs surveyed and interviewed, seeking 
# '+� *-� �..$./�)� � !-*(� �� /#$-�ѣ+�-/4� !*-� �"($�(ݦ
and enrolling would be acceptable. However, it 
- (�$).�/*�� �.& +/$��'�0)' ..�	��.��- ���/( �ݦ(*
that such service providers are trustworthy.

Survey HCP 1, ‘‘I would consider using ‘a service’ when 
I know which one to use, when I know what this service 
does and when I have heard good stories about using this 
VHUYLFH�¶

3.3.4 HCPs expectations on myT 
treatment search

A trust, unbiased and transparent 
platform
As research (Schwartz & Woloshin, 2013) has 
.#*2)� /#�/� +0�'$.# �� +�+ -.� *!� �-0"�  Ȃ$���4�
$)�'0� � �$�. ��  Ȃ$���4� ��/�ю� (4�*(*--*2.я�
as a commercial company, may give HCPs the 
impression that the information provided in the 
search is biased to pharmaceutical companies 
behind the scene. Therefore, HCPs would want 
a search to be trustworthy, unbiased, and 
transparent of how it works.

Interview Medical ethicist�� µ,� WKLQN� WKH� ¿UVW� PRVW�
LPSRUWDQW� WKLQJ� LV� SUREDEO\� WUXVW�� 7KDW¶V���� ,W¶V� UHDOO\�
GL̇FXOW�WR�ZLQ�RXWVLGHUV��6R�KRZ�FDQ�\RX�PDNH�VXUH�WKDW�
WKH\�WUXVW�WKDW�VHDUFK�HQJLQH"�3UREDEO\�E\�YHU\�FDUHIXOO\�
sourcing everything and explaining, doing a lot of 
H[SODLQLQJ��6R�UHDOO\�VKRZLQJ�ZKHUH�WKH�GDWD�LV�GHULYHG�
IURP"�5HDOO\�PDNH�WKDW�FRPSOHWH��DQG�LW¶V�UHOHYDQW��$QG�
LW¶V�XS�WR�GDWH�¶

Interview HCP 4�� +RZ� GRHV� WKH� FRPSDQ\� UHDOO\�
provide services around the information from the 
search? I am afraid that it might be biased so that I will 
PLVV�VRPH�RWKHU��WUHDWPHQW����WKDW�PLJKW�EH�EHWWHU�¶

A Complete CT/EAP database
As has been discovered from the future vision 
interviews (3.4 facts, p.56) that CT/EAP data is 
messy and scattered. HCPs expect the search to 
include all CT/EAP databases so that it brings much 
�*)1 )$ )�� -/�"($�(ݦ�($� /( )/.�*-��*)�0�/$)"�

systematic reviews for research purposes.

Interview HCP 4, ‘I would certainly use it probably 
more for my research job, let’s say just last month or 
WZR� PRQWKV� DJR�� ,� KDG� WR� ZULWH� D� PLQL�UHYLHZ� IRU� D�
JUDQW�SURSRVDO��<HDK��DQG�WKHQ�\RX�QHHG�WR�FKHFN�ZKLFK�
research is already ongoing, and that involves going to 
at least three or four databases So if you could do that 
with one overarching search engine, that would be a lot 
VLPSOHU�¶

Altruistic
HCPs are willing to help their patients, 
even though they are busy in their daily 
rountines.

Dependent
	��.�/-0./�/# $-��*'' �"0 .��)��*ȅ )�'**&�
up a second opinion or collaborations 
Ѱ+*..$�'4�!-*(����$Ȃ - )/�( �$��'�� )/ -ѱю

All-time learner
HCPs need to keep learning and updating 
/# $-�&)*2' �" �$)�/# �( �$�����' ݦ�'ȅ -�
medical school, for instance, systematic 
review.

Cautious
HCPs normally stick to medical guidelines 
when prescribing medicine, because 
of the uncertainty of using unapproved 
treatments. They need strong evidence 
before stepping out.

Critical
	��.� � '$ 1 � $)� .��ݦ$/( $�  1$� )� � Ѱ.0�#�
as trial design and previous results of 
clinical trials).

HCP characteristics
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3.3.5 HCP search personas

Story
It happens to Susan regularly that her patients are not 
responding well to the standard of care. She would try various 
approaches to help her patients and update her knowledge by 
reviewing published articles. Nevertheless, it is hard to keep it 
this way as she is also busy with patient visits and other daily 
routines, so it is a hassle for her. 

She is aware of CT/EAP options, and she once referred a patient 
to another medical center for a clinical trial. However, she never 
tried expanded access programs for her patients because of 
unfamiliarity and other reasons.

Goal
���(ݦ�*� •'/ -)�/$1 .�!*-�+�/$ )/.�2$/#�0)( /�( �$��'�)  �.
Needs
• Search and review large amount of new treatment 

developments
• Evaluate possible treatment options for such patient(s)
Wants
• �)� �.4�2���"($�(ݦ�!*�4'/ -)�/$1 �/- �/( )/.
• Support for gaining access to CT/EAPs

Susan (Active searcher)
Clinical oncologist 
Age: 39
Current tools: PubMed, 
�+/*��/ я�� �'$) ��'0.я� /�

Story
Lee is active both in clinical practice and academic research. 

)� #$.� ��' ݦ *!�  3+ -/$. я� $/� $.� �*((*)� /#�/� +�/$ )/.� -0)� *0/�
of treatment options. Also, there are not a lot of new drug 
developments. 

He is aware of all new developments as he is active in 
professional groups and attends conferences regularly, in 
which he will be updated systematically by peers and industry. 
As a researcher, he had experience with conducting clinical 
trials and writing academic papers that require systematic 
reviews.

Goal
• To gain a complete overview of research work related to 

 .$/- +3 �!*��' ݦ�.$#
Needs
• Discover a complete set of new research works for research 

+0-+*. � !*-���"($(ݦ ��- //  /# � - . �-�#�,0 ./$*)� . /�0+�
clinical trials

• Conduct systematic reviews
Wants
• A centralized database with high-quality research data
• An easy way of staying up to date of new research

Lee (Researcher)
Psychiatrist   
Age: 42
Current tools: PubMed, 
clinicaltrials.gov or other 
registers, Social media (e.g. on 
Twitter), etc

3.4 Building blocks of feedback
It remains unknown what relevance feedback comprises. When, and where HCPs give such feedback during 
searches for treatment options. Thereby, studies were carried out to look into how HCPs conduct searches 
at present, to identify when and where HCPs make relevance judgments. Moreover, to discover what are 
the reasons for such judgments.

Figure 42. ��.$(+'$͖ ��. �-�#�͗*2�*1 -1$ 2�Ȗ�-�2)��4��0/#*-ȗ

��/$ )/�$)!*�Ȗ�*)�$/$*)��)���$�")*.$.ȗ

� �-�#�$)��'$)$��'/-$�'.Ǹ"*1

�3/ -)�'
. �-�#
 )"$) 

03 Review study records
Ȗ�/0�4�� .�-$+/$*)ǹ��-(.��)��
$)/ -1 )/$*).ǹ��'$"$�$'$/4ȗ

02 Scan search 
reuslt list
Ȗ�$/' ǹ��*)�$/*)ǹ�
$)/ -1 )/$*)ȗ

04 Save the result

01 Query the conditon
Ȗ�)��*/# -��-$/ -$�ǹ� Ǹ"Ǹ��*0)/-4ȗ

ХюЦюУ��- �/( )/�. �-�2*ݧ�#
An observation session was conducted to learn 
/# � �0-- )/� . �-�#� �2я*ݧ � #�1$*-.я� �)�� $� )/$!4�
where relevance judgments could be made while 
running searches for treatment options.

Approach
One internal HCP (treatment search coordinator) 
was recruited for this session because of the job 
function requiring searches and inaccessibility to 
external HCPs for real search observations.

The study subject was asked to record the desktop 
screen while searching for treatment options for 
a real patient (on clinicaltrials.gov). The screen 
record was the only material for analysis and was 
watched for three rounds. Each round served a 
�$Ȃ - )/� +0-+*. я� /# � �/.-ݦ !*-� $(( -.$*)� �)��
primary understanding, the second for search 
�2*ݧ " ) -�/$*)я� �)�� /# � '�./� !*-� 1�'$��/$)"� /# �
1$.0�'$5 ��. �-��2ю*ݧ�#

Findings
Throughout the observation and analysis, it was 
' �-) �� /#�/� /# � /- �/( )/� . �-�#� �2*ݧ �'$").�
with information-seeking models (chapter 02, 
p.33). The search process (Figure 42) is repetitive 
and includes four phases from query to save and 
multiple iterative examinations of information. 
�# - ��- �!*0-�(���(*$.. .�.$#/�)*-!�."($�(ݦ�($.�
below: 

• In order to have a higher recall, the search 
started from broad to narrow with more than 
one round of querying. 

• Relevance judgments could happen when 

scanning the search result list and examining 
the result content (blue dots in Figure 42). 
Irrelevant judgments are not always expressed 
and could happen merely in the head as some 
- .0'/.� 2 - � ' ȅ� љ$")*- �њя� 2#$' � .��))$)"�
through the search result list.

• It was needed to rely on web search engines 
(e.g. Duckduckgo) encountering information 
that is uncertain or beyond the searcher’s 
knowledge scope. 

• It was needed to refer back to a patient’s 
condition and diagnosis when determining 
what trials are suitable for the patient. The 
nature of cognitive capacity may cause this. 

        �*(+' / �. �-�#�͗*2�$)��++ )�$� .�Ȗ+Ǹ�ǑǕǖȍǑǕǗȗ
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Figure 43. �*' �+'�4$)"�/# ��
�2#$' �*�. -1$)"��)�$)/ -)�'�	���
�*)�0�/�. �-�# .�Ȗ/# �- ./�2 - ��*)�0�/ ��- (*/ '4ȗ

Question:
Is this result relevant or 
irrelevant, and please 
explain why?

Figure 44. Ǖ�+�-/$�$+�)/.�$)�'0�$)"�ǒ�$)/ -)�'�	��.

Internal HCPs (2)
HCP 4, Psychiatrist (NL)
HCP 7, Dermatologist (CN)
HCP 8, Pediatric 
hematologist (NL)

5

3.4.2 Reasons behind relevance 
feedback
An observation session was conducted to learn 
/# � �0-- )/� . �-�#� �2я*ݧ � #�1$*-.я� �)�� $� )/$!4�
where relevance judgments could be made while 
running searches for treatment options.

Methods
Collecting reasons of HCPs’ relevance feedback 
was conducted through role-playing sessions 
with three external HCPs (HCP 4, 7, 8 from expert 
$)/ -1$ 2.ѱ��)�� /2*� $)/ -)�'�*) .� Ѱ3ݦ� -0"ݦ( ѱю�
During the session, HCPs were asked to think 
aloud and prompted with the question ‘Is this 
search result relevant or irrelevant, and please 
explain why?’ while reviewing the list.

�# - � �- � .'$"#/� �$Ȃ - )� .� $)� /# � . ..$*).�2$/#�
external and internal HCPs. Those with external 
HCPs were conducted in an imaginative scenario 
where a patient persona matching the HCP’s 
��' ݦ *!� +-*! ..$*)� 2�.� $)/-*�0� �я� !*''*2 ��
by presenting them with a list of six CT/EAP 
documents curated from clinicaltrials.gov. In 
�*(+�-$.*)я� /# �*) .�2$/#� $)/ -)�'�	��.� Ѱ0"ݦ- �
��($� (*�� - ѱ�2 )3ݦ)���/0�'�. //$)"�2# - �/# 4�
were searching for treatment options for a real 
patient with unmet medical needs.

Feedback reason diagram 
It was no surprise that there are three types of 
feedback: relevant, irrelevant, and not sure (table 
���ѱю )3ݦ-$*0.�- �.*).�2 - �!*0)��!*-� ��#�/4+ я�
but the reasons that build up irrelevant judgment 
were prominent and much more diverse than the 
rest.

Relevant: HCPs articulated reasons for a relevant 
judgment during the sessions. All external HCPs 
expressed a strong desire to know more about 
evidence, even though they thought it was 
promising. Whereas, internal HCPs will take 
actions on relevant ones (e.g., save).

Irrelevant: there are three types of situations 
where a searcher would make an irrelevant 
judgment: system failure (system failed to return 
�*-- �/� - .0'/.ѱё� $).0Ȃ$�$ )/�  3+- ..$*)� Ѱ- �'�
information need is not put in the system, for 
$)./�)� ё�+**-�.0++*-/�*!ݦ�'/ -$)"�*-�.*-/$)"ѱя��)��
2�ݧ� $)� /# � ��/�� Ѱ(�)ѣ(�� � +-*�' (� 2$/#� /# �
original data).

Not sure: in addition to relevant and irrelevant 
judgment, unknown judgment was spotted 
because the information was beyond the 
knowledge scope of the searcher, or HCPs are 
hesitant or skeptical about a CT/EAP. The ultimate 
judgment that whether it will be relevant or 
irrelevant remains unknown, requiring further 
examination. Nevertheless, it proved that an 
�(ݦ �(0�' �%0�"( )/� 3$./.ю

�0.$�1 )3ݦ� -0"$�'$5 .�/# �!  ����&��$�"-�(�2$/#�
the query ‘A’, and it pinpoints where relevance 
judgment could be made in a search process.

Table 6. �# �- .*).�� #$)��- ' 1�)� �%0�"( )/�$)�/#-  �/4+ .

+ Relevant - Irrelevant ? Not sure

Relevant to 
query (Surrogate 
> Document > 
Information)

* Want to know 
more of its previous 
evidence

System failure

1) Beyond the 
searcher’s 
knowledge scope

(needing further 
research)

2) Hesitant or 
skeptical about trial 
�./ݦ ( 

...

1) Irrelevant to the 
search query

2) Irrelevant to the ݦ'/ -. applied
Recruiting status such as age, gender
location...


).0Ȃ$�$ )/� 3+- ..$*)

1) Irrelevant to 
the patient’s 
condition: 
Diagnosis (Stage/
Symptom), 
Eligibility criteria 
Ѱ�*/�.+ �ѱ� ݦ$
...

2) Irrelevant to 
the patient’s 
treatment need: 
Interventional type
�Ȃ$���4�*!�
Intervention
...

3) Having access 
to a certain 
intervention
...

Flaw in data

1) Outdated 
information 
(that fools the IR 
system)

2) Doubts on studies (Poorly designed 
study and purpose, lack of underpinnings 
or convincing data)
...

Figure 45. �$.0�'$5 ��!  ����&��'�..$͖��/$*)��$�"-�(�$)�/# �$)!*-(�/$*)�.  &$)"�+-*� ..
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3.5 Feedback collection in practice
�. -�!  ����&�$.�1$/�'� !*-��$"$/�'� 3+ -$ )� �$(+-*1 ( )/�Ѱ��$%��С�4*).я�ФТУУѱ� $)�" ) -�'ю���-��$"(.�*!�
feedback collection are viable in most online products as suitable materials to learn from and discover 
underlying patterns. Fourteen examples of feedback collection in digital products were gathered and 
sorted depending on: the purpose (of feedback collection), triggering position, and collection methods.

3.4.3 How HCPs perceive 
feedback provision
Some HCPs explicitly expressed their attitudes by 
sharing their own experiences during interviews. 
Together with the literature and the survey, there 
�ю."($�(ݦ�*2/� -

The ‘threshold’ of feedback provision
HCPs expressed that they felt neutral when 
"$1$)"�!  ����&ю��.0�''4я�/# 4�2*0'��)*/�+-*1$� �
feedback unless it crosses the ‘threshold’ that 
the item is very relevant, or on the contrary, 
very irrelevant. It might be related to searchers’ 
 (*/$*)�'�./��( 0ݧ($�. / ���4�/# �. �-�#�- .0'/.ю�
Besides, HCPs felt that giving negative feedback is 
weird as they could ignore them, and for relevant 
ones, they can take necessary actions (e.g. save 
*-� �*2)'*��ѱю� �# � �"($�(ݦ �'$").� 2$/#� 2#�/�
researchers have discovered: giving negative 
feedback is perceived as unnatural (Druhv et al., 
2019). 

Interview HCP 3, ‘To be honest, I normally don’t’ 
UHDOO\�JLYH�IHHGEDFN�ZKHQ�LW�DSSHDUV��%XW�,�GR�FOLFN�RQO\�
LI�,�¿QG�VRPHWKLQJ�WKDW�LV�VXSHU�XVHIXO�RU�LV�ZKDW�H[DFWO\�
,�DP�ORRNLQJ�IRU���RU�ZKHQ�LW� LV�D�YHU\�EDG�DUWLFOH�� WKDW�
DQQR\V�PH�¶

Motivations for feedback provision is 
simple but hard to catch
According to the survey (Q8), HCPs chose ‘being 
informed about how providing feedback will 
���. 1' .) #/�/ݦ ( )��*/# -.њ��.�/# �/*+�*) �$)�
terms of being encouraged to provide feedback. 
The other two selected options were all about 
having controls on relevant (save) or (remove) 
irrelevant ones. Whereas, ‘receiving virtual 
reward’ and ‘being engaged in a competition’ was 
not selected.

Interview HCP 7, (translated from Chinese) ‘I don’t 
really think that I need to explicitly provide feedback, 
because I assume that if I click save or something it’s 
feedback right? For those I didn’t click or do anything, I 
WKLQN�WKH�V\VWHP�FDQ�UHJDUG�WKLV�DV�LUUHOHYDQW�¶

3.5.1 Feedback purpose
Overall, the purpose of collecting feedback could 
� �.+'$/�$)/*�" ) -�'��)��.+ ��ݦ$ѐ

General feedback (4) $.� !*-� "�/# -$)"� 0. -.ї�
overall experience, suggestions, or complaints 
with the product. Such feedback could be used 
!*-� � ݧ -/$)"я� $(+-*1$)"� +-*�0�/� . -1$� .я� *-�
identifying new business opportunities.

�+ ��ݦ$� !  ����&� ѰУТѱ refers to the feedback 
*)� �� .+ ��ݦ$� +�-/� *!� /# � �*)/ )/� *-� ! �/0- � Ѱ ю"ю�
Youtube music collects likes/dislikes of a song). 
	*2 1 -я� /# � "*�'.� !*-� .+ ��ݦ$� !  ����&� 1�-$ .�
distinctly from product to product. For example, 
Google Docs spell check collects feedback on its 
�*-- �/) ..�*!�.0"" ./$*).я�2#$' ��$�-*.*ȅ�� �(.�
collects the quality of video calls. To this project, 
the collection relevance feedback is seen as 
.+ ��ݦ$�!  ����&ю�

3.5.2 Triggering position
�-$"" -$)"� +*.$/$*)� ( �).� 2# - � /# � �
� !*-�
feedback collection appears. Three types of 
/-$"" -$)"� +*.$/$*).� 2 - � �ѐ� ݦ$/( �$ �$3 �я�
Contextual, and Attached. The positioning of 
!  ����&� �*'' �/$*)� �
� $.� +-$(�-$'4� - '�/ �� /*�
feedback collection purposes, for instance, Fixed 
appears only for general feedback collection.

Fixed (4) - ! -.�/*�/#*. �!  ����&��
��*(+*) )/.�
��($�� 3ݦ)�$)/ -!�� я��*((*)'4��++ �-$)"�$)�/# �
corners (e.g. ACM digital library), and could be 
found only for general purposes.

Attached (6)� ./�)�.� !*-� /#*. � !  ����&� �
�
components that are attached to an individual 
content element. For instance, Google search 
(featured snippet) has a feedback button on the 
bottom right of the snippet.

Contextual (4)� - ! -.� /*� /#*. � !  ����&� �
�
components that appear to users only on certain 
conditions such as the completion of a task (e.g. 
Teams shows a contextual feedback request in 
.*( ��#�/��ȅ -���1$� *���''ѱ

3.5.3 Collection methods
�# - � �- � � 1ݦ .+ ��ݦ$� ( /#*�.� !*-� "�/# -$)"�
user feedback in these examples, and usually, a 
!  ����&�- ,0 ./��*(�$) .��$Ȃ - )/�( /#*�.ю

Binary judgment (5) (e.g. likes/dislikes)

Scale (5) (e.g., rating)

�� (ݦ � -� *+/$*).� ѰШѱ� (e.g., reasons for video 
call quality)

Free textbox (10)

Pointing out (4) represents the feature allowing 
0. -.� /*� . ' �/� �� .+ ��ݦ$� �- �� *-� �� +�-/� *!� /# �
�*)/ )/�*)�2#$�#�0. -.�"$1 �!  ����&ю�Ѱ ю"ю��. -.�
/*���+/0- ���.�-  ).#*/�*!���.+ ��ݦ$��- ��$)��**"' �
Forms)

Free text is essential for feedback as ten products 
incorporate it, and it is a must-have to all (4) those 
aiming for general feedback, and Scale comes next 
ѰХѶЦѱ�!*-�" ) -�'�!  ����&��*'' �/$*)ю��*-�.+ ��ݦ$�
!  ����&я� �$)�-4� %0�"( )/� �)�� �� (ݦ � -+
options are vital (Table 6 could be translated into 
� %*-+�.$#/�-*!�.(*$/+*�� (ݦ � -+/я�+юШЩѱю�	*2 1 -я�
Pointing out appears only in four products, but 
$/� �++'$ .� /*� �*/#� " ) -�'� �)�� .+ ��ݦ$� !  ����&�
collection cases. It could be because pointing out 
could help add a detail level to user feedback.

Feedback

Feedback

Feedback

Like Dislike

Option 1 Option 2 Option n

Please tell us why 
(optional)
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Youtube music

Youtube

Google help

Table 7 shows an overview of sorted examples 
(14) by three categories, as discussed earlier. 
�#*. �0)� -�/# ���/ "*-4��+ �1- .��ݦ$ ��.�0. !0'�
references for ideation on relevance feedback 
collection interactions. 

�*-� .+ ��ݦ$� !  ����&� �*'' �/$*)я� /# � �//��# ��
triggering position is more common than 
Contextual. However, it does not imply that the 
former is better than the latter, which could be 
�� - .0'/�*!��$Ȃ - )� .� ��-*�.2*ݧ�- .�0($ #�1$*-.�
within these products. Moreover, Fixed may be 
more suitable for general feedback collection, 

and it requires extra steps (e.g. select or capture 
��.�-  ).#*/ѱ�/*�'$)&�!  ����&�/*���.+ ��ݦ$�+�-/�*!�
the content. Thus, the ideation phase will avoid 
0.$)"���1 ' -�-*!�(*$/$.*+�� 3ݦ�)� �!  ����&ю�

�''� � 1ݦ �*'' �/$*)�( /#*�.я�  3� +/� .��' я�2$''� � �
considered in the ideation phase, for the reason 
/#�/�/# �+- 1$*0.�. �/$*)�#��1 ' -�� ݦ$/( �$�.)� �
is not a scale of preference, but more of a binary 
judgment.

Ƞ��++ )�$� �Ȗ+ǸǑǖǔȍǑǖǗȗ��*)/�$).��''� 3�(+' .��)�����*(+�-$.*)�!*-(�
*!��''�!*0-/  )�+-*�0�/.Ǹ

Table 7. �*0-/  )�!  ����&��*'' �/$*)� 3�(+' .�.*-/ ��$)���/ "*-$ .Ǹ

Purpose General (4) �+ ��ݦ$�ѰУТѱ

Triggering 
position

Fixed (3) Contextual (1) Attached (6) Contextual (4)

�����$"$/�'�'$�-�-4ǹ�
	*/%�-ǹ�
�**"' �!*-(.

�$"(�

�(�5*)�.+*).*- ��- .0'/.ǹ�
�**"' �+#*/*ǹ�
�**"' �# '+ǹ��
�**"' �. �-�#�Ȗ&)*2' �" �
"-�+#ȗǹ�
�**"' �. �-�#�Ȗ! �/0- ��
.)$++ /ȗǹ�
�*0/0� �(0.$�ǹ�
�*0/0� 

�**"' �(  /ǹ��
 �(.�Ȗ1$� *���''ȗǹ�
�**"' ��*�.�Ȗ.+ ''�
�# �&ȗ

Collection 
methods

Binary 
judgment (5) ڽ

Scale (5) ڽ ڽ

�� (ݦ � -�
options (6) ڽ

Free textbox 
(10) ڽ ڽ

Pointing out 
(4) ڽ ڽ
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Key takeaways chapter 03

3.1 Product analysis 
The knowledge graph of myTomorrows search 
plays an essential role in the search, and it 
connects two data sources. One data source for 
building the knowledge graph and the other for 
CT/EAP source documents. There is only one CT/
EAP data source incorporated in myTomorrows 
search, but seventeen other recognized sources 
are excluded. There is no ranking of search results 
in myTomorrows search engine result page, 
but it is not communicated to users, which may 
inherently lead to a biased results perception. 

The information architecture, together with the 
heuristic evaluation results, has seen a series of 
���$..0 .�/#�/�)  ��/*�� ����- .. ��$)�/# �!0/0- �
concept design, and the focus should be on 
�$3 ݧ� #/�"(1$*-+)$$'$/4��)�� Ȃ$�$ )�4�*!�0. ю

3.2 Future visions on search
The future visions on the treatment search from 
myTomorrows perspective are categorized into 
two themes of near-future vision and far future 
vision. Those in near-future visions, including 
eleven points: Complete source data, Quality & 
rich information, Clear actionability, Control & 
feedback on results, Result management, Search 
report manipulation, Insights & trends, Discussion 
& co-decision between HCPs, More user-friendly, 
Patient search as an option, and Lower search 
barrier. They can be incorporated in the future 
concept design in this project. The far future 
visions, in comparison, require a longer time 
frame and are beyond the scope of the project. 

Besides, through the longitudinal study on 
Clinicaltrials.gov (Modernization), which shares 
a similar group of end-users, it is learned that 
their user requests are mostly on unifying the CT/
EAP document standard and a more user-friendly 
system. The latter is somewhat in line with the 
future visions of myTomorrows. 

3.3 User research (healthcare 
professionals)
Through an online questionnaire with six external 
HCPs and four internal HCPs, together with 
nine in-depth interviews with external HCPs, it 
is learned that for most HCPs, choosing to turn 
to investigational treatment options (CT/EAPs) 
�- � -�- � �)�� $.� /# � *ȅ )� /# � '�./� ./ +� /*� /�& � $)�
clinical practices. Despite this, it is acceptable but 
cautious for HCPs to recommend their patients to 
participate in CT/EAPs. However, some HCPs are 
unaware of such options, and most are not familiar 
with enrollment procedures. HCPs, as a highly 
educated group, share common characteristics 
such as Altruistic, Dependent, Cautious, Critical, 
All-time learner. Those characteristics could help 
inspire the design in the following stages.

HCPs expect a search-based platform 
(myTomorrows search) to be a transparent, 
unbiased, trustful platform, and it could provide 
a complete CT/EAP data. The two fundamental 
 3+ �/�/$*).� � ݧ -/� *)� /# � . �-�#� � -.*)�.� �.�
Active searcher and Researcher. The former wishes 
to help the patients in need without bringing 
+*/ )/$�'�$..0 .�*-�*Ȃ -$)"�!�'. �#*+ ё�$)��*)/-�./я�
the latter aims to have a full picture of the cutting-
edge research works.

3.4 Building blocks of feedback
By observation, it sees two places where end-
users make relevance judgments. One is on the 
search engine result page where users prescreen 
search results, and the other is on the search 
result content page where users read through 
the content for a deeper level of understanding 
to make relevance judgment. These are the two 
critical points from which relevance feedback to 
be collected. 

Results from the role-playing sessions discover 
the determining factors of relevance judgment 
/#�/�0. -.њ�- ' 1�)� �%0�"( )/��*0'��� ��'��� ݦ$..

/#�/�0. -.њ�- ' 1�)� �%0�"( )/��*0'��� ��'��� ݦ$..
as relevant, irrelevant, and not sure. There 
�- � /#-  � (�$)� - �.*).� �� ݦ$/( �$ $-- ' 1�)/�
%0�"( )/ѐ� .4./ (� !�$'0- я� $).0Ȃ$�$ )/�  3+- ..$*)�
Ѱ*!�/# �$)!*-(�/$*)�)  �ѱя��0*.� #/�(2�$�ݧ��(-� �
data. For the not sure judgment, it is the result 
of inadequate knowledge users have to make 
judgments or the hesitance they might have. The 
reasons that determine relevance judgment will 
� �0. �� !*-� �0$'�$)"� /# �+- ѣ� ݦ) ��*+/$*).� !*-�
the feedback collector.

3.5 Feedback collection in practice
In practice, explicit user feedback collection can 
� � " ) -�''4� �'��� ݦ$.. �4� /#-  � +�-�( / -.ѐ� /# �
purpose, triggering position, and collections 
methods. Typically, the purpose of collecting 
user feedback is either for general purposes (e.g. 
 1�'0�/$*)�0. -�.�/$.!��/$*)ѱ�*-�.+ �0+��ݦ$-+*. .�
(e.g. machine recommendation). 

The purpose determines how feedback collectors 
position and what type of methods used to 
�*'' �/� 0. -� !  ����&ю� �*-� .+ ��ݦ$� +0-+*. .� Ѱ�.�
in line with this project), attached and contextual 
positions are more common. In comparison, 
/# � �� 3ݦ +*.$/$*)� ��)� *)'4� � � !*0)�� !*-� /#*. �
2$/#� " ) -�'� +0-+*. .ю� �*- *1 -я� !*-� .+ ��ݦ$�
purposes, all methods (binary judgment, scale, 
+- ѣ� ݦ) �� *+/$*).я� !-  � / 3/�*3я� �)�� +*$)/$)"�
out) are incorporated.
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04
research synthesis, 
envisioning the future

Chapter overview

4.1 Design goal
4.2 Design criteria and requirements 

�#�+/ -� !*0-� .4)/# .$5 .� /# � ͖)�$)".� �)�� $).$"#/.� !-*(� /# � /# *- /$��'�
�)��  3+'*-�/*-4� - . �-�#� �*) � $)� /# � +- 1$*0.� /2*� �#�+/ -.ǹ� �$($)"� �/�
�*).*'$��/$)"���./-�/ "$��.*'0/$*)� /*� /��&' � /# ��#�'' )" .�*!� /#$.�+-*% �/Ǹ�
�)� -� /# � � .$")� "*�'ǹ� !*0-� ,0�'$/$ .� $)� � .$")� 2 - � (�++ �� *0/� �)��
/-�).'�/ �� $)/*� !*0-� � .$")� �-$/ -$�ǹ� ���*(+�)$ �� �4� .+ �$͖�� '$./.� *!�
- ,0$- ( )/.Ǹ�
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Design a future myTomorrows treatment 
search interface concept to engage 
healthcare professionals to provide explicit 
UHOHYDQFH�IHHGEDFN�

4.1 Design goal

Figure 46. �*0-�,0�'$/$ .�/*2�-�.�/# �� .$")�"*�'�$)�/#$.�+-*% �/Ǹ�Ȗ�-�2)��4��0/#*-ȗ

Contribution
Encourage users to provide explicit relevance feedback

Guidance
Enhance search process 

and system usability

Product vision
Incorporate near furture 

and far future visons

Trust

)�- �. �/-0./2*-/#$) ..�*!�$)!*-(�/$*)�.4./ (�/#-*0"#�0. -�$)/ -!�� 

4.1.1 Design goal breakdown
The design goal is a synthesized statement 
./-$1$)"� /*� - .*'1 � /# � /2*� �� ݦ$/( �$ �#�'' )" .�
*!�/# �+-*% �/��..$")( )/�Ѱ/# �0)( /�0-" �!*-����
improvement and the lack of user feedback data 
for system optimization, p.22). 

Previous research has found that to lead users into 
a particular behavior (in this project, providing 
explicit relevance feedback on search results), the 
information system needs to be highly useful and 
usable (behavior model, p.40). More importantly, 
users should be able to sense the credibility of 
an information system, or the perceived trust ( 
engagement theory, p.44).

Therefore, to reach the ultimate goal of user 
contribution (users provide explicit relevance 
feedback), three other qualities need to be 
addressed: trust, guidance, and product vision. 

Figure 46 illustrates an interrelated relationship 
between them. Trust is supposed to be the 
fundamental quality to achieve, without trust, 
Guidance and Product vision would be trivial, not 
to mention Contribution. Guidance and Product 
vision are the key to users that it supports users 
to reach their goals, impact behaviors, and 
�- �/ .��$Ȃ - )/�+�/#.�*!�' ��$)"�/# (�/*�+-*1$� �
relevance feedback

Trust 
It refers to the quality of users’ perceived trust 
or credibility in an information system.  Many 
+ -.*)�'� �)�� $(+ -.*)�'� !��/*-.� �( 0ݧ($ � /# �
construct of trust (p.44), but to the scope of this 
project, it will be solely focused on the dimension 
*!�.4./ (�/-0./�Ѱ��&$)"#/я�УЫЫЪѱю��*- �.+ ��ݦ$�''4я�
increasing the transparency and interpretability of 
the information system and improving the visual, 
interaction, and information of the user interface. 

Guidance 
It stands for the quality of how well an information 
system performs to support users to achieve their 
intended goal of seeking relevant information 
conveniently. As is the core of a search system, the 
information seeking process is simple but complex 
(p.30) as of its dynamic, repetitive, and iterative 
nature. It could be enhanced by assisting users in 
formulating information needs, expressing needs 
through querying, evaluate search results, and 
act on relevant information. Besides, usability is 
another key to enhance Guidance. The current 
(4�*(*--*2.� . �-�#� .  .� ��0)��)/� ��� $..0 .�
(heuristic evaluation, p.52) and opportunities for 
improvement (p.28).

Product vision  
It means the quality of users’ perceived usefulness 
and functionality of an information system, mainly 
��#$ 1 �� �4� +-*�0�/� �(*$/$(ݦ � *!� /# � /- �/( )/�
Search. In other words, future visions. It is closely 
tied to Guidance, and the change of future vision 

' ��.� /*� �$Ȃ - )/� *-� ) 2� "0$� �� 0. -� � #�1$*-.�
$)�� �-�#�.$)� �0. -�� #��( 0ݧ($�.$�-*1$ ���4�/# �
!0)�/$*)�'$/4�*!�/# �2 ���-*2. -�.*ȅ2�- �Ѱ�#**я�
Detlor, & Turnbull, 2000). 

Through future vision interviews with 
(4�*(*--*2.ї� (+'*4  .�Ѱ+юЧЦѱя�/# �'*)"$/0�$)�'�
study on clinicaltrials.gov modernization (p.57), 
and user research on healthcare professionals 
(p.58), a variety of visions and expectations were 
gathered.  

Contribution 
Alternatively, relevance feedback provision. It 
stands for the quality of engaging users to make 
contributions by providing explicit relevance 
feedback on search results. As is the ultimate 
objective and the determining quality of the 
design goal, Contribution is built on top of the 
other three qualities. Without achieving the other 
three, Contribution can not be maximized or even 
achieved.

Previous research on relevance (p.36) and 
information seeking process (p.30) helps identify 
when and where relevance judgment comes from, 
and the reasons for relevance judgments (p.65) 
answer the question of what. On the other hand, 
research on motivation-related theories (p.39) and 
explicit feedback collection in practice (p.66) shed 
light on why users would take actions to provide 
feedback and the design of such interactions. 

However, it remains uncertain how and what 
motivators could better engage users to provide 
relevance feedback. The following chapters 
(chapter 5, 6) will be focusing on answering the 
two questions by designing and speed dating 
ideas with users.
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01
The design should 
increase users’ perceived 
trust on myTomorrows 
search system through its 
interface.

�# � �/.-ݦ � .$")� �-$/ -$�� $.� �� /-�).'�/$*)� *!� /# �
quality Trust, as mentioned earlier. It should aim 
/*� ��#$ 1 � /# � '$./� *!� - ,0$- ( )/.� Ѱ/��' � ��ѱ )3ݦ
belonging to the two levels of information system 
�)�� 0. -� $)/ -!�� ю� �*/#� 2$''� � � � ݧ -/ �� $)� /# �
user interface, but information system focusing 
on users’ perceived system capability and 
trustworthiness. In comparison, user interface is a 
mixture of information representation and overall 
impression.

4.2 Design criteria and requirements
On top of the previous subsection, which introduces the relationship of the four qualities that the design 
"*�'�.#*0'��./-$1 �/*�- ��#я�/#$.�.0�. �/$*)��$(.��/��*).*'$��/$)"� ��#�,0�'$/4���."($�(ݦ� #/�"(4�.4)/# .$5$
and insights from previous theoretical and exploratory research. As a result, it forms four design criteria 
2$/#�.+ �0$, -��ݦ$- ( )/.ю

Requirements Reference

Info
System

#1.1 Explain  myTomorrows search intention and how it works  Ȗ���"-*0+ǹ�ǒǐǑǖǹ�+Ǹǔǔȗ
Ȗ�*""ǹ�ǒǐǐǑǹ�+Ǹǔǐȗ

#1.2 Display (CT/EAP) source databases and allow free selection of them 
Ȗ�$'ǹ��Ǹǹ�Ǐ��-/5ǹ��Ǹ�ǒǐǐǖǹ�
+Ǹǔǔȗ
	��� 3+ �/�/$*).ǹ�+ǸǖǑ

#1.3 Provide explanation of the ordering mechanism of the search 
results

Ȗ�*-1$'' �ǒǐǑǐǹ�+ǸǒǙȗ
�-*�0�/��)�'4.$.ǹ�+ǸǕǐ

#1.4 Indicate system search performance comparisons to (CT/EAP) 
source databases

	��� 3+ �/�/$*).ǹ�+ǸǖǑ

User
Interface

#1.5 Display and provide the paths to (CT/EAP) source databases Ȗ�*""ǹ�ǒǐǐǑǹ�+Ǹǔǐȗ
	��� 3+ �/�/$*).ǹ�+ǸǖǑ

#1.6 Explain the size of search results Ȗ�$'ǹ��Ǹǹ�Ǐ��-/5ǹ��Ǹ�ǒǐǐǖǹ�
+Ǹǔǔȗ

#1.7 Highlight information recency Ȗ�$'ǹ��Ǹǹ�Ǐ��-/5ǹ��Ǹ�ǒǐǐǖǹ�
+Ǹǔǔȗ

#1.8 Provide consistent and professional (health-related) imagery  
Ȗ�$'ǹ��Ǹǹ�Ǐ��-/5ǹ��Ǹ�ǒǐǐǖǹ�
+Ǹǔǔȗ
Ȗ���"-*0+ǹ�ǒǐǑǖǹ�+Ǹǔǔȗ
	 0-$./$�� 1�'0�/$*)ǹ�+ǸǕǒ

Table 8. $./�*!�� .$")�- ,0$- ( )/.��$( ���/�$)�- �.$)"�+ -� $1 ��/-0./�Ȗ�*/ �/#�/�/# �*-� -/$)"��* .�)*/�- +- . )/�/# �+-$*-$/4ȗ

02
The design should 
smoothen users’ search 
process and enhance 
guidance to relevant 
information with lower 
cost.

This is a representation of Guidance. The listed 
requirements are based on the search process 
(need formulation, query, evaluate, and act), 
. �-�#�./-�/ "4я���)*-!�. 0..$����� ݦ$/( �$� #/��(
heuristic evaluation and users’ urge.

Requirements Reference

Need 
formulation

#2.1 Assist users to specify (narrow down or expand) their information 
needs

Ȗ	 �-./ǹ�ǒǐǐǙǹ�+Ǹǒǘȗ
Ȗ�*-1$'' ǹ�ǒǐǑǐǹ�+Ǹǒǘȗ

#2.2 Enable advanced search Ȗ�*-1$'' ǹ�ǒǐǑǐǹ�+Ǹǒǘȗ

Query #2.3 Display query history Ȗ	 �-./ǹ�ǒǐǐǙǹ�+Ǹǒǘȗ

#2.4 Suggest related queries and enable query autocomplete Ȗ	 �-./ǹ�ǒǐǐǙǹ�+Ǹǒǘȗ
Ȗ�*-1$'' ǹ�ǒǐǑǐǹ�+Ǹǒǘȗ

Evaluate #2.5 Indicate reviewed and unreviewed search results Ȗ	 �-./ǹ�ǒǐǐǙǹ�+Ǹǒǘȗ

#2.6 Display and provide the paths to (CT/EAP) source databases 
Ȗ	 �-./ǹ�ǒǐǐǙǹ�+Ǹǒǘȗ
Ȗ�*""ǹ�ǒǐǐǑǹ�+Ǹǔǐȗ
	��� 3+ �/�/$*).ǹ�+ǸǖǑ

Act #2.7 Allow varied actions on search results (e.g. save, download, share) Ȗ	 �-./ǹ�ǒǐǐǙǹ�+Ǹǒǘȗ
Ȗ�*-1$'' ǹ�ǒǐǑǐǹ�+Ǹǒǘȗ

ҘФюЪ��-*1$� 3 ݧ�$�' ���� ..�/*��*)/��/�(4�*(*--*2. Ȗ	 �-./ǹ�ǒǐǐǙǹ�+Ǹǒǘȗ
�0/0- �1$.$*)ǹ�+ǸǕǔ

Info 
scent

#2.9 Allow customized display of information in search result page
Ȗ�$-*''$ǹ��Ǹǹ�Ǐ���-�ǹ��Ǹǹ��
ǑǙǙǙǹ�+ǸǓǔȗ
�- �/( )/�. �-�#�͗*2ǹ�
p.63

Usability ҘФюУТ��Ȃ -��*)/-*'�/*�0. -.�*)� 1 -4���/$*).

	 0-$./$�� 1�'0�/$*)ǹ�+ǸǕǒ
�'$)$��'/-$�'Ǹ"*1�
(*� -)$5�/$*)ǹ�+ǸǕǗ

#2.11 Respond to controls with immediate and accurate feedback

#2.12 Shorten the path to review information 

#2.13 Allow customized search queries

ҘФюУЦ�
(+-*1 �/# �$)!*-(�/$*)�- ����$'$/4��)��- 1$ 2$)"� Ȃ$�$ )�4

Table 9. $./�*!�� .$")�- ,0$- ( )/.��$( ���/�.(**/# )$)"�. �-�#�+-*� ..��)�� )#�)�$)"�"0$��)� �Ȗ�*/ �/#�/�/# �*-� -/$)"��* .�
)*/�- +- . )/�/# �+-$*-$/4ȗ
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03
The design should 
incorporate feasible 
product visions of 
myTomorrows and 
expectations of healthcare 
professionals for the near 
future.

This design criteria is equivalent to Product vision. 
The requirements mostly comes from the future 
vision interviews and the longitudinal study 
of clinicaltrial.gov modernization. In general, 
they are divided as near future and far future in 
accordance to myTomorrows product roadmap. 
However, this project will solely be focused on 
incorporating the requirements in the category 
of near future due to the limited time and project 
scope.

Requirements Reference

Near
future 

#3.1 Include complete (CT/EAP) source databases �0/0- �1$.$*)ǹ�+ǸǕǔ
��Ȝ����$)�	��.Ȅ� 4 .ǹ�+Ǹǖǐ

ҘХюФ��Ȃ -� �0��/$*)�'�$)!*-(�/$*)�*!���Ѷ�����)����� .. �0/0- �1$.$*)ǹ�+ǸǕǔ
��Ȝ����$)�	��.Ȅ� 4 .ǹ�+Ǹǖǐ

ҘХюХ��0-�/ �*-�'$)&�" �/*�+0�'$.# ����Ѷ���� Ȃ$���4���/��
�0/0- �1$.$*)ǹ�+ǸǕǔ
�'$)$��'/-$�'Ǹ"*1�
(*� -)$5�/$*)ǹ�+ǸǕǗ

#3.4 Access to and manipulate interactive search reports

�0/0- �1$.$*)ǹ�+ǸǕǔ

#3.5 Support collaborative decision making between HCPs

#3.6 Support search results management

ҘХюЩ��Ȃ -��� .�� ݦ$'+)$.�-�#�!*-�+�/$ )/�0. -.

#3.8 Enable user authentication

#3.9 Notify updates of interested disease area

Far
future 

#3.9 Open the access to patient data input to run search directly

�0/0- �1$.$*)ǹ�+ǸǕǖ

#3.10 Help match participants for clinical studies (two-way matching)

Table 10. $./�*!�� .$")�- ,0$- ( )/.�*!�+-*�0�/�1$.$*).��Ȗ�*/ �/#�/�/# �*-� -/$)"��* .�)*/�- +- . )/�/# �+-$*-$/4ȗ

04
The design should 
encourage users to provide 
explicit relevance feedback 
without the use of material 
incentives

�'/$(�/ '4я� /# � '�./� �-$/ -$�� Ѱ�# � .�( � �.�
Contribution) is the most important one. The 
- ,0$- ( )/.� '$./ �� � '*2� �' )�� �."($�(ݦ �)��
insights from theories and in-depth research with 
end-users. This list may not be comprehensive as 
mentioned in the previous section, but it serves 
the foundation for further research by designing. 

Requirements Reference

#4.1 Align the value of providing feedback to motives
Ȗ�Ȅ�-$ )�Ǐ��*(.ǹ�ǒǐǐǘǹ�+ǸǓǙȗ
�Ȗ�//͖ '�� /��'Ǹǹ�ǒǐǑǑǹ�+ǸǓǙȗ
Ȗ�*""ǹ�ǒǐǐǗǹ�+Ǹǔǐȗ
�# *-$ .�$)�(*/$1�/$*)�+ǸǔǑ

ҘЦюФ��$./$)"0$.#�/# �/-0./2*-/#$) ..�*!�/# �!  ����&�!-*(��$Ȃ - )/�0. -. �0/0- �1$.$*)ǹ�+ǸǕǔ

ҘЦюХ��*((0)$��/ �/# � Ȃ*-/.�)  � ��!*-�+-*1$�$)"�!  ����&
Ȗ�Ȅ�-$ )�Ǐ��*(.ǹ�ǒǐǐǘǹ�+ǸǓǙȗ
�Ȗ�//͖ '�� /��'Ǹǹ�ǒǐǑǑǹ�+ǸǔǓȗ
Ȗ�*""ǹ�ǒǐǐǗǹ�+Ǹǔǐȗ
Ȗ�#�' -�Ǐ��0)./ $)ǹ�+Ǹǔǐȗ

#4.4 Respond immediately when feedback is provided Ȗ�Ȅ�-$ )�Ǐ��*(.ǹ�ǒǐǐǘǹ�+ǸǓǙȗ
�Ȗ�//͖ '�� /��'Ǹǹ�ǒǐǑǑǹ�+ǸǓǙȗ

#4.5 Allow modifying a given feedback 

Ȗ�$55�-*ǹ�ǑǙǙǘǹ�+ǸǓǖȗ
	*2�	��.�+ -� $1 �!  ����&�
+-*1$.$*)ǹ�+Ǹǖǖ
� �.*).�� #$)��- ' 1�)� �!  ����&ǹ�
p.65

ҘЦюШ��Ȃ -��..$./�)� �2# )�) "�/$1 �!  ����&�$.�"$1 ) Ȗ�Ȅ�-$ )�Ǐ��*(.ǹ�ǒǐǐǘǹ�+ǸǓǙȗ
�Ȗ�//͖ '�� /��'Ǹǹ�ǒǐǑǑǹ�+ǸǓǙȗ

Table 11. $./�*!�� .$")�- ,0$- ( )/.�*!�"0$�$)"�/# �� .$")�*!�!  ����&��*'' �/$*)�Ȗ�*/ �/#�/�/# �*-� -/$)"��* .�)*/�- +- . )/�/# �+-$*-$/4ȗ
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05
Future search 
conceptualization

Chapter overview

5.1 Creative session for design ideation
5.2 Baseline search construction 
5.3 Feedback ideas generation
ЧюЦ��.��$'$/4�/ ./$)"��)��$� �.�.+  ����/ 
5.5 Feedback enhanced search conceptualization

�#$.� �#�+/ -� �$(.� /*� �*)� +/0�'$5 � �)�� � .$")� /# �  (�*�$( )/�
*!� (4�*(*--*2.� /- �/( )/� � �-�#� /#�/� �*'' �/.�  3+'$�$/� - ' 1�)� �
!  ����&Ǹ� 
/� 2 )/� /#-*0"#� �)� $/ -�/$1 � +-*� ..� �)�� ./�-/ �� 2$/#� ��
�- �/$1 �. ..$*)�2$/#�+  -.�/*�"�/# -�$)/ -��/$*)�$� �.�/*�.0++' ( )/�
/# �� .$")�- ,0$- ( )/.�Ȗ�#�+/ -�ǔȗǸ�����. '$) �. �-�#�2�.��*)./-0�/ ��
�.� /# � !*0)��/$*)� !*-� !  ����&� $� �.� - �'$5�/$*)� �4� ͖-./� (*�$!4$)"�
/# � $)!*-(�/$*)��-�#$/ �/0- ǹ��)���- �/$)"�/# �(�$)�0. -�͗*2.Ǹ��$) �
!  ����&� $� �.� ��( � �'*)"� 2$/#$)� /# � 0. -� ͗*2.Ǹ� �''� )$) � $� �.ǹ�
/*" /# -�2$/#� /# � ��. '$) � . �-�#ǹ�2 - � .+  �� ��/ �� �)�� / ./ �� !*-�
0.��$'$/4�2$/#�+  -.��)��$)/ -)�'�	��.�*!�(4�*(*--*2.�/*�'�4�/# ���.$.�
!*-�!  ����&��*)� +/0�'$5�/$*)Ǹ��1 )/0�''4ǹ�/#-  �!  ����&��*'' �/$*)�
�*)� +/.� (� �� ��2$/#��$ƙ - )/�(*/$1�/*-.�2 - �.4)/# .$5 ��$)�/# �
.�( ���. '$) �. �-�#Ǹ
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Figure 47. ��-  ).#*/�*!��*ȍ�- �/$*)�. ..$*)�*)��$-*

5.1.1 Approach
Four peer students specialized in design were 
recruited because of convenience and the 
unavailability of healthcare professionals.

The session (Figure 47) was hosted in Miro (an 
online collaborative tool) and ran through four 
sections (Figure 48) in approximately one and 
��#�'!�#*0-.ю� 
/� ./�-/ ��2$/#����*)/ 3/���!*�"(ݦ $-
myTomorrows and the need to search for CT/
EAPs, followed by a discussion section to help 
participants better immerse the Search context. 
During the discussion section, participants were 
asked to share their own experience with web 
search, especially with academic databases (e.g. 
Google scholar), which resembles how healthcare 
professionals use search engines in the medical 
context. 

How-tos was employed to brainstorm ideas 
on the three qualities of Trust, Guidance, and 
Contribution in the search (Product vision was 
excluded due to their lack of medical knowledge). 
For each quality, three subsections were hosted, 
�)�� ��#��*(+-$. .� /2*�+#�. .ю��# ݦ�-./�+#�. �
focused on generating initial three ideas within 
one minute, while the second emphasized the 
iteration of previous ideas in a more extended 
period time of three minutes.

�ȅ -� /# � �*(+' /$*)� *!� 	*2ѣ/*.� 2�.� /# �
� ݧ -/$*)� . �/$*)я� +�-/$�$+�)/.�  3+'�$) �� /# $-�
$� �.я� �$.�0.. �� !-  '4я� ' ȅ� !  ����&я� �)�� 1*/ ��
their favorite concepts with three votes for each 
subsection.

�) � �- �/$1 � . ..$*)� 2�.� ��--$ �� *0/� $)� *-� -� /*� " ) -�/ � $)$/$�'� $)/ -��/$*)� $� �.� /#�/� �*0'��
+*/ )/$�''4���#$ 1 �/# �$)/ )� �� ƙ �/.�Ȗ�-0./Ȝ�0$��)� Ȝ�*)/-$�0/$*)ȗ�$)�/# �/- �/( )/�� �-�#Ǹ���
1�-$ /4�*!�$� �.�2 - ��*'' �/ ��$)�/# � )�ǹ�$).+$-$)"�/# �� .$")�*!�/# �� �-�#�$)/ -!�� Ǹ�

5.1 Creative session for design ideation ТУ��-$ ݦ)"�ѰУТ�($).ѱ
(4�*(*--*2.
�)( /�( �$��'�)  ��
�  ��!*-���Ȝ����. �-�#

02 Discussion (30 mins)
� -.*)�'� 3+ -$ )� �2$/#�2 ��
. �-�#

ТЦ�� ݧ �/$*)�ѰФТ�($).ѱ
�*/$)"��)��"-*0+�- ͗ �/$*)

03 How-tos (30 mins)

)�- �. �/-0./

)�- �. �"0$��)� 
�*/$1�/ ��*)/-$�0$/*)

Figure 48. �-*� �0- �*!�/# ��- �/$1 �. ..$*)

5.1.2 Creative session results
The results of the creative session comprised two 
parts. One part is the experiences participants had 
over the three qualities of Trust, guidance, and 
contribution. The other is the interaction ideas 
around the three qualities mentioned above.

Experienced trust
Most (3/4) participants perceive trust in search 
engines on the information level. Its recency, the 
use of the information were two aspects heavily 
emphasized. 

P1, “Date, year is really important because old ones can 
QRW� UHDOO\� EH� XVHG�� $OVR� �WKH� QXPEHU� RI�� FLWDWLRQV� DQG�
UHYLHZV��LQ�RWKHU�FDVHV��DUH�YHU\�LPSRUWDQW�´�

P3��³WKH�GDWH�RI�GRFXPHQW�LV�ZKDW�,�FDUH�PXFK�DERXW´

However, one participant (P2, who had 
professional working experience with AI systems) 

expressed his experience of trust in the system 
level. He addressed the explainability and control 
over IR systems would be essential factors for 
convincing users to trust. 

3���³,�ZRXOG�IHHO�PRUH�WUXVW�LQ�WKH�V\VWHP�LI�LW�DOORZV�PH�
WR�HGLW�RU�JLYH�PRUH�FRQWURO�RYHU�ZKDW�,�VHH���$OVR��LI�WKH�
AI system would be able to explain how the decision (of 
OLVWLQJ�VHDUFK�UHVXOWV�RU�UHFRPPHQGDWLRQV��DUH�PDGH�´

Experienced guidance
All participants expressed that their search process 
was dynamic, exploratory, and repetitive, which 
revealed a strong connection to the results from 
literature research. (search as part of information 
seeking, chapter 02). 

P1, “I normally start with Google scholar and then 
depending on documents to explore deeper, or just use 
RWKHU�VRXUFHV�´�

P2, “I think running searches isn’t so complex that 
requires a lot of guidance in the system, even though I 
GRQ¶W�DOZD\V�¿QG�ZKDW�,�QHHG��0D\EH�¿OWHUV�KHOS�D�ORW�´

Participants didn’t expect much guidance in 
search systems helping search better, and would 
� ݧ -/�*)�/# $-�*2)��*(+ / )� я�/#$.�($"#/�� �/# �
result of poorly supported guidance in available 
search engines. But the need does exist as one 
participant addressed the barrier while using 
advanced search.

P4�� ³,� WKLQN� P\� NQRZOHGJH� EDVH� UHDOO\� D̆HFWV� P\�
VHDUFKHV�´

P3�� ³,� XVH� DGYDQFHG� VHDUFK� VXFK� DV� %RROHDQ� VHDUFK�
because I have ever taken a course about that, but I don’t 
DOZD\V�UHPHPEHU�H[DFWO\�KRZ�WR�GR�LW�´

Experienced contribution
The notion and experience of contribution by 
providing explicit relevance feedback in search 
engines was a little novel for all participants as 
none of them had prior experience giving feedback 
in such a context.

P4, “It sounds a bit odd that why should I provide 
feedback on my search results? I never encountered this 
EHIRUH�ZKLOH�VHDUFKLQJ�´
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How-tos - Trust
13 ideas were collected, and all concepts strongly 
- '�/ � /*� �."($�(ݦ�.0*1$ -+� #/ /#�/� /-0./� !�''.�*)�
the information, as well as the system capability. 
Ideas were grouped into 3 categories. 

Displaying collective relevance (7 ideas):  
judgment from others matter since these ideas 
include showing popularity, citation, likes, ratings, 
comments, and credible individuals/entities 
consuming information.

Increasing system explanation (4 ideas): 
knowing how search systems work sets a proper 
expectation. Ideas were about explaining how 
search systems function to match results to 
keywords and the boundaries of system capability. 

Enhancing search functionality (2 ideas): 
helping participants better search would increase 
trust. Ideas comprise visual search and interactive 
query expansion/suggestion.

How-tos -  Guidance
15 interaction ideas were generated, showing a 
wide diversity in these concepts that fall into 5 
categories. 

Interactive result matching (5 ideas): as the 
 .. )/$�'� "*�'� *!� -0))$)"� . �-�# .� $.� /*� ��(ݦ
relevant information, ideas in this category focus 
*)�0.$)"�- /-$ 1 ��. �-����(ݦ�*/�./'0. -�# // -�*-�
similar results, for instance, a Tinder-like swiping 
to generate better results, adding to a reading list 
based on which recommendations appear.

Recommending search queries (4 ideas): 
participants generated various ideas of machine 
recommendation of search queries. For example, 
displaying a visual graph with connections to 
other related keywords and showing real-time 
suggestions while typing.

Linking external resources(2 ideas): two ideas 
describe that external resources might be linked 
to search results to provide a more comprehensive 
overview and resolve situations where users could 
not capture or understand retrieved information. 


(+-*1$)"� - ��$)"�  Ȃ$�$ )�4� ѰФ� $� �.ѱѐ it was 
addressed that when reading long text-based 
results. For instance, participants preferred to 
have valuable content highlighted (e.g., Medium) 
/*�$(+-*1 �- ��$)"� Ȃ$�$ )�4ю

Personalizing search process(2 ideas): users 
#�1 � �$Ȃ - )/� )  �.� !*-� . �-�#ю� �# � $� �.� $)�
this category emphasize that search should 
enable customized search procedures for varied 
purposes, such as allowing the creation of 
customized search templates.

Top 3 ideas

Ȗǔ�1*/ .ǹ��$.+'�4$)"��*'' �/$1 �- ' 1�)� ȗ��$.0�'$5 ��*1 -1$ 2�
/-  �*!�. �-�#�- .0'/.�$)��*(�$)�/$*)�2$/#��*'' �/$1 �- ' 1�)� Ǹ��

Ȗ'$& .ǹ��$/�/$*)ǹ� /�Ǹȗ

ȖǓ�1*/ .ǹ�
)�- �.$)"�.4./ (� 3+'�)�/$*)ȗ��-*1$�$)"�
 3+'�)�/$*)�*!�. �-�#�- .0'/�(�/�#$)"Ǹ

Ȗǒ�1*/ .ǹ��)#�)�$)"�. �-�#�!0)�/$*)�'$/4ȗ��3/-��/$*)�*!�. �-�#�
& 42*-�.�!-*(�. �-�#�- .0'/.Ǹ

Top 3 ideas

Ȗǔ�1*/ .ǹ��ƙ$'$�/ ��!  ����&ȗ��*(�$)$)"�!  ����&�- ,0 ./�
2# )�0. -.�/�& ���/$*).�Ȗ�*2)'*��ǹ�.�1 ǹ� /�ȗ�*)�. �-�#�

- .0'/.Ǹ

ȖǓ�1*/ .ǹ��  ����&��.���!0)�/$*)ȗ�� �*-��/# �. �-�#�+-*� ..�
�)��$)�/# � )�ǹ��.&�. �-�#�Ȗ!-*(�/# �. �-�#�*1 -1$ 2ȗ�2#�/�$.�

- ' 1�)/ǹ�2#�/�$.�)*/��)��2#4Ǹ

Ȗǒ�1*/ .ǹ��  ����&��.���!0)�/$*)ȗ��-�"��)���-*+�/*�
�0./*($5��' ���.& /.ǹ�.*�- .0'/.���)�� �� / -($) ��2#�/�/*�

�*�2$/#�'�/ -Ǹ

Top 3 ideas

Ȗǔ�1*/ .ǹ�� -.*)�'$5$)"�. �-�#�+-*� ..ȗ��0./*($5��' �
/ (+'�/ .�*!�#*2�/*��*)�0�/�. �-�# .Ǹ

ȖǓ�1*/ .ǹ�
(+-*1$)"�- ��$)"� ƙ$�$ )�4ȗ��#*2���ȃ# �/�(�+Ȅ�
2$/#$)����*�0( )/�$)��)�$)/ -��/$1 �2�4�.*�. �-�# -.���)�͖)��

& 4�$)!*-(�/$*)�,0$�& -Ǹ�Ȗ2$/#�1$.0�'� ' ( )/.ȗ

Ȗǒ�1*/ .ǹ�� �*(( )�$)"�. �-�#�,0 -$ .ȗ��#*2�
- �*(( )��/$*).�Ȗ(0'/$( �$���*)/ )/ȗ���. ��*)�. �-�#�

#$./*-4Ǹ

How-tos - Contribution
Though participants didn’t have experience of 
giving explicit feedback in search, 15 concrete 
ideas were generated belonging to 3 categories. 

Feedback as a function  (7 ideas): participants 
would want to see values when giving feedback, 
it could either help them expand search queries 
or increase the utility of the search engine. For 
$)./�)� я� � 1ݦ $� �.� 2 - � ��*0/� .*-/$)"� . �-�#�
- .0'/.� $)/*� �$Ȃ - )/� ��.& /.� 2$/#� +- ѣ� ݦ) ��
reasons, helping better manage results.

A simple question (5 ideas): participants were 
familiar with a question appearing on the screen

asking for feedback outside the search context. 
�0�#�$� �.�2 - ��-*0"#/�# - �$)��$Ȃ - )/�./�" .�$)�
the search, such as asking the relevance question 
at the end of reviewing.

Reciprocity feedback (3 ideas): participants 
perceived giving feedback as additional and 
unnecessary when interacting with search 
engines, but it was more acceptable to provide 
feedback when taking actions on search results(s). 
For example, when users download or save a 
search result, they will be asked to provide the 
feedback by selecting reasons, adding a tag, or 
leaving a comment.
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5.2.1 Information architecture 
reconstruction
The information architecture reconstruction 
adapts from the original one (p.51) to one that 
meets the design criteria (chapter 4). Figure 50 
shows the revised information architecture. 
Branches colored blue remain unchanged as the 
original one, and most of the changes derive from 
the third design criteria of product vision.

Main changes
1. Displaying myTomorrows LOGO and footer 

information alongside Treatment search 
LOGO: &  +$)"� 	��.� $)� /# � �2*ݧ *!� . �-�#�
while being connected to the main website 
that includes detailed information about 
myTomorrows services. (#2.12, p.77)

2. Search report:  bringing the current 
search report (PDF) online to enhance HCP 
engagement and increase the exposure of 
myTomorrows search. (#3.4, p.78)

3. Subscription: allowing users to stay updated 
Ѱ2$/#��' -/ѱ�$)�/# ݦ� '�.�*!�$)/ - ./ю�ѰҘХюЫя�+юЩЪѱ

4. Account: enabling user authentication to 
support interactive search reports (generation) 
and information protection. (#3.8, p.78)

5. myFolders:  empowering users to manage 
saved search results, especially for internal 
HCPs, to reduce repetitive workload. (#3.6, 
p.78)

6. Guidance information of data source, 
and educational information of CT/EAP: 
communicating and explaining myTomorrows 
services, as well as the intention for building 
such a search, to increase the transparency 
and accumulate trust. (#3.2, p.77)

7. Source databases: indicating the capability of 
myT search and communicating data sources 
as is what HCPs regarded. (#3.1, p.77)

8. Map view: enhancing the search by presenting 
an overview of search results visually by 
geolocations. (#2.12, p.77)

9. Study design & related study results: 
curating scattered information of published 
study results, to provide solid information 
that HCPs could make decisions upon. (#3.3, 
p.78)

10. Treatment overview: showing a merged 
overview of all developing treatments 
because the same intervention can be in use 
for multiple studies. (#3.3, p.78)

11. Questionnaire-based patient search: 
lowering the barrier for patients to run 
searches for their conditions and be aware of 
�$Ȃ - )/� *+/$*).� 2$/#� � /�$' �� $)!*-(�/$*)ю�
(#3.7, p.78)

12. Relevance feedback collection: motivating 
HCPs to provide explicit (positive and 
negative) relevance feedback on search 
results and improve the search system. (#4, 
p.79)

5.2.2 A visualized journey
With the visualized user journey in Search (Figure 
49), the interactive search report remains an 
essential touchpoint for leading users to the 
. �-�#я��.���+�-/�*!�(4�*(*--*2.�. -1$� .ю��ȅ -�
specifying the searching role, adaptive search 
$)/ -!�� .�2$''�� �+- . )/ ��/*��$Ȃ - )/�. �-�#$)"�
roles. Patient search will be question-based, while 
HCPs will be presented with a regular (query-
based) Search interface.

�#$.�. �/$*)��$(.�/*��- �/ �����. '$) �. �-�#�$)/ -!�� �$)�/ -(.�*!��-0./ǹ��0$��)� ǹ��)���-*�0�/�
1$.$*)ǹ�. -1$)"��.�/# �!*0)��/$*)�!*-�/# �- �'$5�/$*)�*!��*)/-$�0/$*)Ǹ�
/�./�-/.�2$/#�/# �- �*)./-0�/$*)�
*!�$)!*-(�/$*)��-�#$/ �/0- ǹ���. ��*)�2#$�#�$.�/# ��- �/$*)�*!�/# �+-$(�-4�0. -�͗*2.Ǹ

5.2 Baseline search construction
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Search engine
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Before the HCP Search launches, HCPs will be 
prompted with a one-time questionnaire for 
information on their professions. In the HCP 
search, HCPs can retrieve, review, and manipulate 
a search report(s) generated by myTomorrows. 
Besides, HCPs can choose to run searches 
themselves, subscribe to a condition, or save 
and manage search results. More importantly, 
feedback collection requests will be shown while 
HCPs interact with the system. The relevance 
feedback provided, together with the information 
of HCPs’ profession, serves as the potential 
training data for system optimization. 

At the end of the journey, HCPs will be guided to 
myTomorrows team for further steps if needed.

ЧюФюХ��$1 �0. -2*ݧ�.
Based on the revised information architecture and 
 3+ -$ )� �%*0-) 4я��� .�4/$' �ݦ�2*'�-�#�$)/ -!�� �
2$/#� � 1ݦ +-$(�-4� 0. -� �.2*ݧ Ѱ+юЪЫѱ� 2�.� �- �/ ��
$)� �$"(�� Ѱ�� �
Ѷ��� /**'ѱя� . -1$)"� �.� /# � ��.$.� !*-�
!  ����&�$� �.�" ) -�/$*)ю��# 1ݦ� �+-$(�-4�0. -�
�($�.2*ݧ'0� �*) ��� .�!*�2*ݧ� -*-�#$)"я�- 1$ 2$)"�
results, and gaining access, and the rest are for 
four new features (#2, 3, 5 from the main changes 
in information architecture, p.87) in Search.

2*ݧ�- .�0 -*�
�# � �*- � 0. -� �2*ݧ ./�-/.� 2$/#� /# � $)$/$�'�  )/-4�
point on the myT website, and then it leads users 
to run a search (search homepage), review search 
results (search engine result page & result content 
page), and contact myT team (contact page with a 
!*-(ѱ� /*���� ..� .+ ��ݦ$� /- �/( )/�*+/$*).�2# )�
)  � �ю� �'*)"� 2$/#� /# � �2я*ݧ 0. -.� �*0'�� /�& �
action on the search results (download, share, 
and print).

Subscription
Subscription allows users to stay updated (with 
�' -/ѱ� $)� �!*�.�' ݦ� #/ $)/ - ./я� �)�� /# - ��- � /2*�
portals for subscribing to a condition (search 
query). One is to subscribe through the search 
engine result page, while the other is by adding 
a search query directly on the subscription page. 

Once subscribed, users could set email alerts or 
create RSS feeds. 

Search report
Search report aims to bring the current search 
report (PDF) online to enhance HCP engagement 
and increase myTomorrows search exposure. The 
�/.�2*ݧ-/.�2$/#��)� (�$'�)*/$!4$)"�0. -.�*!���. �-�#�
report, and the email contains a code and a link to 
myT treatment search homepage. On the search 
homepage, users need to enter the search report 
page via the navigation bar of the interface, and 
then enter the code for retrieving the report. The 
search report will be added to the user account 
(if registered) once retrieved, and it is editable 
(adding or removing treatment options).

myFolders
It empowers users to manage saved search 
results, especially for internal HCPs, to reduce 
repetitive workload. In the saved results page, 
users can create folders for sorting saved results. 
Once a folder is created, users can save search 
results directly to a folder.

Suggest study results
Considering the technical boundaries of curating 
scattered study results from various sources, 
suggest study results aims at involving HCPs to 
'$)&�+0�'$.# ��- .0'/.�/*���./0�4�- .0'/ю��. -.���)�
paste a link to a published paper and submit it. 
Before it is visible to other users, the submitted 
information needs an internal screening for 
information credibility and quality.

�# ��*(+' / �2$- !-�( ��. �-�#�͗*2�$)��++ )�$� .�Ȗ+ǸǑǖǘȍǑǘǔȗ
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5.3.1 Feedback collection 
mechanism
The design of the feedback collection mechanism 
$.���!0.$*)�*!�/# �+�// -).���.$��."($�(ݦ��(*1 - ��
in previous research. Fundamentally, it uses binary 
judgment (feedback collection in practice, p.66), 
��Ѱ- ' 1.(*$/+*�� (ݦ � -+)� �- �.*).я�+юШЧѱя��)��
free textbox to collect relevance judgment and 
underpinning reasons.

�$"0- � ЧУ� � (*)./-�/ .� /# � �2*ݧ *!� - ' 1�)� �
feedback provision. First, giving feedback is 
*+/$*)�'я��)��*)� �0. -.��- � �2я*ݧ� #/�($ $/�./�-/.�
with a question to solicit the relevance judgment 
2$/#� /#-  � �� (ݦ � -+ *+/$*).ѐ� 4 .� Ѱ+*.$/$1 ѱя�
no(negative), and not sure (uncertain). A thanks 
( ..�" �2$''�!*''*2��ȅ -�0. -.�(�& �. ' �/$*).��.�
a praise (p.41), but for the no and not sure options, 
there is one more step where a list of reasons 
and a free textbox will be presented for users to 
. ' �/��)��Ѱ*-ѱݦ�''ю�� .$� .я�0. -.���)�(*�$!4�/# �
feedback when they change their minds or want 
��3ݦ�*/�($./�& �� ��0. � - ' 1�)� ��#�)" .�*1 -�
time (Mizzaro, 1998, p. 36). 

Figure 52 shows an example of a relevance 
!  ����&� - ,0 ./� �
� ���*-�$)"� /*� /# � !  ����&�
collection mechanism. 

5.3.2 Nine feedback ideas
Since relevance judgment could be made at 
1�-$*0.� ./�" .� $)� �� . �-�#� �2*ݧ Ѱ+юШХѱя� /#0.я� �''�
ideas generated were primarily based on the 
information-seeking process by stage (p.30) and 
inspired by examples previously gathered. 

Figure 51. �'*2�#�-/�*!���./�)��-��!  ����&��*'' �/$*)�( �#�)$.(�
Ȗ�-�2)��4��0/#*-ȗ

HCP

Feedback 
collection request

Thanks
message

Yes

Not 
sure No

Select and/or 
� -�''ݦ.*).

''ݦ
reasons

Relevance?

x
Quit

Change
feedback

5.3 Feedback ideas generation
�  ����&� $� �.�. -1 ��.���+-*� � !*-� $)1 ./$"�/$)"�#*2��$Ȃ - )/� $)/ -��/$*).��)��(*/$1�/*-.��Ȃ �/�0. -�
engagement in providing relevance feedback. Based on the design requirements (chapter 4, p.79), examples 
from the practices (p.69), and results from creative session (p.85), a total of nine feedback ideas (p. 94-96) 
2 - ��- �/ ��2$/#����-*���.+ �/-0(��)��1�-$ /4ю�� .+$/ �/# ��$Ȃ - )� �$)�$)/ -��/$*).я��''�$� �.�2 - ��0$'/�
on the same feedback mechanism.

Relevance?

� ' �/��)��Ѱ*-ѱݦ�''�- �.*).

Thanks message

Figure 52. ��)� 3�(+' �*!�!  ����&�- ,0 ./

By category, all ideas could be classed as pre-
screening relevance feedback, In situ relevance 
feedback, and post hoc relevance feedback (Table 
12). Pre-screening relevance feedback refers to 
those collected while users are pre-screening the 
results in the search engine result page. In-situ 
relevance feedback means feedback collected 
while users are reviewing the content of a search 
result(s). Lastly, post hoc relevance feedback 
- +- . )/.� !  ����&� �*'' �/ �� �ȅ -� 0. -.� #�1 �
�� #.$(ݦ - 1$ 2$)"� �� . �-�#� - .0'/Ѱ.ѱ� Ѱ ю"ю� 2#$' �
contacting for access).


)� ���$/$*)� /*� /# � ./�" .я� �$Ȃ - )/� (*/$1�/*-.�
also blend in those ideas. Idea 7 uses challenge, 
idea 8 tries to turn feedback provision as a utility 
/**'я� �)�� /# � '�./� $� �� ѰЫѱ�  (+'*4.� "��ݦ$)�/$*)�
elements for personal enjoyment. Page 94-96 lists 
�''�!  ����&�$� �.�2$/#��
ю

Stage category Idea Motivator

Pre-screening 
feedback Idea 8 �/$'$/4

In situ 
feedback

Idea 1 Altrisum

Idea 2 Altrisum

Idea 3 Altrisum

Idea 4 Altrisum

Idea 5 Altrisum

Idea 9 Enjoyment

Post hoc 
feedback

Idea 6 Altrisum

Idea 7 Challenge

Table 12. $./�*!�� .$")�- ,0$- ( )/.��$( ���/�$)�- �.$)"�
+ -� $1 ��/-0./
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1) Bottom pop-up

The feedback collection request slides 
up from the bottom of the screen while 
users are reviewing a search result. It 
is common in web experiences, and 
it attracts users’ attention to a large 
extent. However, it might tend to 
interrupt users.

2) Bottom content

Feedback collection request stays at 
the bottom, as a part of the content. 
It is another typical design in web 
experiences, and it is always visible 
to users, More importantly, it is less 
*�/-0.$1 �/#�� �$�/.-ݦ� #/�(ю

3) Action + Selection

Feedback collection request appears as 
���0//*)�2$/#��� ї!  ����&ї� '�� 'я��)��$/�
sits next to other action buttons. Each 
option accompanies an icon (thumb up/
down), and they will show up when the 
cursor is hovering on the button. This 
idea aims to minimize the interruption 
that users may experience in the 
previous two.

4) Action + ‘Pointing out’

This idea is similar to the third one, but 
$/� �$Ȃ -.� $)� /# � '�� '.� Ѱ�. !0'я� �. ' ..я�
Not sure), icon (emotional faces) and 
the functionality, which allows users 
to select content elements (applicable 
only to negative or uncertain feedback) 
so that the system could to identify on 
what the judgment is based (p.69).

5) Pop-up comparison

When a user has reviewed more than 
one search result, there will be a pop-
up from the bottom, asking users to 
compare which one is more relevant. 
This idea tries to experiment with a 
novel approach to collecting relevance 
feedback.

6) Surrogate message

�# )� 0. -.� �#.$(ݦ - 1$ 2$)"� �� . �-�#�
result and return to the search result 
page, the request will appear below 
the reviewed search result. This idea 
attempts to remind users to provide 
feedback on each reviewed result with 
/# ���( �ݦ(* �/#�/� $/��* .�)*/�/ )��/*�
interrupt users reading.
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8) Feedback bins

There are three feedback bins 
(promising bin, trash bin, question bin) 
�� 3ݦ /*� /# � -$"#/�  �" � *!� /# � .�-  )я�
allowing users to sort search results 
by dragging/dropping. Each bin will 
display an accumulated number of 
sorted results. This idea tries to turn 
feedback provision into a tool that helps 
users manage search results.

9) Feedback bot

�� "��� ݦ$) !  ����&� �*/� �.&.� 0. -.�
the relevance while reviewing search 
results, and it grows as users provide 
feedback. This idea incorporates 
�*((*)� "��ݦ$)�/$*)�  ' ( )/.� $)�
the health domain: avatar and levels. 
(Johnson et al., 2016), which may induce 
personal enjoyment.

7) Task session

When users have reviewed a few search 
results (5 for instance), a message 
asking for feedback appears on the 
top, directing to a page with a list of 
reviewed results. This idea tries to 
present feedback provision as a task 
*-� �#�'' )" я� /-4$)"� /*� /-$"" -� 0. -.ї�
intrinsic motivation.

Fictional scenario:

Your role: You are a doctor working at 
Erasmus MC

Your patient: 52 years old Dutch women, 
diagnosed with COVID-19

You have a patient tested positive with 
COVID-19 in severe condition. As there is no 
.+ ��ݦ$�/- �/( )/я�4*0�� �$� ��/*�/-4�*0/�
the ‘Treatment search engine’ you heard of 
before. You knew that the company behind 
provides services to assist you in enrolling 
your patient(s) to a particular clinical trial 
or expanded access program. Now you are 
*)�/#$.�. �-�#� )"$) я��)��4*0�2���(ݦ�*/�/(
a treatment option(s) for the patient.

Figure 53. +�-/$�$+�)/.��$./-$�0/$*)
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ȍ��3+ -$ )� �-�/$)"
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�3+ -$ )� �-�/$)"

Questionnaire
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� ./�0.��$'$/4��)��+-$*-$/$5 �
) 2�! �/0- .�*!�ǔ�) 2�! �/0- .Ǻ�
�0�.�-$+/$*)ǹ�� �-�#�- +*-/ǹ�(4�*'� -.ǹ�
�)���0"" ./�./0�4�- .0'/.

03 Feedback ideas 
speed date
Ǚ�!  ����&��*'' �/$*)�$� �.

01 Core 
�+)*�2*ݧ-$.$*)
�4+ ���Ȗ*'�ȗ�1.��4+ ���Ȗ) 2ȗ
ȍ�Ǔ�/�.&.�Ȗ/# ��*- �͗*2ȗ

5.4.1 Methods
A total of seven participants joined the sessions, 
including three peers (DfI) and four employees 
of myTomorrows, three of whom were internal 
HCPs and one from the business department. The 
selection of test participants was based on the 
two criteria, professional design background with 
no medical background and internal employees 
with medical-related education. In this case, 
those with design background could provide 
more professional feedback on the overall user 
experience. The other group could give more in-
depth suggestions due to their familiarity with the 
medical context and myTomorrows Search.

Those sessions (Figure 54) were carried out 
individually with participants (via ZOOM or 
�$�-*.*ȅ� � �(.ѱя� !*''*2$)"� /# � .�( � +-*/*�*'�
comprising three testing sections (as illustrated 
below): �*- � �2*ݧ �*(+�-$.*)я� ) 2� ! �/0- .я�
and feedback ideas speed date. Before the start 
of each section, the participant was presented 
2$/#� �� �ݦ/$*)�'� .� )�-$*� !*-� � // -� $(( -.$)"�
the context. They were asked to think aloud 
throughout the session, and a questionnaire was 
!*''*2 ���ȅ -� /# ��*(+' /$*)�*!� ��#�. �/$*)� /*�
investigate their experiences. All sessions were 
video-recorded as a part of the data collection.

� ..$*).�*!�0.��$'$/4�/ ./$)"�*!�/# ���. '$) �. �-�#��)��!  ����&�$� �.�.+  ����/$)"�Ȗ��1$�*ƙ� /�
�'Ǹǹ�ǒǐǐǗȗ�2 - ��*)�0�/ ��!*-�/#-  �*�% �/$1 .Ǹ��$-./ǹ�� )�#(�-&�/# ����*!�/# ���. '$) �. �-�#��)��
�$.�*1 -�+*/ )/$�'�0.��$'$/4�$..0 .Ǹ�� �*)�ǹ�+-$*-$/$5 �/# �!*0-�) 2�! �/0- .Ǹ��./'4ǹ�"�$)�$).$"#/.�
$)/*� 3+'$�$/�- ' 1�)� �!  ����&��*'' �/$*)�!*-�!*-($)"�/# ���.$.�*!�!  ����&��*)� +/0�'$5�/$*)Ǹ

5.4 Usability testing and ideas speed dating
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01 Comparison
�# � �/.-ݦ / ./� . �/$*)� �$( �� /*� � )�#(�-&� /# �
new design concept (Type B) by comparing the 
�*- � 0. -� �2*ݧ /*� /# � *-$"$)�'�  3/ -)�'� � �-�#ю�
A wireframe of the original design (Type A) was 
made in Figma to mitigate the gap between a 
design prototype and a real product. Besides, the 
testing sequence of Type A and B were randomized 
to avoid anchoring bias (Furnham & Boo, 2011). 
Participants were asked to perform three identical 
tasks with the two versions:

1. �0)���. �-�#���. ��*)� �ݦ� #//$*)�'�.� )�-$*�
�)�� 3�./'0. -�*2/�/.-ݦ� #/� ($)

2. ��� .�*2/�/.-ݦ� #/� 1-�#�- .0'/.��)��- 1$ 2��''�
saved results

3. �*)/��/�(4�*(*--*2.�!*-���� ..$)"���.+ ��ݦ$�
treatment (e.g. Remdesivir EAP) 

02 New features
�#$.� !*�0. �� *)� / ./$)"� /# � 0. -� �.2*ݧ �)��
desirability of the four new features. There were 
three tasks in this section, but myTomorrows 
participants were assigned to perform an extra 
task because it requires professional medical 
knowledge: 

1. Subscribe to the condition and set an email 
alert

2. Review and edit a search report
3. Create a folder for saved search results
4. Add a newly published study result to a search 

result (internal participants only).

03 Feedback ideas speed date

The last section presented participants with nine 
relevance feedback collection ideas (p.92-94), 
. -1$)"��.���� .$")�+-*� �/*� '$�$/�0. -.ї�*+$)$*).�
and preferences on providing explicit feedback. 
Participants have the freedom to provide feedback 
or not as their wishes. 

Questionnaire
The questionnaire comprised three parts 
following the three test sections. Part A focused 
on the rating of the experience of Type A and Type 
B for comparison, and Part B collects the ratings of 
each new feature and its usefulness with a Likert 
scale. The last part asked participants to vote 
feedback ideas with eight votes for the top three, 
bottom three, favorite, and the most disliked one.

5.4.2 Study results

Baseline search experience
The results from the questionnaire (appendices, 
p.185-194), notes of heuristics, and transcripted 
screen records were used as the source of 
$).$"#/.ю� �*-� /# � �/.-ݦ / ./� . �/$*)� Ѱ�*(+�-$.*)ѱя�
the overall experience of the baseline search 
design slightly outperforms the original one. All 
internal HCPs preferred the new design because 
of the completenes, richness of information 
and additional features that streamline their 
�я�.0.2*ݧ&-*2#��.�(4�*'� -.ю�

However, the new design was perceived as 
visually crowded by the rest of the participants, 
especially on the search homepage. It might be 
the consequence of displaying more information 
and roughness in visual design. More impҨrtantly, 
the design of gaining access to a study in the 
��. '$) � . �-�#� #�.� �� �ݦ$("$.�)/� 2�ݧ� /#�/� 0. -.�
would regard the ‘Contact us’ button as general 
customer support, instead of the entry point for 
access.

�Ȃ$)$/$ .� �'��� ݦ$.. �''� ./0�4� - .0'/.� $)/*� !*0-�
��/ "*-$ .�Ѱ���' �УХѱ�*!�$(+- ..$*)я�����*(+'�$)/.я�
suggestions, and facts.

Figure 54.  
� ./$)"�. ..$*)�

/#-*0"#�
�$�-*.*ƚ�� �(.

Impression

(+ positive)
• �*- ��' �-�/*�.�1 ��1�.��(ݦ��( �0. -�'/.�
• Feels clean and information is organized (internal HCPs)
• More informative
• The map view helps identify studies easier
• Has a better review experience (compared to the original one)

 (- negative)
• The menu on the top is not eye-catching 
• The interface is visually crowded

UX 
complaints

• Positions of myTomorrows LOGO and treatment search are confusing
• �*''���.- /'ݦ�� .+- �$)�$- �/
• �.��$'$/4�$..0 .�*!�/# ��# �&�*3�*)�/# �' ȅ�/*�. �-�#�- .0'/.
• Gaining access to a study is indirect and unclear
• Study record covers the meaning of study design
• ��&.�*!���)-ݦ(*/$*)��ȅ -0*�"($''ݦ�/�/# ��*)/��/�!*-(
• ‘Related study result’ does not fully match with its content

Suggestions

• Suggest bigger font of the study title (content page)
• ‘Next’ might be unnecessary (content page)
• Suggests adding the corresponding icon to saved results (navigation bar)1
• Wants to have data (study results) visualization and overview
• Contact for access appear in per trial
• Needs more clear communication or guidance of next steps (for gaining access)
• Expects detailed location information including contacts
• Wants to easy access to interesting study results 

Facts
• CT.gov has higher search recall
• myT participants prefer CT.gov for access because of directness
• Assumes that the higher the result is, positioned the most relevant it is

Table 13. $./�*!�͖)�$)".�*!�/# �. �-�#��*)� +/��4���/ "*-$ .

New features 

Subscription 

The average score of this feature was 3.5 (out of 
5, Std=1.28), and most participants (6/7) were 
able to achieve the tasks assigned to them. 
Participants had very distinctive expectations due 
to their previous experience and the ambiguity 
in communication (i.e. wording). Some thought 
it works similar to newsletters; some thought it 
was technically not feasible, and one participant 
was used to save the web page as a way to keep 
following updates manually. Besides, there are 
.*( �����*(+'�$)/.�2$/#�/# �! �/0- ��.�!*''*2.ѐ

• Not clear and requires more explanation
• �*���)-ݦ(*/$*)0.�( �2#�.�-$� �
• Email alert (text) is too small

Search report 

The experience rating was rather low, with an 
average of 2.85 (out of 5, Std=1.18). The reasons 
were mainly the usability issues participants 
encountered, resulting in a low success rate (1/7) 
of adding a search result to the report. Moreover, 
external participants felt that the purpose of the 
search report was not clearly communicated. 
Besides, two internal participants mentioned 
that it did not feel like a search report because of 
the lack of summarization and other supporting
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Figure 55. �$.0�'$5 ��! �/0- ���/ "*-$5�/$*)�$)���)*�(*� '�Ȗ����ǹ�
4 �-ȗ
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Figure 56. � �/0- �+-$*-$/$5�/$*)�Ȗ�-�2)��4��0/#*-ȗ

information (e.g. the creator of the report). 
���$/$*)�''4я� /# - ��- �.*( �����*(+'�$)/.�2$/#�
the feature as follows:

• Edit and save changes is unnecessary 
• Checkbox is confusing
• The link from email does not direct to the 

�(ݦ'�+�" 
• The search bar on the home page can not 

search the report
• The thumbnail of the search report while 

adding is not obvious

myFolders 

 The experience score of myFolders was moderate 
(Mean=3.14/5, Std=0.99). All participants 
succeeded in the task but encountered some 
minor issues while removing results from a folder. 
In general, it worked but did not closely match the 
0. -.ї�( )/�'�(*� 'ѐ

• Moving saved results to a folder is confusing
• ‘Learn more’ while creating a folder is 

unexpected
• Removed result from a folder should be 

back restored in the saved results page
• Expects to have a place to view removed 

results in the folder 
• odd to see a blank page in saved results 

when some are saved in folders.

Suggest related results 

This task was easy to achieve as all (myT) 
participants succeeded in the task, and there 
were not any usability complaints in it. In 
general, internal participants had a positive 
attitude (with an average score of 3.5/5, Std=1.12) 
towards engaging users to build the search by 
suggesting published study results, because such 
information is an essential criterion for HCPs to 
make decisions. However, they were concerned 
that it would bring more burdens to external HCPs 
for doing this. Also, they would assume that study 
result data is supposed to be provided and ready 
�4�/# �. �-�#�.4./ (�*-�$/.��Ȃ$'$�/ ��*-"�)$5�/$*)ю

New feature prioritization

KANO model (Kano, 1984) was employed to 
prioritize the four new features in the baseline 

. �-�#�� .$")ю��# �(*� '��'��. ݦ$.. ! �/0- .� $)/*�
four categories (Figure 55) and prioritizes them 
with the sequence of must-be, performance, 
�//-��/$1 я��)��$)�$Ȃ - )� ю�

�# � - .0'/.� Ѱ�$"0- � ЧШѱ� .0"" ./ �� /#�/� ї. �-�#�
- +*-/ї�$.��*).$� - ��*)�/# �/*+��.���+ -!*-(�)� �
! �/0- я� !*''*2 �� �4� ї(4�*'� -.ї� �)�� ї.0"" ./ ��
- '�/ �� - .0'/.ї� Ѱ�//-��/$1 � ! �/0- ѱю� 	*2 1 -я�
ї.0�.�-$+/$*)ї�Ѱ$)�$Ȃ - )� �! �/0- ѱ�2�.�/# �' �./�
appealing feature to participants, mainly because 
of its heterogeneous expectations participants 
had. 

Overall, the prioritization is in accordance with 
the current service funnel (p.20) where the search 
report plays a vital role in business conversion, 
and the rest are useful add-ons to the search.
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Speed date results
Participants had three votes for the top three, 
another three for bottom three, one for the 
favorite, and one for the most disliked feedback 
idea (Figure 57). For the favorite votes, the most 
+-*($) )/� *) � $.� /# � �/.-ݦ $� �� Ѱ�*//*(�+*+ѣ0+я�
p.92) with three favorites plus one most disliked, 
followed by the sixth idea (Surrogate message, 
p.93) with two favorites. On the contrary, the 
seventh idea (task session, p.94) is the most 
disliked one with three votes. However, the last 
two ideas remained controversial as they received 
a similar amount of positive and negative votes.

The reasons for the results varied from person to 
person. Nevertheless, to the most disliked idea 
(seventh), participants had the consensus that 
the message is not inviting, and it would take too 
(0�#� Ȃ*-/�/*�+-*1$� �!  ����&ю

Feedback 1 - Bottom pop-up 
This idea had the highest favorite votes of 3 as 
well as 1 most disliked vote. Participants  liked 
it because it is direct, easy, and they are familiar 
with this kind of interaction in Web experience. 
Most participants thought it doesn’t interrupt 
reading, however, it could be perceived as 
annoying because of the unpredictable moment 
of popping up.

P2�� �7KH� �VW� LV� P\� IDY�� EHFDXVH� LW� GRHVQ¶W� D̆HFW� P\�
reading experience that much, and I can give feedback 
ZKHQHYHU�,�ZDQW��,�GRQ¶W�QHHG�WR�VHDUFK�IRU�LW��

P5���6R�WKDW���:HOO��,�GLVOLNH�WKH��VW�RQH��WKH�ZRUVW�EHFDXVH�
then it’s near the screen all the time, then you have to 
FOLFN�LW�DZD\��7KDW¶V�UHDOO\�DQQR\LQJ��

Feedback 1 - Bottom content

Most (4/7) participants liked it because of the 
easiness of giving feedback and familiarity with 
such a position. More importantly, it did not 
�))*4.�0. -.� ' ..��*(+���/.-ݦ� #/�*/�� -*)� +/ю�
However, it was mentioned that it could be easily 
missed because users would not even scroll down 
to the bottom in some cases.

P6���,�GLGQ
W�OLNH�WKH�ERWWRP��EXW�,�GLGQ
W���LV�WKDW�WKLV�LV�
QRW�WKDW�,�GRQ
W�OLNH�LW��%XW�,�WKLQN�LW
V�YHU\�HDV\�WR�PLVV�
WKLV�LI�\RX�GRQ
W�VFUROO�GRZQ�XQWLO�WKH�HQG�RI�WKH�SDJH��

1) Bottom pop-up

2) Bottom content

3) Action + selection

5) Pop-up 
comparison

6) Surrogate 
message

7) Task session

8) Feedback bins

9) Feedback bot

4) Action + 
‘pointing out’

(4��+�-/$�$+�)/.
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Feedback 3 - Action + selection 
Participants did not expect feedback to be 
ї#$�� )їя� �)�� /# 4� �$�� )*/� 2�)/� /*� '**&� !*-� /# �
place to give feedback. Even though it was easy 
/*� ' �-)� 2# - � /*� ��(ݦ $/я� +�-/$�$+�)/.� + -� $1 ��
an extra step to give feedback as they reckoned 
a click on the button is needed before making 
selections. The reality was that the action button 
would automatically display all options once 
the cursor is hovering on the feedback button. 
There is no extra step for users to interact, but the 
cognitive step in the head.

P4��³�,�ZRXOGQ
W��,�ZRXOGQ
W�VHH�WKLV��%XW�,�OLNH�WKH�LFRQV�´

Feedback 4 - Action + 'pointing out' 
Participants had a similar experience as the 
+- 1$*0.� *) я� �0/� /# � 2*-�$)"� ї0. ' ..ї� 2�.�
perceived more aggressive. The free text box and 
free selection of web elements were liked, as well 
as icons that helped users quickly identify options. 
It indicates that participants prefer having more 
control and a bit more novelty in interactions, 
but it does not change their overall perception of 
providing feedback as an additional task.

P6��³2ND\��VR�,�OLNH�EHWWHU�UHOHYDQW�RU�LUUHOHYDQW��,�GRQ
W�
NQRZ�� 
8VHOHVV
� VRXQGV� YHU\� DJJUHVVLYH�� %XW� ,� OLNH� WKDW�
\RX�FDQ�JLYH�\RXU�IHHGEDFN�GLUHFWO\�KHUH�´

P7, “ I think it's nice that people can write, you know, 
ZKHQHYHU�WKH\�WKLQN�DERXW�LW��´

Feedback 5 - Pop-up comparison

All participants had a negative experience with 
this idea because the question was regarded as 
$)�$- �/я� 0)�' �-я� �)��  Ȃ*-/ѣ�*).0($)"ю� �# 4�
assumed that it was supposed to be the system to 
make comparisons. Also, it was mentioned that it 
occupied too much screen space visually.

P3��³�,W�IHHOV�D�ELW�VWUDQJH��DQG�LW
V�KDUG�WR�FRPSDUH���ZLOO�
WDNH�TXLWH�D�ORW�RI�H̆RUWV�´

P4��³�,W
V�TXLWH�D�VWUDQJH�TXHVWLRQ�´

Feedback 6 - Surrogate message

Around half (3) of the participants thought this 
idea just right as it was not annoying, easy to 

respond, and appeared in a reasonable place. 
However, some had concerns about its potential 
visual burdens when users are reluctant always 
to provide feedback, and the requests will 
accumulate. Also, one participant expressed his 
�$..�/$.!��/$*)� /#�/� $/� $)/ --0+/.� /# � �2*ݧ � !*- �
reviewing the next result, and it should not drag 
users back to what should have been done in the 
previous review.

P1, “I think it's pretty good because it's quite reasonable 
WR�EH�KHUH�DIWHU�UHYLHZLQJ��,W�WULJJHUV�PH�WR�FOLFN�LW�DZD\�´

P4��³�%HFDXVH�LI�\RX�GRQ
W�ZDQW�WR�RSHQ�WKHP��WKH\�ZLOO�
EH�KHUH�XQOHVV�\RX�FOLFN�LW�DZD\��<HDK��$QG�WKDW�ZRXOG�EH�
DQ�H[WUD�WDVN�´

Feedback 7 - Task session

Overall, This idea was the most disliked one 
because of the perceived cognitive burden and 
indirectness. Participants explicitly said that 
they would not even click the message because 
the message did not catch their attention and 
#�.� )*/#$)"� /*� �*� 2$/#� /# $-� "*�'� *!� �"($�(ݦ
relevant information. Besides, one participant 
said he would not even read such a message as it 
resembles the cookies for user consent.

P1��³2K��,�GLGQ
W�VHH�WKLV��JLYH�IHHGEDFN�QRZ��,W
V�QRW�WKDW�
REYLRXV�´

P4�� ³,� ZRXOGQ
W� GR� WKLV� EHFDXVH� LW
V� VR� PXFK� H̆RUW����
%HFDXVH� \RX� KDYH� WR� UHYLHZ� WKHP� VHYHUDO� WLPHV�� <HDK��
there are several and one so it takes a lot more time then 
DW�RQH�SDJH�´

Feedback 8 - Feedback bins

There was no consensus on this idea among 
+�-/$�$+�)/.ю� �*-� /#*. � 2#*� '$& �я� $/� *Ȃ - �� �)�
additional function while giving feedback, and 
�*0'�� ./- �('$) � /# $-� �2ю*ݧ&-*2 
)� �*(+�-$.*)я�
the rest was frustrated by the usability (drag and 
drop), the usefulness of the function.

P4�� ³EHFDXVH� LW� �FRQFHSW�����ELQV��ZRXOG�FODVK�ZLWK� WKH�
VDYH�RSWLRQV��$QG�LW
V�FOHDU�LW
V�D�IHHGEDFN�ORRS�WKDW�LV�LQ�
WKHUH�´

P6, “yeah, I really like that it is very simple to use if you 
see the icons are these things immediately and you can 
select the trials and put them on the bins, I think it is very 
VLPSOH�YHU\�IDVW�´

Feedback 3 - Feedback bot

Similar to the previous one, this idea was 
controversial as well. Nearly all (3) internal 
participants disliked this concept because it was 
- "�-� ����"($//ݦ�/*(�. $)�.0�#���. -$*0.��*)/ 3/ю�
However, one participant (peer) felt it has a human 
touch in a serious context, and it could ease the 
tension in a serious context.

P3�� ³,W� KDV�D�KXPDQ� WRXFK�ZLWK� HQG�XVHUV��7KH� VHDUFK�
LV� YHU\� VHULRXV� DQG� WHFKQLFDO���� %XW� LI� ,� ZHUH� D� GRFWRU��
PD\EH�,�ZRXOG�OLNH�WKH��UG�FRQFHSW�´

P4�� ³%HFDXVH� WKH� VXEMHFW� LV� UHDOO\� VHQVLWLYH� DQG� LW
V�
UHVHDUFK�� ,�ZRXOGQ
W� DGG� VXFK�D� WKLQJ� WKDW
V� D� OLWWOH� ELW�
more playful, so it's kind of strange to have it in this 
FRQWH[W�´

5.4.3 Insights from the speed 
dates 
Overall, all those relevance feedback collection 
interactions in Search were unexpected to 
participants because it was not the goal for 
them to provide feedback while searching, even 
though they were aware it would help the system 
optimization in the long run. 

They regarded providing feedback as a side task 
and would not want to actively provide feedback 
0)' ..�/# - �$.���ї- �'�1�'0 ї�*-�2# )�/# 4�2�)/�/*�
make complaints about their experiences. Even 
though it was simple with just clicks of a few 
buttons, feedback provision to users is perceived 
as time-consuming. Throughout the speed dates, 
there are nine insights extracted as below.

1) Value (of providing feedback)
Test participants frequently mentioned the lack 
of value in providing feedback, and this was the 
main reason that participants regard providing 
feedback as a side task. Participants did not 
 3+ -$ )� �(0�#��$Ȃ - )� �$)�1�-$*0.�(*/$1�/*-.�
applied to all ideas except the eighth (feedback 
bins), which embeds utility as the motivator. 
However, its perceived usefulness was quite 
�$Ȃ - )/� !-*(� + -.*)� /*� + -.*)я� �.� /# � 1*/$)"�
results have indicated. Therefore, the value of 
providing feedback should be apparent and 
clearly communicated to users. 

2) Visibility (of the feedback request)
Participants would not want to respond to 
feedback collection requests actively, let alone 
looking for them. Therefore, how visible such 
requests are to users is vital, as revealed through 
responses in ideas two and three. However, 
too visible might be bothersome to users, for 
$)./�)� я�/# ݦ�ȅ#�$� ��/#�/�*��0+$ .���ݦ$("$.��)/�
portion on the screen. Thus, keeping the balance 
of being easily visible and not over eye-catching 
is essential. It has much to do with timing and its 
embodiment.

3) Timing (of showing up) 
When feedback requests would appear matters 
much because the wrong moment to show the 
feedback request to users would be a distraction 
!-*(� 0. -.ї� . �-�#� �2ю*ݧ � .$� .я� +�-/$�$+�)/.�
expressed that authentic relevance feedback 
�*0'�� *)'4� � � "$1 )� �ȅ -� �"($#.$(ݦ /# � �*)/ )/�
examination. Therefore, being able to distinguish 
/# �(*( )/�2# )�0. -.�#�� -�� #.$(ݦ� 1�$)"�$.�
1$/�'ю� 
/�2�.��'.*�2#4� �я/.-ݦ� #/ . �*)�я��)��.$3/#�
ideas were liked because it asks the participants to 
provide feedback at the end of a review. However, 
/# � �/.-ݦ $� �� !�$' �� /*� ���0-�/ '4� �$./$)"0$.#� /# �
(*( )/� /#�/�0. -.�#�� -�� #.$(ݦ� 1�$)"я�2#$�#�
was why it received one vote of most disliked.

4) Embodiment (of the feedback 
request)
As a part of the graphical user interface, the 
embodiment of feedback collection request 
#�.� �� �ݦ$("$.�)/� $(+��/� *)� +�-/$�$+�)/.ѐ� /# �
size, the position, iconography, and similarity to 
other experiences. Participants mentioned that 
�0 � /*� /# � .�-  )� .$5 � $� �� � 1ݦ *��0+$ .я� /# 4�
felt annoyed and distracted. Also, the second 
�*)� +/� 2�.� .*( #*2� ї$)1$.$�' ї� � ��0. � 0. -.�
do not read through the whole page every time, 
especially when the content could be judged as 
irrelevant from the beginning of the page. Besides, 
iconography could help participants quickly 
recognize the meaning and intention of feedback 
requests (i.e. idea two and three). Furthermore, 
the embodiment (idea 7) could be associated with 
other experiences that users regularly ignore, 
.0�#��.�������*). )/�+*+ѣ0+.�Ѱ��я�ФТУЫѱю�' ݦ*#
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Чѱ�� -� $1 �� Ȃ*-/�Ѱ*!�/# �!  ����&�
request)
� -� $1 �� Ȃ*-/�'$)&.�/*�/# � (�*�$( )/ю�
/��*0'��
be sensed from the number of feedback requests 
users see at once, as well as the complexity of 
and familiarity with questions and interactions. 
�. -.� +- ! -- �� !  ����&� +-*1$.$*)� /*� � � �$- �/�
�)�� ./-�$"#/!*-2�-�ю� �*-� $)./�)� я� /# � �#ȅݦ $� ��
asked users to compare two results, requiring 
(*- � �*")$/$1 �  Ȃ*-/� /*� - ��''� /# � +- 1$*0.� �)��
compare. Nevertheless, providing feedback on the 
seventh idea is as easy as many other ideas, but it 
was presented with a list of requests and required 
an extra step to enter. Thus, participants felt an 
intensive workload. The same as the worries 
participants had on the sixth idea that feedback 
requests accumulate if users do not respond, and 
it would be an extra visual burden. 

6) Control (over the feedback)
The controls participants have on relevance 
!  ����&� - ,0 ./.� �( 0ݧ($ � /# �  3+ -$ )� ю�
Participants preferred it to have more controls, 
such as a free textbox or free selections of elements 
(in idea four). However, having more control does 
not necessarily mean that they would be more 
engaged in relevance feedback provision, but it is 

worth investing. Moreover, when participants do 
)*/�#�1 �.+ ��ݦ$��*)/-*'.�*1 -���!  ����&�- ,0 ./�
(e.g. dismiss or skip a feedback request), they 
might be irritated to some extent.

7) Tone (of the feedback request)
��-/$�$+�)/.�+*$)/ ��*0/�/#�/�0.$)"��$Ȃ - )/�/*) .�
of asking for relevance feedback would bring 
+ -� +/0�'� �$Ȃ - )� .ю� 
)� $� �.� /#-  � �)�� !*0-я�
/# � !*-( -�0. .� ї- ' 1�)/ї��)�� ї$-- ' 1�)/ї��.� /# �
options for (positive and negative) relevance, 
2#$' � /# � '�// -� 0. .� ї0. !0'ї� �)�� ї0. ' ..їю� �) �
participant had a worse experience with the latter 
� ��0. �ї0. ' ..ї�.*0)� ��(*- ��""- ..$1 �/#�)�
ї$-- ' 1�)/ї�/#�/�.*0)�.�) 0/-�'ю

Ъѱ��*)/ 3/ݦ�/) ..Ѱ*!�/# �!  ����&�
request)
�# � �/.-ݦ  $"#/� !  ����&� $� �.� �- � �''� / �#)$��'�
without any embedding human touch. In 
comparison, the last idea tries to approach users 
with a humanized feedback request where a 
bot asks for relevance feedback. Nevertheless, 
most participants expressed the concerns of its 
�.. (/ݦ $)� .0�#� �� . -$*0.� �*)/ 3/� !*-� # �'/#��- �
professionals, and they felt it might be childish.

Figure 59. ��-  ).#*/�*!�+�-/$�$+�)/.��-�2$)"�Ȗ*)��**(ȗ

5.5.1 Brainstorming session on 
feedback collection
A brainstorming session was hosted to generate 
more interaction ideas for collecting explicit 
relevance feedback, mainly focusing on designing 
motivations.

Methods 
Three peer design students, respectively, from 
/#-  ���./ -�/-��&.�Ѱ�!
я����я�
��ѱ�*!�
���Ѱ���� 'ȅѱ�
were recruited for the session. The recruitment 
of the participants required their professional 
knowledge in design, and unfamiliarity with the 
topic.

The brainstorming session took place in Zoom 
Ѱ�$� *� �*)! - )� � .*ȅ2�- я� �$"0- � ЧЫѱ� �)���$-*�
(Online collaboration tool). The session included 
three sections (Figure 58) and lasted for 50 
($)0/ .ю�
/�./�-/ ��2$/#���/2 )/4�($)0/ .���"(ݦ $-
of the project context and objectives. Then, the 
�*- � . �-�#� �2*ݧ Ѱ+юЫУѱ� 2�.� � (*)./-�/ �я� �)��
nine feedback interaction ideas (p.94-96) were 
shown to participants to help them form a better 
understanding of explicit relevance feedback 

collection and avoid generating explored ideas.

The remaining thirty minutes were divided into 
two rounds of ideation (How-tos). Participants 
were asked to brainstorm feedback collection 
ideas for the search interface previously shown to 
/# (я�2$/#���.+ �$�'�!*�0.�*)�(*/$1�/$*).ю��# ݦ�-./�
-*0)�� '�./ �� �. /ȅ  )�($)0ݦ $)� /*/�'я� 2# - � / )�
minutes were for drawing quick ideas, followed 
�4��� /ѣ($)0 1ݦ� $)/-*�0�/$*)� /*� /# $-� $� �.ю��# �
other round followed the same procedure as 
the previous one. However, the drawing part 
2�.� .#*-/ ) �� /*� � 1ݦ ($)0/ .� /*�  )�*0-�" �
+�-/$�$+�� ݧ -�*/�./(/�(*- �*)�/# $-�$� �.ю

Figure 58. �-*� �0- �*!�/# ��- �/$1 �. ..$*)

ТУ��-$ ݦ)"�ѰФТ�($).ѱ
(4�*(*--*2.
�  ��!*-���Ȝ����. �-�#
�  ����&�$� ��+- . )/�/$*)

03 How-tos 2  (15 mins)
�  ����&�/-$"" -
� .$")�!*-��*/$1�/$*)

02 How-tos 1 (15 mins)
�  ����&��*'' �/$*)
� .$")�!*-��*/$1�/$*)

�)*/# -� �-�$)./*-($)"� . ..$*)� 2$/#� +  -.� 2�.� #*./ �� /*� " ) -�/ � (*- � $� �.� *)� !  ����&�
�*'' �/$*)� $)/ -��/$*).Ǹ� �# � - .0'/.ǹ� /*" /# -�2$/#� /# � ͖)�$)".� �)�� $).$"#/.� !-*(� /# � +- 1$*0.�
. �/$*)ǹ� ' �� /*��� !  ����&� )#�)� ��� �-�#�2$/#� /#-  � - ' 1�)� � !  ����&��*'' �/$*)��*)� +/.�
0.$)"�(*/$1�/*-.�*!�0/$'$/4ǹ��'/-0$.(ǹ��)�� )%*4( )/Ǹ

5.5 Feedback enhanced search 
conceptualization
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Figure 60. ��-  ).#*/�*!�/# �
�-�$)./*-($)"�. ..$*)�Ȗ*)��$-*ȗ

5.5.2 Feedback ideas by stage
A total of nineteen ideas (including twelve 
for feedback collection and seven focused 
on motivating users) were gathered from 
+�-/$�$+�)/.ю��''� $� ��/ݦ�. $)�/# ���/ "*-$5�/$*)��4�
stages in search (Table 12, p.93). Surprisingly, most 
feedback collection ideas were around the stages 
of reviewing the search result list (7), which is in 
accordance with the pre-screening feedback. In 
comparison, the rest is on examining the content 
(3, In situ feedback) and taking actions on search 
results (4, Post hoc feedback).

Pre-screening feedback
�*./� $� �.� �++ �- �� �/� /#$.� ./�" ю� �4� �$Ȃ - )/�
types of interactions, those seven ideas formed 
four clusters of marking (3), sorting (2), ranking 
ѰУѱя���ѰУѱю"($- /'ݦ��(

Marking (3 ideas): there were three ideas in this 
cluster, and they borrowed ideas from real life (i.e. 
using stickers and lighting bulbs to highlight search 
results), or other popular digital experiences such 
as Tinder (A popular dating APP) swipes.

Sorting (2 ideas): sorting shares the same 
fundamental idea with marking, but the main 
�$Ȃ - )� � $.� $/.� ��+��$'$/4� *!� "�/# -$)"� .*-/ ��
results. Both two ideas used a similar analogy of 
desktop experience of folders.

Ranking (1 idea):  ranking enables users to rerank 
. �-�#� - .0'/.� $)� �)� *-� -� /#�/� (  /.� �� 0. -ї.�
information need.

Filtering (1 idea): ݦ�'/ -$)"�. �-�#�- .0'/.��4�0.$)"�
feedback to optimize search results immediately.

In situ feedback
Merely three ideas focused on collecting relevance 
feedback while users are reviewing the content of 
a search result. However, each idea is distinctive 
in terms of interactions.

Rating: this idea is placed as part of the content, 
asking users to provide feedback with a scale for 
-�/$)".�*)��$Ȃ - )/��.+ �/.�*!�- ' 1�)� ю

Marker: the marker idea allows users to highlight 
the interesting parts of the content as an indication 
!*-��*)/ )/�.+ �1 ' -��ݦ$�)� ю

Reminder: this idea asks users to leave relevance 
feedback before returning to the search result list 
page.

Post hoc feedback
While users are taking actions on search results 
such as download, save, or request access to a 

.+ �0/.��ݦ$�4я� $/� $(+'$ .� /#�/� /# 4��- � $)/ - ./ ��
in these results, and the system has helped them 
to some extent. Therefore, two ideas were about 
asking users for the favor of providing relevance 
feedback when gaining access to a study. The 
generation of such ideas proved the principle of 
reciprocity (Table 2, p.43).

Motivations for feedback provision
Five ideas were gathered on motivating users to 
provide feedback, and they employ motivations 
of personal enjoyment, reward, and utility. 

Personal enjoyment (3 ideas): three ideas 
focused on increasing personal enjoyment of 
providing feedback. Two were about showing 
users a progress bar to visualize the accumulation 
of feedback provided, while the other was about a 
highly responsive feedback mechanism allowing 
users to click likes for multiple times.

Reward (2 ideas): there were two types of rewards 
participants drawn, material reward (voucher) 
and virtual reward (unlocking more features in 
search as feedback provision accumulates).

Utility (3 ideas): two ideas were about displaying 
users’ records of search behavior and dwell time 
in the search.
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5.5.3 Iterated baseline search
�# � �."($�(ݦ �)�� $).$"#/.� !-*(� /# � +- 1$*0.�
user testing with peers and internal employees 
supported the iteration of the baseline search 
Ѱ+юЪЫѱ� /*� - .*'1 � /# � �� ݦ$/( �$ �*(+'�$)/.� *)�

usability, incorporate suggestions. Besides, a 
visual design adapted from the myTomorrows 
1$.0�'�$(�" -4�2�.��++'$ ��/*�$)�- ��4/$' �ݦ� #/� .
of the baseline search design concept. Table 19 
(Appendices, p.205) shows a list of changes from 
�Ѱ+юЪЫѱю(*$.- 4�1/$' �ݦ�2*'� #/

The image above shows the homepage of the 
baseline search concept. The iterated design 
concept focuses much on emphasizing the search 
area (3) as well as instructional information (4 & 
5) around myTomorrows services and educational 
information on Clinical Trials (CTs) and Expanded 
Access Programs (EAPs). 

1. Navigation and menu
2. Searching role switch
3. Search area
4. FAQs and educational information on CT/EAP
5. Instructions and additional information
6. Contact center

search.myTomorrows.com search.myTomorrows.com

1

2

3

4

5
6

Search result

Search 
homepage

Try it out
(Prototype)

https://www.figma.com/proto/SOorqsAKMvGGwzZeNHJu14/Sprint-3-Polished-design-Feedback?node-id=65:0&viewport=535,484,0.03316986560821533&scaling=min-zoom
https://www.figma.com/proto/SOorqsAKMvGGwzZeNHJu14/Sprint-3-Polished-design-Feedback?node-id=65:0&viewport=535,484,0.03316986560821533&scaling=min-zoom
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1. Search result list with actions
2. Seach result selection bar 
3. Seach bar
4. Map view of all studies
5. � �-�.- /'ݦ�#

search.myTomorrows.com search.myTomorrows.com

2

5

4

3

Search 
result page

search.myTomorrows.com search.myTomorrows.com

The image above shows a standardized search 
result page (SERP). This page keeps the navigation 
bar on the top the same as the homepage, and it 
comprises two primary columns of information. 
�)�/# �' ȅ��- �/# �. �-�#��-$/ -$�яݦ�'/ -.я��)��(�+�
view option. The right column contains all search 
results and supporting information (e.g. search 

result size and ordering mechanism). In addition 
to a conventional view of a list of all studies, the 
design concept strives to combine overlapped 
search results by intervention types (intervention 
overview), because many clinical trials investigate 
/# � .�( � $)/ -1 )/$*)� �0/� $)� �$Ȃ - )/� ( �$��'�
centers or locations.

Intervention
overview

Result content

1
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1. Intervention title and a short description
2. All linked studies (CT/EAP) to the intervention
3. The producer (e.g. pharmaceutical company) of the   intervention

search.myTomorrows.com search.myTomorrows.com

1

2

Intervention
Overview page

The intervention overview page curates all 
treatment options by binding all clinical studies 
that investigate the same intervention and 
other additional information, for instance, the 
pharmaceutical companies behind. Besides, the 
studies (2) will lead users to the search results with 

the new search query (e.g. Remdesivir) standing 
for the intervention.

Note that the intervention options in the image 
above do not represent the reality that there are 
many more investigational treatment options for 
COVID-19, and it is a mere concept.

3

search.myTomorrows.com search.myTomorrows.com
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1. Primary study information with actions
2. Study content by category
3. Study content
4. The process graph
5. Dynamic content directory
6. Return action to search result page

search.myTomorrows.com search.myTomorrows.com

2

6

1

3

4

Result 
Content page

The result content page comprises a CT/EAP 
record from a clinical register, actions (top right 
corner), and guidance information for leading to 
the contact form page. The textual content is put 
into three sub-pages of Primary record, Study 
design, and Related study result to improve the 

- ����$'$/4��)�� Ȃ$�$ )�4ю� 
/� $.��'.*��..$./ ��2$/#�
a dynamic content directory (5) that gives a quick 
overview of the information structure and a 
shortcut to access the desired content.

5

search.myTomorrows.com search.myTomorrows.com
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5.5.4 Three synthesized 
feedback concepts
The iterated baseline search serves as the 
foundation for accommodating relevance 
feedback collection concepts. On top of it, three 
relevance feedback collection concepts were 
synthesized, based on the insights gained through 
the speed dates of the nine feedback ideas (p.94-
96), ideas generated from brainstorming sessions 
(p.106-107), and the revision of the theories (p.41-
45). 

Instead of creating one concrete relevance 
feedback collection concept, it is necessary to 
keep the abundance to answer the research 
questions (p.25) that require a comparison 
*!� �$Ȃ - )/� !��/*-.ю� �'.*я� /# � - .0'/.� !-*(� /# �
previous user tests could not represent the target 
users (healthcare professionals). 

All three concepts try to maximize the simplicity 
$)� $)/ -��/$*).� �)��  3+ -$( )/� 2$/#� �$Ȃ - )/�
(*/$1�/*-.ю� �# � �/.-ݦ �*)� +/�  (+'*4.� + -.*)�'�
0/$'$/4я� �)�� /# � . �*)�� /-$ .� /*� /-$"" -� 0. -.ї�
altruism by making the feedback collection 
request more direct and apparent. The last one 
attempts to engage users through enjoyment.

Concept 1 - Pre-screener 
��/.-ݦ� #�*)� +/я��- ѣ.�-  ) -�Ѱ*)�/# �) 3/�+�" ѱя�
aims at engaging users through personal utility. 
It is a variation of the feedback idea eight (p.96), 
�0/�/# ��$Ȃ - )� �$.�/#�/�$/�- �0� .�/# �$)/ -��/$*)�
complexity and enhances its functionality. Figure 
ШУ�$''0./-���.$#/�!*�2*ݧ�� ݦ$'+)$.� #/�. /*)� +/ю

By allowing users to mark each search result with 
their interest (a primary type of relevance) in the 
search result page, users could manage results, 
be recommended with similar results, and hide 
irrelevant ones from the search result list. There 
are three symbols (representing interested, not 
interested, and not sure) appearing on the right 
side of the search result by default. The mark 
will be highlighted when clicked, and the search 
result will be added to the corresponding folder 
that appears on the top of the search result list. 
On hovering on the cross (not interested), options 
of reasons tags will show up. Once marked, the 
result will grey out in the search result page.

Each folder accommodates marked results but 
�$Ȃ -.� $)� /# � !0)�/$*)�'$/$ .ю� �# � $)/ - ./ ��
folder will have recommendations based on 
these marked as interested. In contrast, the not 
interested folder will allow users to hide them 
from the search result page and tagging reasons 
for irrelevance.

Figure 61. 
''0./-�/ ��'*"$��͗*2�*!��  ����&��*)� +/�Ǒ�Ȗ�- ȍ.�-  ) -ǹ��-�2)��4��0/#*-ȗ

Recommendations Hide from search results

Reason tag

Concept 1 - Pre-screener
Try it out
(Prototype)

https://www.figma.com/proto/SOorqsAKMvGGwzZeNHJu14/Sprint-3-Polished-design-Feedback?node-id=123:5778&viewport=1053,460,0.02449771761894226&scaling=min-zoom
https://www.figma.com/proto/SOorqsAKMvGGwzZeNHJu14/Sprint-3-Polished-design-Feedback?node-id=123:5778&viewport=1053,460,0.02449771761894226&scaling=min-zoom
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Concept 2 - Reminder 
This concept, Reminder (on the next page), is a 
combination of feedback idea one and six (p.93) 
, as well as the inspiration from the brainstorming 
session (p.104). It inherits the motive of altruism 
by prompting users with a relevance feedback 
- ,0 ./� /#�/� - +'�� .� /# � ї���&� /*� . �-�#� - .0'/ї�
button when users are about to return. The 
request follows the standardized mechanism 
(p.90), and when any options are clicked, it works 
as the same function as a back button.

It may sound against any design principles and 
intuitively wrong, but it was designed to replace 
the back button on purpose, rather than putting 
a feedback request close to the back button. In 
this way, it nudges users to provide feedback 

every time by linking the function of returning 
to feedback provision and making the return a 
bit harder. However, this concept does not force 
users to act because the search is a web product 
and there are other methods to return (e.g. use 
the built-in return of the web browser)

If users use alternatives (e.g. trackpad) or 
keep skipping feedback requests (Figure 62), a 
reminding message will show up underneath 
the navigation bar, and relevance marks will 
appear on the right to the reviewed search 
- .0'/.�Ѱ�ȅ -�- 1$ 2$)"0. -� 1ݦ�'/.��0/�)*/�"$1$)"�
any feedback). Such a message stems from the 
!  ����&�$� ��. 1 )�Ѱ+юЫЦѱя��0/�/# �& 4��$Ȃ - )� �
is that relevance feedback could be given directly 
through the marks on the right of the search 
results. (similar to concept 1).

Figure 62. 
''0./-�/ ��'*"$��͗*2�*!��  ����&��*)� +/�ǒ�Ȗ� ($)� -ǹ��-�2)��4��0/#*-ȗ

Back via browser (Skip)x 5
Feedback

Back

Concept 2 - Reminder

Back

Try it out
(Prototype)

https://www.figma.com/proto/SOorqsAKMvGGwzZeNHJu14/Sprint-3-Polished-design-Feedback?node-id=133:5049&viewport=714,66,0.037705447524785995&scaling=min-zoom
https://www.figma.com/proto/SOorqsAKMvGGwzZeNHJu14/Sprint-3-Polished-design-Feedback?node-id=133:5049&viewport=714,66,0.037705447524785995&scaling=min-zoom
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Concept 3 - Hearty 
The last concept, Hearty (on the next page), is a 
continuation of feedback idea nine (p.94). It aims to 
trigger internal motivation (personal enjoyment) 
�)�� �*--*2.� (*/$1�/$*)�'� �Ȃ*-��)� .� !-*(� /# �
���ݦ$)�/$*)�/# *-4ю��*-�$)./�)� я����" .я�' 1 '.я�
�)�� +-*"- ..� Ѱ	�(�-$�  /� �'юя� ФТУЦѱю� �)'$& � /# �
original idea, the avatar in this concept tries to 
imply a health context with the design of a colorful, 
warm, and heart-shaped character named Hearty. 

Hearty appears at the bottom of each search result 
with the standardized feedback request. When 
users give feedback by answering the question 
about relevance, it responds (Figure 63) based on 
the relevance selections: a happy face to positive 
options, a sad face to negative options, and an 
encouraging face for not sure. Besides, Hearty 
will grow along with the amount of feedback 
(visualized with a progress indicator) provided 
by users. Moreover, users will receive badges as 
achievements to encourage them to provide more 
!  ����&�Ѱ ю"юݦ�-./�!  ����&���#$ 1 ( )/ѱю

Figure 63. 
''0./-�/ ��'*"$��͗*2�*!��  ����&��*)� +/�Ǔ�Ȗ	 �-/4ǹ��-�2)��4��0/#*-ȗ

�*.$/$1 � "�/$1 �*/�.0- 

Concept 3 - Hearty
Try it out
(Prototype)

https://www.figma.com/proto/SOorqsAKMvGGwzZeNHJu14/Sprint-3-Polished-design-Feedback?node-id=133:5049&viewport=714,66,0.037705447524785995&scaling=min-zoom
https://www.figma.com/proto/SOorqsAKMvGGwzZeNHJu14/Sprint-3-Polished-design-Feedback?node-id=133:5049&viewport=714,66,0.037705447524785995&scaling=min-zoom
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Key takeaways chapter 05

5.1 Creative session for design ideation
The results of the brainstorming session with 
four peers imply that peers perceive trust more 
on the information level through its usage and 
- � )�4ю� �0-+-$.$)"'4я� +  -.� �$�)ї/�  3+ �/� (0�#�
"0$��)� �$)�. �-�#ю�
)./ ��я�/# 4�2*0'��- ݧ �/�*)�
their competence. All participants felt odd about 
providing explicit relevance feedback in search 
partially because of the lack of experience.

The ideas indicate that perceived trust could 
be increased by displaying collective relevance, 
increasing system explanation, and enhancing 
search functionality. In terms of system guidance, it 
could be enhanced by making the result matching 
process more interactive, recommending search 
queries, linking external resources, improving 
- ��$)"�  Ȃ$�$ )�4я� �)�� + -.*)�'$5$)"� . �-�#�
+-*� .. .ю� �'/$(�/ '4я� /# �2�4.� /*�  )"�" � 0. -.�
to provide feedback is to combine feedback 
provision with functions, use simple questions, 
�)���Ȃ$'$�/ ��!  ����&ю

5.2 Baseline search construction 
The information architecture adapts from the 
original one following the design requirements 
2$/#� /2 '1 � �ݦ$("$.�)/� �#�)" .ю� 
)� / -(.� *!� /# �
0. -�%*0-) 4я�/# ��*)� +/�./�-/.�2$/#���/0*�"($''ݦ�
*!� �� *) ѣ/$( � ,0 ./$*))�$- � /*� �'�..$!4� �$Ȃ - )/�
user groups. HCP users or other groups with 
.0Ȃ$�$ )/�( �$��'� &)*2' �" � /*�(�& � - ' 1�)� �
judgments will be led to a regular search interface 
with enhanced relevance feedback collection. 
Whereas, patient users will be directed to a 
question-based interface. The main focus of the 
+-*% �/�$.�*)��*'' �/$)"�	��.ї�- ' 1�)� �!  ����&�
on search results, thus, the conceptual baseline 
$)/ -!�� � $)�*-+*-�/ .� � 1ݦ (�%*-� ! �/0- � 0. -�
�.2*ݧ Ѱ�*- � 0. -� �2*ݧ *!� . �-�#я� �0�.�-$+/$*)я�
Search report, myFolders, and Suggest study 
results) following the design requirements.

5.3 Feedback ideas generation
Inspired by previous research, nine feedback 
collection ideas were generated and built in the 
baseline search based on the same feedback 
collection mechanism that HCPs can opt-in to 
+-*1$� � !  ����&ю� �)� � /# 4� �- � $)� /# � �2*ݧ *!�
feedback provision, there will be three options 
(positive, negative, uncertain) to the question of 
inquiring relevance judgment. At the end is a thanks 
message, and HCPs will be allowed to change 
given relevance feedback. All the nine feedback 
options belong to three stages (respectively pre-
screening feedback, in situ feedback, and post hoc 
!  ����&ѱ��)��$)�*-+*-�/ ��$Ȃ - )/�(*/$1�/*-.�*!�
utility, altruism, enjoyment, and challenge. 

5.4 Usability testing and ideas speed 
date
The usability testing and ideas speed date 
with myTomorrows employees with medical 
background and peer students suggest that the 
baseline concept slightly outperforms the original 
(4�*(*--*2.�.$/ �!*-�/# ��� .�!*�2*ݧ� -*-�#��)��
/# � *1 -�''� $(+- ..$*)ю� � .+$/ � /# � �$Ȃ - )� .�
among all participants, all internal HCPs preferred 
/# � ��. '$) � �*)� +/� � .$")� �.� $/� *Ȃ -.� (*- �
functionality and could potentially increase their 
2*-&$)"�  Ȃ$�$ )�4ю� � .$� .я� /# � +-$*-$/$5�/$*)� *!�
all new features indicates that Search report is the 
most wanted feature, followed by myFolders and 
Suggest related results. However, Subscription 
has the lowest priority. 

�(*)"� �''� )$) � !  ����&� $� �.я� /# � �/.-ݦ $� ��
(Bottom pop-up) is the most liked idea with 
three favorite votes and one most disliked vote. 
In comparison, the seventh idea (Task session) 
gathers the highest amount of most disliked votes 
(three without any favorite votes). The rest are not 
*0/./�)�$)"�$)�/ -(.�*!�+�-/$�$+�)/.ї�+- ! - )� .я�
but the last two ideas remain controversial. 
Through the heuristics of participants, it is learned 
that eight points matter: the value of providing 

feedback, the visibility of the feedback request, 
timing of showing up, the embodiment of the 
!  ����&�- ,0 ./я�+ -� $1 �� Ȃ*-/я��*)/-*'я�/*) я�
�)�����  !� #/�!*�.. (/ݦ�/3 /(*��&�- ,0 ./ю

5.5 Feedback enhanced search 
conceptualization
The results from another round of brainstorming 
session on feedback collection show the pattern 
that feedback collection has a strong relation to 
the stages within a search process, which is in line 
with the three categories (Pre-screening feedback, 
In situ feedback, and Post hoc feedback) of 
feedback ideas.

Based on the test results from previous research 
(section 5.4), three relevance feedback concepts 
were synthesized in the iterated baseline search: 
�- ѣ.�-  ) -я� � ($)� -я� �)�� 	 �-/4ю� �# � �/.-ݦ
concept (Pre-screener) incorporates utility as 
the motivator. It collects relevance feedback on 
the search engine result page. The second and 
the last concepts belong to the same category 
in suit feedback as they both try to engage users 
/*� +-*1$� � !  ����&� �ȅ -� - ��$)"� /# � �*)/ )/�
$)� /# � . �-�#� �*)/ )/� +�" ю� �# � *)'4� �$Ȃ - )� �
is on the underlying motivators that the former 
incorporates altruism and minimizes the ability 
required from users. The latter, in comparison, 
uses enjoyment as the motivator to engage users.
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06
Concept evaluation and 
generalization

Chapter overview

6.1 Concept evaluation with target users
6.2 A guide for designing explicit feedback collection

�#�+/ -� .$3� �-$)".� /# � � �-�#�  )#�)� �� 2$/#� /#-  � - ' 1�)� � !  ����&�
�*'' �/$*)� �*)� +/� /*� )$) �  )�ȍ0. -.� Ȗ# �'/#��- � +-*! ..$*)�'.ȗ� !*-�
 1�'0�/$*)Ǹ��# �$).$"#/.�"�$) ��!-*(�/# �. ..$*).�2 - �" ) -�'$5 ��$)/*���
"0$� � !*-� � .$")$)"�  3+'$�$/� !  ����&� �*'' �/$*)� �*(+-$.$)"� �� !*0-ȍ./�" �
+-*� ..��)��/ )�- �*(( )��/$*).Ǹ
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6.1.1 Methods
The user evaluation session involved nine 
external HCP participants* from three countries 
(Netherlands=6, China=2, Brazil=1), recruited 
via personal connections, and the support from 
myTomorrows. Nearly all (5) Dutch HCPs were 
from Erasmus MC, and more than half (6) had 
)*�(*- � /#�� �4 1ݦ�(-.�*!� 3+ -$ )� � $)� �'$)$��'�
practice.

Note: !*0-�$)/ -)�'�	��.�+�-/$�$+�/ ��$)�/# � 1�'0�/$*)ǹ��0/�$/�2�.�
 3�'0� ��� ��0. �*!���./-*)"��$�.�- 1 �' �Ǹ���/��!-*(�$)/ -)�'�	��.�
2 - ��*�0( )/ ���0/��))*/�/ ��!*-��*(+�-$.*)�+0-+*. .Ǹ

All test sessions (each ranges from 30-60 minutes) 
were performed individually with HCPs (Figure 67) 
1$��1$� *��*)! - )� �.*ȅ2�- �Ѱ�**(��)���&4+ ѱю�
They all followed the same test procedure that 
consists of four sections illustrated as below): 
��я"(ݦ $- +- ѣ/ ./� ,0 ./$*))�$- я� / ./я� �)�� +*./ѣ
test questionnaire and interview. 

�# � ��"(ݦ $- . �/$*)� $)/-*�0� �� /# � +-*% �/�
context as well as the objectives of the project. 
By presenting an example of feedback collection, 
/# �+- ѣ/ ./�,0 ./$*))�$- ��$( ��/*�"�/# -�	��.ї�
attitudes towards feedback provision and help 
them recall their previous experience of feedback 
provision. Participants were asked to think 

aloud during the test section that included two 
tasks: 1) free exploration of the baseline search 
and 2) feedback provision in three concepts 
(p.116-121). The evaluation session ended with 
a questionnaire and a semi-structured interview 
on their experiences, rationale and explanation of 
/# $-��#*$��((*$/. 0,� #/�($�� ''ݦ�. $- ю

Each evaluation session was screen recorded, 
starting from the test section with informed 
consent from participants.

Test section
The test section took approximately 20 minutes, 
which was allocated to each task evenly. In the 
former task, participants were asked to freely 
explore the baseline Search concept. It could 
provide a comparison of the search experience 
with and without feedback collection. An extra 
subtask was assigned to those who did not 
 3+ -$ )��"�!*�2*ݧ� #/� $)$)"���� ..�/*���./0�4ю

In the other task, three relevance feedback 
collection concepts were presented to HCPs 
following the same sequence for performing the 
same task of providing relevance feedback on the 
� .�  -#/�/.-ݦ-�#�- .0'/.ю

�# ���. '$) �� �-�#�2$/#�/#-  ��0$'/ȍ$)�- ' 1�)� �!  ����&��*'' �/$*)��*)� +/.�2�.�0. ���.�/# �
- . �-�#�(�/ -$�'� /*�+-*� � /# � /�-" /� 0. -.� Ȗ 3/ -)�'�	��.ȗǸ� �# - ��- � /2*�*�% �/$1 .� Ǒȗ�  '$�$/�
 3/ -)�'� 	��.� + -.+ �/$1 .� *)� /# � 0. !0') ..� *!� /# � *1 -�''� . �-�#ǹ� �)�� ǒȗ� 0)� -./�)��2#$�#�
!  ����&��*'' �/$*)��*)� +/�2*0'��� // -� )"�" �/# (�$)�+-*1$�$)"�!  ����&Ǹ

6.1 Concept evaluation with target users

01 Free exploration
�-  � 3+'*-�/$*)�*!�/# ���. '$) �

. �-�#��*)� +/

02 Feedback provision
�-*1$� �!  ����&�*)�/# �͖-./�/#-  �

. �-�#�- .0'/.�2$/#��''�/#-  ��*)� +/.�

Questionnaire (Post-test)
& Interview
ȍ��3+ -$� )� �.�*- �Ǐ�����.��' 
ȍ���*-$)"�!  ����&� 3+ -$ )� .

Questionnaire 
(Pre-test)
ȍ�� (*"-�+#$�.
ȍ��  ����&���//$/0� 

(Extra) Task
ȍ��*)/��/�!*-���� ..�Ȗ/*�
��/- �/( )/ȗ

Context
"(ݦ $-�
ȍ��*)/ 3/
ȍ���% �/$1 

Participants (9)

�#$)� � /# -'�)�. �-�5$'

ǑȍǕ�4 �-.

�*- �/#�)�ǑǕ�4 �-.

Ǒǐ�ȍ�ǑǕ�4 �-.

HCP 1

HCP 2

HCP 3

HCP 4 �-�.(0.���

HCP 5 �-�.(0.���

HCP 6 �-�.(0.���

HCP 9 �-�.(0.���

HCP 8

HCP 7 �-�.(0.���

Figure 64. ��-  ).#*/�*!���0. -� 1�'0�/$*)�. ..$*)�2$/#�	���Ǚ�$)��$"(��Ȗ1$���**(ȗ

Questionnaire
The questionnaire (Appendices, p.195-206) was 
made in Google Forms comprising two sections 
(pre-test and post-test). The pre-test part focused 
on collecting the demographics of HCPs and their 
general attitudes towards feedback provision on 
the Web. An example of a Google help page asking 
for feedback was used as an immersion tool 
for answering two questions (on attitudes and 
reactions) regarding feedback provision.

In comparison, the post-test part aimed at 
collecting HCPs’ experiences with the baseline 
Search and three feedback collection concepts. 
For the former part, eleven questions were listed, 
including one for rating the overall experience 
with the Likert scale, and ten questions of System 
�.��$'$/4� ���' � Ѱ���я� �-**& я� УЫЫШѱю� 
)� / -(.� *!�
the feedback experience, participants were asked 
to rate each concept with a Likert scale, and vote 
for the favorite and the most motivating concept 
for providing relevance feedback.

Interview protocol
• How do you think of a platform like this for 

� -/�2 (�"($�(ݦ/( )/.ѕ

• Is there anything missing or unnecessary in 
the search?

• You have selected (1st/2nd/3rd) as the favorite, 
why? What about the rest two concepts?

• �*�4*0�/#$)&�$!�$/њ.�)  � ��/*�#�1 �љ��������њ�
option when giving feedback? Why?

• If the favorite feedback concept you picked is 
embedded in PubMed, for instance. Do you 
think you would use it constantly? Why?
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Figure 65. �1 -�''� 3+ -$ )� �.�*- �Ȗ�0 ./$*))�$- �- .0'/ȗ

Figure 66. ��($3 ������.�*- �"-�+#��*(�$)"$)"�+ -� )/$' �-�)&��)��"-�� �-�)&$)"�Ȗ$(�" �.*0-� Ǻ�
��)" -ǹ���0-*ǹ����+/ ���4��0/#*-ȗ
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6.1.2 Test results
The raw data of user evaluation sessions 
included answers from the questionnaire and 
the transcribed session records. In general, the 
analyzed results comprises three parts: 1) the 
 3+ -$ )� � Ѱ���ѱ� .�*- я� Фѱ� $(+- ..$*)� 2$/#� /# �
baseline Search, and 3) insights on three relevance 
feedback collection concepts.

1) Overall experience and System 
usability scale (SUS) scores
The baseline Search experience was quite decent 
as the mean score of the overall experience rated 
4.11 (out of 5, Std=0.74, Figure 65). Besides, the 
/ )� ���� ,0 ./$*).� !*-�  1�'0�/$)"� /# � + -� $1 ��
usability resulted in an overall score of 75.31 (out 

of 100, Std=9.63), and individual scores ranging 
!-*(�ЫТ�Ѱ#$"# ./ѱ�/*�ШТ�Ѱ'*2 ./ѱю�	*2 1 -я�/# �����
result excluded the data from HCP 8 because she 
expressed her concern that her input may pollute 
/# ���/�. /я� .*� /# � $)�$1$�0�'� .�*- �*!�  ��#�����
question was either 1 or 5.

Figure 66 visualizes both the overall and individual 
����.�*- .�$)���($3 ��"-�+#�/#�/��*(�$) .�"-�� �
-�)&$)"�*!� ���� .�*- � "-�+#� Ѱ��)" -�  /� �'юя� ФТТЫѱ�
and the percentile rank graph (Sauro, 2011). The 
!*-( -��..*�$�/ .�/# �����.�*- .�2$/#���% �/$1 .я�
2#$' �/# �'�// -�'$)&.�����.�*- .�/*�/# ��$./-$�0/$*)�
*!� �''� .4./ (.� /#�/� #�1 � / ./ �� 2$/#� ���ю� �# �
results indicate that the baseline Search was 
perceived beyond good, and the average score 
is higher than (approximately) 70 percent of all 
+-*�0�/.�/#�/�2 - �/ ./ ��2$/#������)���*0'��� �
graded as B.

Figure 67. �)�'4.$.�*!�,0�'$/�/$1 ���/��!-*(�/-�).�-$� ��- �*-�.�$)��$-*

UX 
complaints

• Confused of the repetitive buttons ‘discuss’ and ‘discuss for access’ (content page)
• The meaning of 75% survival rate is ambiguous (related study results)
• Expected to gain access to an intervention directly from the intervention overview (Intervention 

overview)
• Replace doctor to health care professional (website)
• The information required in contact form is not clear (e.g. patient’s name or HCP’s name) or 

missing (e.g. HCP’s institution) (Contact form)
• Adverse complaints may give HCPs a false impression that the search engine provider is 

�Ȃ$'$�/ ��/*���+#�-(�� 0/$��'��*(+�)4�Ѱ��1 -. ��*(+'�$)/я�!**/ -ѱ
• How mytomorrows service works should be better communicated to avoid bias or promotion 

(general)

Facts
• �'$"$�$'$/4�*!���.�$.�/# �+-$*-��*)�� -/�"($�(ݦ�( �2#(- /( )/�*+/$*).�!*-�+�/$ )/.�
• Downloading potential CT treatment is most common way to present to patients

Additional 
feature 

suggestions

• Supports results export
• Wants to track a single study updates (subscription)
• The naming may need reconsideration to mitigate the confusions (search report)
• 
)�'0� .�(*- �+��$(#/ ��Ѱ ю"ю.- /'ݦ� 'ݦ*-+�/( $/$/4я��*(*-�$�$/4ѱ
• �0./*($5��' � Ȃ$���4���/��1$.0�'$5�/$*)�Ѱ$)/ -)�'�	��ѱ
• Include email and phone number in live chat  (internal HCP)
• �+ ��ݦ$�'*��/$*)�!*-�./0�$ .�Ѱ$)/ -)�'�	��ѱ
• Replace N/A with EAP to increase credibility (internal HCP)
• Expects a way to see reviewed results (internal HCP)

Table 14. �1 -1$ 2�*!� 3/ -)�'�	��.ȁ�$(+- ..$*).��)�� 3+ -$ )� 

2) HCPs’ impression on the 
baseline Search
Transcriptions were analyzed (Figure 70) following 
the Grounded theory.  In general, external HCPs 
had a positive impression on the baseline search, 
and they perceived it as user-friendly (more than 
Clinicaltrials.gov). What attracted them the most 

was the integration of multiple databases and the 
 Ȃ$���4� ��/�� *1 -1$ 2ю� 	*2 1 -я� 	��.� �$�� )*/�
expect to have rich functionalities (Subscription, 
myFolders, Search report) in a search engine, but 
having them would be a plus. Tables 14 shows 
�)� *1 -1$ 2� *!�  3/ -)�'� 	��.ї� $(+- ..$*)� �)��
experience with the baseline search. Besides, 
there are seven key points extracted as shown in 
the next page.
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Search capability is the core
The search capability was the essential aspect 
external HCPs were looking forward to from a 
. �-�#� )"$) ю��# 4�2*0'��/4+$��''4�0. ��$Ȃ - )/�
search queries to examine the capability, and the 
criteria depend mainly on whether the information 
retrieved is of good quality, highly relevant, or 
- � )/ю�	*2 1 -я�/#$.�- . �-�#��*0'�)ї/��''*2�$/ю

HCP 1��³�,�ZRXOG�XVH�PRUH�WHUPV�WKDQ�&29,'�����LI�,�ZDV�
VHDUFKLQJ�D�VSHFL¿F�WKLQJ�IRU�P\�SDWLHQW�´

HCP 5�� ³� ,� WKLQN� LW¶V�HDV\� WR�XVH��%XW�KRZ�GR�ZH�NQRZ�
as a healthcare worker that the database is totally up to 
GDWH"�7KDW¶V�WR�PDNH�VXUH�EHIRUH�,�ZDQW�WR�XVH�LW��´

Data sources matter
Next to the search capability, the data source was 
one crucial aspect external HCPs care about, as is 
linked to the credibility of the information. HCPs 
wanted to make sure the information retrieved 
in myTomorrows treatment Search is authorized 
and unbiased. They have a strong urge to know 
the information source immediately (similar to 
( �$��'��-/$�' .�!-*(��$Ȃ - )/�%*0-)�'.��*0'��"$1 �
a hint to HCPs), indicating that the source needs 
to be better communicated and visually more 
prominent. 

HCP 4, "Just maybe you could just mention in the tech 
VRIWZDUH�WKDW�LW�VHDUFKHV�PXOWLSOH�GDWDEDVHV��

HCP 5�� ³$QG� FDQ� \RX� VHH� WKH� MRXUQDO� LW¶V� LQ� WKH� 6(53�
(source), or only when you click on it, so which databases 
ZHUH�FRQQHFWHG�WR�WKLV�RQH"�´

HCP 9, “I'm not quite sure where this information came 
IURP��$OVR����LW�VHHPV�WR�EH�VSRQVRUHG��VR�,
P�D�ELW�KHVLWDQW�
WR�DOZD\V�UHDG�DERXW�LW��,�WKLQN�LW
V�PDLQO\�EHFDXVH�RI�WKH�
VSRQVRU�WKHUH��7KLV�LV�DOVR�WKH�NLQG�RI�GDWD�\RX�FDQ�VHH�
LQ�DGYHUWLVHPHQWV� LQ�D�PHGLFDO� MRXUQDO� IURP�DQ\�NLQG��
I mean, I think it's mainly the logo, it gives me doubts 
about how independent this data is and where it comes 
IURP�´

More abundant CT information is 
preferred
For external HCPs, they would want to know as 
detailed information of a study as possible in order 
to make any well-considered clinical decisions. 
The Search design concept provided primary 
information to them, but the information provided 

in CT was incomplete (compared to its source). 
�*-� $)./�)� я� /# � .+ ��ݦ$� -0))$)"� '*��/$*).� *!� ��
CT and its sponsor(s). Such information is vital 
for external HCPs as they could make a primary 
judgment of trial quality or potential biases.

In addition to the aforementioned missing 
information of a CT, the Search lacked 
information or instructions (e.g. voluntary and 
safety disclaimers) aimed at communicating to 
patients, since they are the ones who make the 
�(ݦ'�� �$.$*)� /*�+�-/$�$+�/ � $)��)� $)1 ./$"�/$*)�'�
treatment or not.

HCP 1, "I would want to know where the trials are 
running, at which medical center?"

HCP 2, "There is another question that, normally 
clinical trials have safety description, informed consent, 
GLVFODLPHU��DQG�HWF�� LW�GRHVQ
W� LQFOXGH�WKDW�LQIRUPDWLRQ��
right? If you're gonna present a CT to a patient, because 
LW� GHSHQGV� RQ� WKHP� WR� PDNH� WKH� ¿QDO� GHFLVLRQ�� EXW���LW�
will not be a problem if the company that is arranging 
everything can provide this information when it is about 
WR� DFFHVV�� %XW� LW� LV� VWLOO� QRW� FOHDU�ZKHUH� ,� FDQ� JHW� WKDW�
LQIRUPDWLRQ��


)/ -1 )/$*)� Ȃ$���4���/��)  �.�(*- �
clear communication
External HCPs were pleased to see an overview 
of previous study results. However, they were 
curious how and where all these data were 
from and curated because the credibility of 
information is the prior concern they have on 
CT/EAP. Furthermore, some participants had 
the impression that the data overview shown 
was real-time data. Thus, they pointed it out the 
$)! �.$�$'$/4�*!��$.+'�4$)"�$(( �$�/ � Ȃ$���4���/��
of an intervention under investigation.

HCP 4�� �%XW� LQ� JHQHUDO�� E\� WKH� WLPH� \RX� KDYH� WKLV�
available (published study results), then studies will no 
ORQJHU�EH�HQUROOLQJ�SDWLHQWV��

HCP 7���5HDO�WLPH�GDWD�LQ�FOLQLFDO�UHVHDUFK��VKDULQJ��,W�
QHYHU�KDSSHQV��%HFDXVH�DV�VRRQ�DV�\RX�VKDUH�\RXU�GDWD��
VRPHRQH� HOVH� FDQ� SXEOLVK� SUREDEO\�� ,W� KDSSHQHG� TXLWH�
RIWHQ�GXULQJ�WKH�&29,'�����,
P�UHDOO\�FXULRXV�DERXW�KRZ�
\RX�ZRXOG�EH�DEOH�WR�JHW�UHDO�WLPH�GDWD�RQ�VWXGLHV�ZKLFK�
are still active because if you're active as a study, you 
DOPRVW�GRQ
W� NQRZ�� LW
V� YHU\� VWUDQJH� WR�KDYH� OLNH�� UHDO�
WLPH�GDWD��

Discussion brings convenience but is 
not the primary path for access
�# � �*- � �2*ݧ 2$/#$)� /# � ��. '$) � � �-�#� 2�.�
clear to all participants as no one struggled in 
�"($�(ݦ /# �  )/-4� +*$)/� !*-� ��� ..$)"� �� ./0�4� *-�
intervention. As discovered in the exploratory 
phase (Chapter 3), external HCPs would prefer 
directly contacting the medical center that runs 
the Clinical Trial in which they are interested. 
However, with the design concept, some HCPs 
expressed that contacting a Clinical Trial through 
/# � .$/ � Ѱ1$�� '$1 � �#�/� *-� �"($''ݦ *0/� /# � �*)/��/�
form) would be more convenient than looking for 
the contact information (of a medical center and 
the investigators) and waiting for responses.

HCP 6�� �2ND\�� VR� WKDW
V� DOVR� LQWHUHVWLQJ� WKRXJK�� \RX�
would be able to contact the people doing a study by your 
ZHEVLWH��6R� WKDW
V� LQWHUHVWLQJ�� ,W�ZRXOG�PDNH� LW� HDV\� WR�
KDYH�WR�ORRN�IRU�HPDLOV�RU�SKRQH�QXPEHUV��

HCP 7, "I wouldn't expect the search engine to have 
GLVFXVVLRQ� RSWLRQV�� 6R� ,� WKLQN� WKDW
V� DQ� H[WUD�� <HDK��
ZRXOG�EH�LQWHUHVWLQJ�WR�PH��

HCP 9, "Um, well, I might have some, you know, some 
questions directly related to the study, or maybe I would 
ask them to get me in touch with researchers, although 
WKDW
V�VRPHWKLQJ�,�ZRXOG�GR�WKURXJK�RWKHU�URXWHV��1R��,�
ZRXOG�FRQWDFW�WKH�SULQFLSDO�LQYHVWLJDWRU�GLUHFWO\��

Subscription could be more clear and 
powerful
Some HCPs thought that subscription did not 
communicate clearly about its functionality. 
In contrast, two HCPs understood the purpose 
well and expected a more powerful subscription 
functionality. They expressed the potential need 
*!�.0�.�-$�$)"�/*���.+ �0/.��ݦ$�4�*-�!*-���.+ ��ݦ$�
+�/$ )/ю��*�/#�/�/# 4��*0'��&  +�/-��&$)"���./0�4ї.�
updates because it happens that the study 
- �*-��)  �.�0+���.$�/$�( #�2( 1 �"($(ݦ -�-*�"($/
available in clinical registers. 

HCP 5�� �6RPHWLPHV� ZKHQ� ,� ¿QG� D� FOLQLFDO� WULDO� WKDW
V�
going to start in one week, but a week later, they update 
WKH�SURWRFRO��'R�,�JHW�WKLV�HPDLO�RI�WKH�XSGDWHG�SURWRFRO��
RU�GR�,�KDYH�WR�¿QG�LW�RXW�E\�P\VHOI"�,�XVH�FOLQLFDO�WULDOV�
for one of my studies, and we have updated the protocol 
IRU�D�IHZ�WLPHV�DOUHDG\��6R�IRU�SHRSOH�ZKR�ZDQW�WR�NQRZ�
PRUH�DERXW�WKH�QHZHVW�SURWRFRO��

HCP 7, "Is it possible to save certain studies when you 
haven't subscribed to the page assigned to the search 

engine? And then when you subscribe, it's possible to 
save certain studies into may be to follow through time 
RU�ZKDWHYHU��6R�VXEVFULEH�WR�D�FHUWDLQ�GLVHDVH��7KLV�LV�D�
&29,'����VHDUFK��EXW�LW
V�DOVR�ZLWK�WKH�SDWLHQW�GDWD��6R�
DFWXDOO\��\RX�GRQ
W�RQO\�VXEVFULEH�WR�&29,'����EXW�DOVR�
WR�&29,'����IRU�D�PDQ�RU�D�ZRPDQ�ZKR�LV�����)RU�WKLV�
patient, I have seen this in this study, and you would 
DFWXDOO\�ZDQW�WR�KDYH�OLNH�VXEVFULSWLRQV�SHU�SDWLHQW��

Search report is ambiguous
Not all HCPs noticed Search report in the menu, 
and for those who discovered and looked into 
it, they expressed their confusion that it was not 
clear what Search report is about and how it 
works. Moreover, one HCP assumed it contains 
published study results. This result indicates that 
Search report, as the main conversion channel, 
needs strong and informative communication 
through various channels.

HCP 1�� �,� FOLFN� WKH� VHDUFK� UHSRUW�� DQG� ,
P�KHUH�� <HDK��
apparently, the amount of trials has been reduced quite 
D� ELW�� &HUWDLQO\� QRW� UHDOO\� VXUH�ZKDW� LW� LV� DERXW�� RND\��
tells me to enter a code that I'm supposed to receive but 
QRW�UHDOO\�VXUH��

HCP 2, "Why is the search report thingy here? I cannot 
¿JXUH� RXW� ZKDW� LW� LV� GHVLJQHG� IRU�� PD\EH� LI� WKHUH� DUH�
SXEOLVKHG�VWXG\�UHVXOWV�LQ�
VHDUFK�UHSRUW
����

3) Comparing three concepts
The questionnaire results on external HCPs’ 
experience with all three concepts revealed that, 
/# � �/.-ݦ �*)� +/� Ѱ�- ѣ.�-  ) -ѱ� *0/+ -!*-(.�
the other two concepts and is more preferred in 
general. However,  preference does not imply 
that it is more motivating or needed. Instead, the 
. �*)���*)� +/�.'$"#/'4� 3��(*� (*�/.-ݦ� #/�� �  
motivation, and the third concept did not fall far 
behind.

Concept one is preferred but the second 
is slightly more motivating
�1 -�''я� /# � �/.-ݦ �*)� +/� #��� /# � #$"# ./�
experience score (Figure 71) of an average of 3.78 
(out of 5, Std=1.23), but the distribution went two 
extremes. The second concept (reminder) received 
an average of 3.56 (Std=0.83), and the last concept 
had the lowest average score (3.22, Std=1.03).
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��1*-$�/ �*./�(*/$1�/$)" �- ! -�#�1$)" n  3/ -)�'�	���+�-/$�$+�)/.�2$/#��*� ��)0(� -

Figure 68. ��*- .��)��1*/ .�*)� ��#��*)� +/

Avergae score: 3.78/5, Std=1.23
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Concept 1 - Pre-screener

Avergae score: 3.56/5, Std=0.83
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Concept 1- Reminder

Avergae score: 3.22/5, Std=1.03
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Concept 3 - Hearty

�2*ѣ/#$-�.�ѰШѱ�*!�/# �+�-/$�$+�)/.�. ' ��/.-ݦ� #/�� /
concept as their favorite one, and three picked the 
second concept. However, no one preferred the 
third concept (Hearty).

Surprisingly, votes for concept (4) two as the most 
(*/$1�/$)"��*)� +/�.0-+���/.-ݦ� #/�� ..*)� +/��4�
one vote. It was because the second one is more 
direct and natural to interact with.  Nevertheless, 
over half (5) of the participants were self-
consistent that they regarded the favorite concept 
as the most motivating one as well. Conversely, 
four external HCPs did not, and two of whom 
voted the third concept as the most motivating 
concept. 

Ƞ�# �- .0'/.�!-*(�$)/ -)�'�	��.�- 1 �' ����(*- �0)$͖ ��*0/�*( �/#�/�
(*./�ȖǓ�*0/�*!�ǔȗ��*/#�+- ! -- ���)��- "�-� ��/# �. �*)���*)� +/��.�
(*./�(*/$1�/$)"Ǹ��)'4�*) ��#*. �/# �͖-./��.�/# �!�1*-$/ ��)��/# �/#$-��
�.�(*./�(*/$1�/$)"Ǹ�
/�(�4�� �� ��0. �/# �1�'0 �*!�+-*1$�$)"�!  ����&�
#�.��  )�$)/ -)�'$5 �ǹ��)��/# �(*- ��$- �/ǹ�/# �(*- �/# 4�2*0'��+- ! -Ǹ

Preference does not represent 
necessity
Participants were asked whether they would 
prefer having the favorite concept in the search. 
Only four would prefer having the favorite concept 
to be built in the baseline search, while the rest felt 
neutral. Among the four, three selected concept 
one as the favorite, which accounts for only half 

*!�/# �+�-/$�$+���/.-ݦ� #/�� -- ! -+�*�2#./(*)� +/�
over the other two. In comparison, only one out 
of the four was for the second concept, and the 
number is merely one-third of all favorite votes for 
the second concept. 

The results indicate that the preference may not 
be equal to wanting it. Besides, using utility as the 
motivator would be more appealing to users.

Concept one 'wins' the competition, 
but it could to learn from the other two
Table 15-17 listed the pros, cons, and general 
!  ����&�*)��''� /#-  � �*)� +/.ю��1 -�''я� �/.-ݦ� #/
concept outperforms the other two concepts as 
it gathered most favorites and similar votes for 
the most motivating concept. More importantly, 
three external HCPs would want to have it built 
$)�/# �� �-�#ю�	*2 1 -я�/# ݦ�-./��*)� +/�#�.�/# �
drawback that it collects the primary relevance 
judgment made before reviewing the content. 
Thus, it could lead to shortsighted feedback, 
*-� 0. -.� )  �� /*� - (�-&� - ' 1�)� � �ȅ -2�-�ю�
Nevertheless, combining the second concept 
2$/#� ��/.-ݦ� #/*0'��+*/ )/$�''4� - .*'1 � /# � $..0 ю�
�*- *1 -я� /# � �/.-ݦ �*)� +/� �*0'�� �*--*2� /# �
rewarding (levels and badges) mechanism from 
concept three but in a more serious manner.

Co
nc
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t 1

 - 
Pr
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er

+ 
Pros

• It helps build a sorted overview of all search results, especially valuable for a large number of 
document reviews

- 
Cons

• Ѱ�.��$'$/4ѱ� � ' 1�)� � (�-&.� �- � )*/� +-$(�-$'4� /**� 1$.$�' я� �)�� $/� (�4� �*''$� � 2$/#� /# �
checkboxes

• Ѱ�.��$'$/4ѱ�� ' 1�)� �!*'� -.��*�)*/�.  (��'$�&��' 
• �# �!  ����&��*0'����ݦ- +0.� $�'я�.#*-/.$"#/ �я�*-�/# �.)$++ /�$)!*-(�/$*)�$.�)*/�.0Ȃ$�$ )/�/*�

make a judgment without reading the content
• Not all participants felt it useful, especially with the negative marks because some HCPs 

/#*0"#/�/# 4���1 ' --$�- /'ݦ��'0*)/�*) .�*0/�$)�/# �# ����4�( - '4�$")*-$)"ю�� .$� .я�.�1$)"�
could be a replacement for marking a result as relevant

• The not sure option is controversial because in whatever cases, results marked as interested 
or not sure need further reviewing

General
• �. -.�2�)/�/*�&)*2�/# �- �*(( )��/$*)��-$/ -$��Ѱ$)�/# �$)/ - ./ ��!*'� -ѱя�/*�(�& �.0- �/# 4�

are not promoted

Table 15. �4)/#.$5 �� 3+ -$ )� .� 3/ -)�'�	��.�#���*)�/# �͖-./��*)� +/
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6.1.3 Insights on relevance 
feedback
Through heuristics extracted seven major insights 
on external HCPs’ attitude and experience towards 
relevance feedback provision. Some insights 
.#�- � $)� �*((*)�2$/#� +- 1$*0.� �."($�(ݦ Ѱ+юУТХѣ
104) from peers and internal HCPs. Nevertheless, 
what essentially distinguishes the insights below 
is the external HCPs’ need for understanding 

feedback data usage and the ultimate impact on 
the seeking inforamtion.

1) Providing feedback does not make 
external HCPs feel negative
Through the questionnaire (Appendices, p.195-
206), the majority of external HCPs (7 out of 9) 
would provide feedback in some cases. However, 
two HCPs expressed that they never provide 
feedback in the given (i.e. Google help) or similar

Co
nc

ep
t 2

 - 
re

m
in

de
r

+ 
Pros

• It prompts at an appropriate timing
• �. -.�2$''�� ��//-��/ �я��)��$/��* .�)*/�$)/ --0+/�- ��$)"
• �*- � � /�$' �� - ' 1�)� � !  ����&� ��)� � � �*'' �/ �� /#�)� /# � �/.-ݦ �*)� +/� �.� $/� �*'' �/.�

!  ����&��ȅ -�- 1$ 2$)"�/# ��*)/ )/

-  
Cons

• �. -.�! '/�!*-� ��/*�+-*1$� �!  ����&��)��/# 4���))*/�*+/�*0/
• When in a rush, random or unvalid feedback could be collected

General

• �. -.��*�)*/�+ -� $1 �(0�#�1�'0 ��*(+���я (*�/.-ݦ� #/�*/�� -)��$/��* .�)*/�.  (�/*�� �*!�
help for improving the search capability

• As negative feedback accumulates, users would be annoyed. (There is no exact reason 
( )/$*) �я��0/�$/���)�� �'$)& ��/*�/# $-��$..�/$.!��/$*)�2$/#�/# �. �-�#� )"$) ї.�+ -!*-(�)� юѱ

Table 16. �4)/#.$5 �� 3+ -$ )� .� 3/ -)�'�	��.�#���*)��*)� +/�/2*

Co
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 - 
H
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+ 
Pros

• The badges could trigger intrinsic motivation (HCP 9)

- 
Cons

• 
�0)�/ݦ�/*(�. *��/#�$)�.0�#���. -$*0.��*)/ 3/��)��2�.�+ -� $1 ���.��#$'�$.#��)��)*/�. -$*0.�
enough

• It was perceived as an ad banner (HCP 8) because of its colorfulness and playfulness design
• Due to the position, the feedback request may be missed when the relevance judgment could 

be made without scrolling down to the very bottom

General

• Having an avatar is acceptable, but its embodiment needs to be more serious
• Some thought feedback request should be direct to the point
• The cuteness of the avatar could be more for patients or internal HCPs, but not external HCPs
• �. -.��*�)*/�+ -� $1 �(0�#�1�'0 ��*(+���я (*�/.-ݦ� #/�*/�� -)��$/��* .�)*/�.  (�/*�� �*!�

help for improving the search capability (the same as the second)

Table 17. �4)/#.$5 �� 3+ -$ )� .� 3/ -)�'�	��.�#���*)��*)� +/�/#-  

situations. The reasons why HCPs chose not 
always providing feedback may vary from person 
to person. Nevertheless, there is the consensus 
that external HCPs do not feel negative about 
providing feedback, as over half (6) external HCPs 
felt neutral towards feedback provision, and three 
felt positive.

2) Feedback collection should prompt 
gently at the right time and be optional 
$& � /# � +- 1$*0.� �"($�(ݦ /#�/� + *+' � " ) -�''4�
think that providing feedback is an extra work, 
external HCPs are not exceptional. They regarded 
feedback provision as a side task deviates from 
their goals of looking for relevant information 
in a search sysetm. However, they would not be 
bothered to see feedback requests as long as they 
are not interrupting or too much distracting. 

The consensus all external HCPs had was that 
feedback provision in search should be optional, 
and forced feedback provision may lead to 
invalid feedback. Moreover, as negative feedback 
accumulates, feedback collection requests might 
� � �))*4$)"� �.� ) "�/$1 � !  ����&� � ݧ -/.� /# �
system performance to some extent.

HCP 1��³�,�JXHVV�QHXWUDO��7KH�WKLQJ�LV�WKDW�,
P�QRW�UHDOO\�
looking to provide feedback on searches, right? I'm just 
WU\LQJ�WR�¿QG�WKH�WULDO�IRU�D�SDWLHQW�´

HCP 4, “ Depends, in my case, it would depend on how 
PXFK�VFUHHQ�UHDO�HVWDWH�\RX
UH�XVLQJ��,I�LW
V�OLNH�KDOI�P\�
VFUHHQ��\HV��,�ZRXOG�EH�DQQR\HG���,I�LW
V�WKLV�VL]H�OLNH�RQH�
RU�WZR�OLQHV�HVVHQWLDOO\��7KHQ�,�ZRXOGQ
W�EH�WRR�DQQR\HG�´

HCP 6�� ³� ,W
V�VRUW�RI�DQ�RSWLRQ�RI�JLYLQJ�IHHGEDFN��<RX�
NQRZ��LW
V�PRUH�OLNH�VRPHWLPHV�\RX
UH�OLNH��2ND\��,
OO�JLYH�
IHHGEDFN��$QG�VRPHWLPHV�\RX
UH�OLNH��:HOO��WRGD\��,�GRQ
W�
KDYH�WLPH�WR�JHW�IHHGEDFN�´

3) Feedback provision could be a way 
express to searchers' emotions
The attitudes of external HCPs have indicated 
that most of them feel neutral about feedback 
provision. In the cases where external HCPs are 
triggered to provide feedback, there is a certain 
emotional threshold to cross over (also found 
through interviews, p.68). For instance, to express 
gratitude by providing positive feedback when 
high relevance information is found, or to express 

irritation by providing negative feedback for 
�1 ' --$�"($�(ݦ)/�$)!*-(�/$*)��''�/# �/$( ю

HCP 5�� ³$K�� ,� QRUPDOO\� GRQ
W� XVH� WKLQJV� OLNH� WKLV��1R��
XQOHVV�LW
V�OLNH��,�FDQQRW�¿QG�VRPHWKLQJ�DIWHU�ORRNLQJ�DW�LW�
for a long time then I'm a little bit irritated and like, no, 

LW�ZDVQ
W�KHOSIXO��EXW�QRUPDOO\�VKRXOG�GR�VWX̆�OLNH�WKLV�´

4) The value of feedback provision 
)  �.�/*�� ���$.( .�я"($//ݦ�/3 /(*' �
and practical
One important reason that hinders HCPs from 
always providing feedback is that they can not 
sense or do not know the values they would 
potentially gain from providing feedback. Some 
might be aware of the impact it could bring 
eventually, but those values cannot be presented 
to them immediately, or they could hardly 
streamline the work. It explains why more external 
	��.� +- ! -- �� /# � �/.-ݦ �*)� +/� �.� /# � !�1*-$/ �
because it brings immediate and practical values. 
In contrast, only one participant (HCP 9) explicitly 
regarded the virtual reward in concept three as of 
value, but all agreed that its embodiment does 
�� #/�/ݦ�/*(*)/ 3/ю

HCP 4, "Indeed, as you mentioned somewhere that 
this is to optimize your search algorithm, you have 
something and that you have indeed a kind of reward 
VFKHGXOHG�DQG�\HDK��WKHQ�SHRSOH�PLJKW�GR�WKLV��

HCP 6�� �,� WKLQN� ,�ZRXOGQ
W�XVH� LW�DOO� WKH� WLPH��%XW� LI� LW�
UHDOO\�PDGH�D�GL̆HUHQFH�LQ�P\�¿OWHULQJ��WKHQ�,�ZRXOG�XVH�
LW��

5) Relevance feedback on the same 
$)!*-(�/$*)�(�4��$Ȃ -
External HCPs were aware that the feedback 
they give might vary depending on their goals 
$)�� �-�#ю� �*-�  3�(+' я� /# ��$Ȃ - )� .�� /2  )�
�*$)"�- . �-�#���$"$' �"($�(ݦ��(' ��'$)$��'��-$�'.�
for patients. Also, the relevance feedback on the 
.�( � ./0�4� ($"#/� �$Ȃ -� �0 � /*� /# � �$Ȃ - )� .�
(e.g. demographics and diagnosis) in patients. 

HCP 7���%XW�,�WKLQN�LI�\RX�ZHUH�DFWXDOO\�XVLQJ�WKH�VHDUFK�
HQJLQH�WR�VHDUFK�IRU�D�¿WWLQJ�VWXG\�IRU�FHUWDLQ�SDWLHQWV��
and quite often you have to click that the study is not 
UHOHYDQW�EHFDXVH�WKH�SDWLHQW�GRHV�QRW�¿W�WKH�LQFOXVLRQ�DQG�
H[FOXVLRQ�FULWHULD��6R�LW
V�QRW�WKH�IHHGEDFN�WKDW�WKH�VWXG\�
LV�QRW�JRRG��%XW�LW
V�WKH�IHHGEDFN�WKDW�\RXU�SDWLHQW�GRHV�
QRW�¿W�WKH�VWXG\��
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6) Relevance is not just a yes and no 
question 
Relevance Feedback is not merely a binary 
,0 ./$*)�Ѱ��я�+юШШѣШЩѱю"($�(ݦ�.1$*0 -+�*/�/( /.$.(*
In some cases, HCPs are unable to make a valid 
%0�"( )/� � ��0. � *!� $).0Ȃ$�$ )/� $)!*-(�/$*)� *-�
/$( ю��# - !*- я�	��.�/#*0"#/�/#�/�/# �ї)*/�.0- ї�
option should be kept, and the reasons behind 
.#*0'�� � � �*'' �/ �ю� 	*2 1 -я� #�1$)"� ї)*/� .0- ї�
$)� /# � �/.-ݦ �*)� +/� �* .� )*/� (0�#�(�& � . ). �
to some external HCPs because the feedback 
�*'' �/ �� �$Ȃ -.� !-*(� /# � */# -� /2*� �*)� +/.�
/#�/��*'' �/�!  ����&��ȅ -�- 1$ 2$)"�/# ��*)/ )/ю�
Instead, it merely represents the likelyhood of 
reading or not.

HCP 3, “ I think we need it (the not sure option), since in 
VRPH�FDVHV��ZH�QHHG�VXFK�DQ�RSWLRQ�WR�UH�H[DPLQH�WKHP�´

HCP 3��³�<HV��%HFDXVH�WKHQ�\RX�FDQ�PDUN�LW�DQG�GLVFXVV�
LW�ZLWK�\RXU�FROOHDJXH�RU�VRPHWKLQJ�OLNH�WKDW��6R�LW�ZLOO�EH�
visible that the things I'm sure about are the things I'm 
QRW�VXUH�DERXW�WR�PDNH�WKH�GL̆HUHQFH��

7) The usage of feedback should be 
communicated clearly

External HCPs were even more curious about how 
the feedback provided will be used than peers and 
internal HCPs. They wonder if the data will be for 
personal usage or system optimization, or even 
having an impact on the data source. 

Moreover, HCP 4 and 5, explicitly expressed their 
worries that the relevance feedback provided in 
/# � .4./ (� (�4� ' ��� /*� 0)2�)/ ��  Ȃ �/.� Ѱ ю"ю�
�- /'ݦ �0��' � *-� ї+*''0/$)"ї� /# � ��/���. ѱю� �*( �
information regarded as irrelevant by the system 
(�4�)*/�� � .#*2$)"я�2#$�#� ��$ݧ(*/.�2$/#�	��.ї�
"*���"($�(ݦ�!*�'��*(+' / �. /�*!�$)!*-(�/$*)ю

HCP 2, “ I am wondering, will my feedback just be used 
in your backend as data for the system usage, or just for 
PH�WR�UHFRUG"´

HCP 4, “ I might be a little bit worried that you can get 
TXLWH�D�NLQG�RI�WKH�)DFHERRN�¿OWHU�SUREOHP��OLNH�\RX�FOLFN�
the things you like and in the end, you only see the things 
\RX�OLNH��DQG�\RX
OO�JHW�D�WXQQHO�YLVLRQ�´

HCP 5, “It's like just for yourself to go back later and see 
KRZ�,�JLYH�WKH�IHHGEDFN�RU�LV�LW�IRU�3XE0HG��WKH�IHHGEDFN"�
,�WKLQN�LW
V�YHU\�KDUG�WR�JLYH�3XE0HG�IHHGEDFN�EHFDXVH�
P\�UHVHDUFK�TXHVWLRQ�FDQ�EH�PD\EH�D�ORW�GL̆HUHQW�WKDQ�
VRPHRQH�HOVH��DQG�\RX�FDQ�XVH� WKH�VDPH�WHUP�IRU� WKDW��
If it's for myself, I think I would do it, maybe even more 
HDVLO\�´

�# � " ) -�'$5 �� "0$� �2�.� .4)/# .$5 �� /#-*0"#� /# � � .$")�( /#*�.� Ȗ�#�+/ -� Ǔȗ� �)�� $).$"#/.�
"�$) ��!-*(�0. -�./0�$ .�Ȗ�#�+/ -�ǔǹ�ǕȗǸ��/ (( ��!-*(�- ' 1�)� �!  ����&��*'' �/$*)�!*-���� �-�#�
$)�/# �# �'/#��- ��*)/ 3/ǹ�/# �"0$� ��$(.�/*�# '+�- . �-�# -.ǹ�� .$") -.ǹ�*-�+-*�0�/�/ �(.�� 1 '*+�
$)/ -��/$*).�/#�/� )"�" � )�ȍ0. -.�/*�+-*1$� �0. -�!  ����&�$)�/ 3/ȍ��. ��� �-�#Ǹ

6.2 A guide for designing explicit feedback 
collection in text-based Search

6.2.1 A four-stage design guide
The guide adapts from the Human Centered 
Design process (IDEO) and proposes four-stage 
+-*� ..��)��/ )�.+ ��ݦ$�- �*(( )��/$*).�*)�/# �
feedback collector design (the fourth stage). 

Each stage features one key factor and Figure 
69 shows their relationship and lists essential 
activities of each stage. The collector, with 
�*)./-�$)/.�$)���.+ ��ݦ$��*)/ 3/я�+'�4.��)� .. )/$�'�
role of closing the loop between the feedback 
consumer and the provider.

Figure 69. �# �- '�/$*).#$+�*!�!*0-�& 4�!��/*-.��)����/$*).�0)� -� ��#�!��/*-.�
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2.1 Inquire about the type of 
feedback needed

ХюУ�����.2*ݧ�- .�0+)��
behaviors

2.2 Clarify the purpose of 
feedback data usage

3.2 Discover Feedback 
factors

4.1 Collect design practices 
for inspirations

4.2 Design and test the 
feedback collector

3.3 Exploit user motivations
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1) Immerse the project context
�# � �/.-ݦ ./�" � �$(.� /*� �$.�*1 -� +*/ )/$�'�
constraints through context immersion. Context, 
as the foundation, limits the space of design 
$)� )�/0- � Ѱ ю"ю� �$Ȃ - )� .� $)� ��/�� �*'' �/$*)� !*-�
adults and children). Better understanding the 
context (e.g. Contextmapping, Visser et. al, 2005) 
would contribute to better scoping the design 
space and inspirational resonations. 

2) Understand the feedback consumer
The second stage aims to understand why 
feedback is needed, and how it will be used. The 
feedback consumer refers to the stakeholder that 
0. .�/# �!  ����&���/��!*-�.+ �0+��ݦ$-+*. .�Ѱ ю"ю�
AI experts for evaluating or training the system, 
or product team for improving user experience). 
Researching the feedback consumer helps to 
identify the type of feedback needed and the 
purpose of its usage, which is necessary to be 
communicated to those who provide feedback. 
This stage includes two steps:

2.1 Inquire the type(s) of feedback needed: This 
activity is the starting point, and It is essential to 
elicit and understand what type of feedback is 
needed (e.g. relevance, satisfaction, qualitative, 
quantitative) as the design foundation. 

2.2 Clear the purpose of feedback data usage: 
The other important point is to clear the purpose 
of feedback data usage (e.g. product analysis, 
!  �$)"� /# � �'"*-$/#(ѱ� �)�� #*2� $/� 2$''� ��/ݦ ( 
the feedback provider within a particular time 
frame. It serves as information for deepening 
the understanding and is also essential to 
communicate to the provider for resolving 
potential concerns.

3) Determine and understand the 
feedback provider
The third stage aims to discover the constructing 
!��/*-.�*!�!  ����&���-$+.($��(ݦ��(/$*)�'�$).$"#/.�
for designing the collector. The feedback provider 
means the judge (normally the end-user) who 
provides feedback. This stage features three key 
activities:

ХюУ�����.2*ݧ�- .�0+)��� #�1$*-.ѐ�In most cases, 
the feedback collector might be designed for an 

 3$./$)"� �$"$/�'� +-*�0�/� 2# - � 0. -� �.2*ݧ #�1 �
been established and manifest behaviors patterns 
*!� � -/�$)� 0. -� "-*0+.ю� ��++$)"� /# � �.2*ݧ �)��
understanding behaviors help to identify the point 
of engagement in providing feedback. It could be 
achieved by user observation or log analysis.

3.2 Discover factors that constitute feedback 
judgment: What constitutes feedback judgment 
$.� .. )/$�'я� .+ �$���  !�� (ݦ � -+�( 4�2#''��&�
options are required in the collector. To elicit the 
factors, researchers or designers could employ 
heuristics while users are interacting with the 
digital product (e.g. ask users to think aloud for 
the reasons of relevance a given in a Search).

3.3 Exploit user motivations: Motivations are the 
key for the provider to respond to the feedback 
collector. There are generally two types of 
motivations (intrinsic and extrinsic motivation), 
and it depends on the context, project objectives, 
and available resources to determine what 
motivators to be embedded in the feedback 
collector. This exploitation could be achieved 
through case studies of similar products and co-
creation with focus groups.

4) Ideate and iterate the feedback 
collector
The last stage strives to design the embodiment of 
the feedback collector that engages and motivates 
the feedback provider. It comprises two key 
activities, and it is an iterative process requiring 
the involvement of the feedback providers to 
evaluate the design. More importantly, this 
stage synthesizes ten design recommendations 
categorized into three themes (Figure 73) as 
Fogg’s behavior model for persuasive technology.

4.1 Collect design practices as inspirations: 
In practice, there are a considerable amount of 
digital products collecting user feedback. By 
purpose, there are generally two types of feedback 
�*'' �/*-.ѐ�" ) -�'�!  ����&��*'' �/*-��)��.+ ��ݦ$�
feedback collector. The former aims for broad 
and fuzzy purposes. There are a lot of third-party 
. -1$� .� �.� �� +'0"$)� Ѱ ю"ю� �.��$''�я� 	*/%�-ѱю� 
)�
comparison, the latter collects feedback data for 
particular purposes and is commonly  found in 
recommendation systems (e.g. Youtube). Table 
18 displays common design patterns in feedback 
collectors.

4.2 Design and test the feedback collector 
embodiment (Ten recommendations): To 
consolidate the feedabck collector design, an 
iterative process of designing and testing with 
target users is needed.  For the design of the 
feedback collector, previous research has learned 
a list of ten recommendations (p.137-140) in three 
categories of Motivation, Ability, and Prompt:

Motivation In most cases, providing feedback is 
not the goal for end-users as it usually does not 
directly or immediately enhance what they want 
to achieve. Thus, employing proper motivators to 
is essential.

Ability Motivators may not always be powerful 
 )*0"#�/*�/# �!  ����&�+-*1$� -я��)��$/.� Ȃ$���4�
�$Ȃ -.��(*)"�$)�$1$�0�'.ю�	 )� я�- �0�$)"�/# �
ability required from feedback providers could 
contribute to engagement.

Prompt The prompt manifests as the feedback 
�*'' �/*-��
я��)��/# �� .$")�*!�/# ��*'' �/*-�
impact how the feedback provider responds and 
the quality of feedback data.

ҘУ��. �(*/$1�/*-.�/#��� #/�/ݦ�/*)/ 3/
The motivators embedded in the feedback collector 
should match the context because inappropriate 
motivators may leave a false impression on end-users. For 
instance, using motivators that are too fun (enjoyment) 
may reduce the seriousness and professionalism of a 
Search in a healthcare context.

�3�(+' Ǻ�0/$'$/4ǹ� )%*4( )/ǹ�- 2�-�ǹ�+�4*ƙ.� �/ǸMotivation

Motivation Ability

Prompt

Figure 70. �#-  �& 4�/# ( .�$)�� .$")$)"�/# �!  ����&��*'' �/*-Ǹ

Table 18. ��/ "*-$5�/$*).�*!�!  ����&��*'' �/*-�� .$")�$)�+-��/$� 

Purpose

General �+ ��ݦ$

Triggering position

Fixed Attached Contexual

Collection methods

Binary 
judgment Scale �� (ݦ � -�

options

Free textbox Pointing out
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ҘХ��$)$($5 �+ -� $1 ���*")$/$1 � Ȃ*-/�
�*�.*( � 3/ )/я�/# �+ -� $1 �� Ȃ*-/�$.� ,0$1�' )/�/*�/# �
perceived time required for achieving a task (providing 
!  ����&ѱю� �# � /$( ��0-$)"� $)/ -��/$*).� $.� �)�  Ȃ �/$1 �
indicator of cognitive involvement.

�3�(+' Ǻ��$.+'�4�*) �!  ����&��*'' �/$*)�- ,0 ./��/�*) �
/$( ǹ�.#*2�/# �/$( �)  � �Ǹ

Ability

#2 Communicate the usage of feedback data
Communication of how the feedback data will be 
0. ���)��#*2�'*)"�$/�2$''��*( �$)/*� Ȃ �/� $.��-0�$�'��.�
it increases transparency and resolves the potential 
�*)� -).�*!� )�ѣ0. -.я�.0�#��0��- /'ݦ�.��' .ю��'.*я�$/�. /.�
proper expectations for feedback providers.

�3�(+' Ǻ�.4./ (�*+/$($5�/$*)ǹ�+ -.*)�'$5�/$*)
Motivation

#4 Minimize interaction complexity
Minimizing the interaction complexity is a golden rule in 
�. -��3+ -$ )� �$)�(*./���. .�Ѱ"�($)"� 3+ -$ )� �($"#/�
be exceptional), and the easier the interactions are, the 
more likely users would react to the feedback collectors. 

�3�(+' Ǻ�*) ��'$�&�*!����0//*)�

Ability

#5 Align aesthetics to the context 
� ./# /$�.� �- �/ .� /# � �/.-ݦ $(+- ..$*)я� �)�� $/� $(+��/.�
how users perceive the whole system. The feedback 
collector should align aesthetics to the context.

�3�(+' Ǻ��1*$��0.$)"����0/ � (�*�$( )/�$)���. -$*0.�
�*)/ 3/��.��# �'/#��- 

Prompt

#6 Nudge users at the right time
�# �ї-$"#/�/$( ї�#�.���'�-" �-**(�!*-� 3+'�)�/$*)я��0/�$/�
is predictable and could be learned from research on the 
!  ����&�+-*1$� -ю��# �#$"# -���( �ݦ(* �*!�/$($)"�/# �
feedback collector prompts, the more likely the provider 
will be engaged, at least not to be bothered. Also, the 
quality of feedback may be better.

�3�(+' Ǻ��.&�!*-�!  ����&��/�/# �(*( )/��ƚ -�/# �
+-*1$� -�#�.�͖)$.# ��- ��$)"���. �-�#�- .0'/Prompt

Prompt

#7 Balance the visibility and interruption
It is easy to design the collector that is apparent and 
�//-��/.�0. -.ї��// )/$*)я��0/�/# ��$Ȃ$�0'/4�$.�/#�/�$/��-�2.�
attention without creating interruption or distration. 
For example, pop-ups attract much attention, but in 
(*./���. .я�$/��- ���/*(�*2 1 -я	�2ю*ݧ�- .�0 #/�.& $)"�
apparent would lead to ignorance.

�3�(+' Ǻ�!  ����&�- ,0 ./��/�/# ��0//*)�*!�/# ��*)/ )/�
+�" ��*0'��� � �.$'4�($.. �ǹ��)���1*$��+*+ȍ0+.
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Key takeaways chapter 06

6.1 Concept evaluation with target 
users
The concept evaluation involves nine healthcare 
professionals from three countries (Netherlands, 
China, and Brazil). The evaluation results indicate 
that the baseline search is perceived as a good 
+-*�0�/�/*�0. �2$/#��)��1 -�" �����.�*- �*!�ЩЧюХУ�
(out of 100, Std=9.63).

�)�/*+�*!� /# ���. '$) �. �-�#я� �/.-ݦ� #/ !  ����&�
concept (Pre-screener) received the highest 
average score (3.78/5, std=1.23), and more 
than half of the participants chose it as the 
favorite concept. However, the second concept 
(Reminder) appeared to be more stable (average 
score=3.56/5, std=0.83) and was regarded as the 
most motivating concept among all three by four 
participants. The last concept had the lowest 
experience score, and no one selected it as the 
favorite concept because all thought that it does 
)*/� �/ݦ /# � �*)/ 3/ю� 	*2 1 -я� (*./� +�-/$�$+�)/.�
 3+- .. �� /# $-� �*)� -).� /#�/� /# � �/.-ݦ �*)� +/�
would not be able to collect well-considered 
feedback as it gathers feedback before users read 
the content. Thus, some suggested combining the 
�/.-ݦ �)�� . �*)�� �*)� +/.я� �)�� *) � +�-/$�$+�)/�
suggested bringing the enjoyment motivator to 
��/.-ݦ� #/*)� +/ю

6.2 A guide for designing explicit 
feedback collection
6.2 A guide for designing explicit feedback 
collection

The guide consists of a four-stage design cycle of 
її$(( -. � /# � +-*% �/� �*)/ 3/їїя� її0)� -./�)�� /# �
!  ����&� �*).0( -їїя� її� / -($) � �)�� - . �-�#�
*)� /# � !  ����&� +-*1$� -їїя� �)�� '�./'4� її
� �/ �
�)�� $/ -�/ � /# � !  ����&��*'' �/*-юї��''� ./�" .��- �
interconnected, the context implies constraints 
which limit the design of the feedback collector 
that bridges the feedback provider and the 

�*).0( -ю��/� ��#�./�" я� 3��� - #/�я/.-ݦ� #/�/+ - �
.+ ��ݦ$� ./ +.� /*� "�$)� 0)� -./�)�$)"� �)�� �*'' �/�
essential materials for designing the feedback 
collector.

The last stage features ten recommendations for 
designing the feedback collector embodiment, 
categorized into three themes of motivation, 
��$'$/4я� �)�� +-*(+/� !*''*2$)"� �*""ї.�*""ї.�
behavior model of persuasive technology. The 
recommendations instruct the design and help 
avoid potential risks of disengagement: 

ҘУ��. �(*/$1�/*-.�/#��� #/�/ݦ�/*)/ 3/ё�

#2 Communicate the usage of feedback data; 

ҘХ��$)$($5 �+ -� $1 ���*")$/$1 � Ȃ*-/ё�

#4 Minimize interaction complexity; 

#5 Align aesthetics to the context; 

#6 Nudge users at the right time; 

#7 Balance the visibility and interruption; 

#8 Keep the tone neutral; 

#9 Give users the control to opt-out; 

#10 Allow changes on given feedback.

#9 Give users the control to opt-out
Forcing users to provide feedback could potentially 
collect more feedback data, but it has the risk of 
annoying users or quitting. Moreover, the quality of the 
feedback data collected can be worse.

�3�(+' Ǻ��'2�4.�+'�� ����'*. �*-�.&$+��0//*)ǹ��''*2�0. -.�
/*�/0-)�*ƙ�!  ����&��*'' �/$*)

Prompt

Exit

#10 Allow changes on given feedback 
�  ����&��*0'���#�)" �*1 -�/$( ��)�� $.� �( 0ݧ($ ���4�
many factors. Thus, allowing changes in given feedback 
prevents mistakes and increases the quality.

�3�(+' Ǻ�*ƙ -�/# ���/$*)�*!��#�)"$)"�!  ����&

Prompt

#8 Keep the tone neutral 
�  +$)"�/# �/*) �) 0/-�'��1*$�.�./$--$)"�0. -.ї� (*/$*).я�
especially when providers give negative feedback. In an 
extreme case, when providers give negative feedback all 
the time, a neutral wording could avoid highlighting the 
dissatisfaction or unusefulness of a product.

�3�(+' Ǻ�0. �/# �2*-�$)"�Ȗ!*-�- ' 1�)� �!  ����&ȗ�
ȁ- ' 1�)/ȁ�*-�ȁ$-- ' 1�)/ȁ�-�/# -�/#�)�ȁ0. !0'ȁ�*-�ȁ0. ' ..ȁPrompt
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07
Conclusion & Discussion
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Chapter overview

7.1 Addressing the research question
7.2 Project contributions
7.3 Limitations and recommendations
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7.1.1 research question

+RZ�WR�HQJDJH�KHDOWKFDUH�
professionals to provide 
trustworthy relevance 
feedback on search results in 
myTomorrows Search? 

The purpose of this project was to use Human 
� )/ - �� � .$")� ( /#*�.� /*� ��(ݦ .*'0/$*).� !*-�
engaging end-users (healthcare professionals) 
to provide relevance feedback on search results, 
and ultimately, using the feedback data for 
system optimization. In answering the central 
research question, this project went through the 
literature and exploratory research internally and 
externally. These insights laid the foundation for 
the three feedback collection concepts (chapter 
5). The learnings from the process and evaluation 
sessions with peers, myTomorrows employees, 
and external HCPs formulated the guide for 
designing explicit feedback collection (chapter 
6). There are three key factors to consider for 
HCPs engagement in providing explicit relevance 
!  ����&�!*''*2$)"��*""ї.�� #�1$*-�'�(*� 'ю�
)���
nutshell, to engage HCPs, it is needed to maximize 
their motivation, minimize the ability, and trigger 
HCPs with a proper prompt (feedback collector) 
design.  The discussion follows the sequence of 
the sub-research questions. 

RQ1: What are the incentives for HCPs 
to be engaged?
The theoretical research (Chapter 2) has mapped 
*0/� �� ݦ$/( �$ (0'/$+' � (*/$1�/*-.� Ѱ(�$)'4� $)�
crowdsourcing) for engagement. In general, 
it could be divided into intrinsic and extrinsic 
(*/$1�/$*).ю� �*� � � (*- � .+ ��ݦ$я� $/� $)�'0� .�
personal utility, altruism, enjoyment (symbolic 
rewards), etc.  In this project, the three types 
mentioned above were incorporated in all three 
feedback concepts for comparison. 

Throughout evaluations of all three concepts with 
external HCPs, personal utility (concept 1, a pre-
screening tool helping users sort and manage 
search results) works better than the other two 
types because HCPs would be able to see the value 
immediately. However, HCPs perceive personal 
0/$'$/4��$./$)�/$1 '4��.�/# �.�4$)"��) �(�)ї.�/-�.#�
$.� �)*/# -� (�)ї.� /- �.0- я� 1$� � 1 -.�ю� � -.*)�'�
enjoyment (an avatar with virtual badges as the 
reward) may work for some HCPs, but not all. In 
comparison, altruism is more universally accepted 
by most external HCPs.

RQ2: What type of interaction approach 
would better trigger HCPs to provide 
feedback?
The previous question has answered the 
incentives that motivate users to act, and this 
question probes into the prompt (i.e. the feedback 
collector). Throughout the studies on peers, 
internal and external HCPs, it is learned that an 
unobtrusive, easy, and direct feedback collection 
interaction that gently prompts at the right time 
could better trigger HCPs to provide relevance 
feedback. It should be as easy as possible, like 
+- ..$)"����0//*)я��)�� 3/ -)�'�	��.��*)ї/� 3+ �/�
too much fun or novelty in interactions as it may 
increase unnecessary complexity in providing 
feedback over time.

RQ3: At what moments should HCPs 
be nudged/motivated to provide 
feedback?
The studies of literature on the information-
seeking process (Chapter 2), observations on how 
internal HCPs behave (Chapter 3), and external 
	��.ї� # 0-$./$�.� *)� /#-  � !  ����&� �*)� +/.�
Ѱ�#�+/ -�Шѱ�$� )/$ݦ �2/�*�+-$(�-4�./�" .�$)�2#$�#�
HCPs make relevance judgments: while HCPs 
scanning through the search result page (SERP), 
and when reviewing the content of results. In the 
speed dating stage, it was 

7.1 Addressing the research question
This section discusses the answers to the research question and implications of this research. 

also experimented to collect relevance feedback 
Ѱ�*./� #*�� !  ����&я� +юЫХѱ� �ȅ -� 	��.� #�1 �
- 1$ 2 ����! 2�- .0'/.я��0/�$/��$�)ї/�/�& �*Ȃ��0 �/*�
/# �� (�)�$)"��*")$/$1 � Ȃ*-/.� Ѱ- ,0$-$)"�0. -.�
to recall).

At SERP, it could collect relevance feedback on 
/#*. � $-- ' 1�)/� *) .� �� - /'ݦ *0/� �$- �/'4� $)� /# �
head. However, the main drawback is that such 
%0�"( )/.� �*0'�� � � �ݦ- +0.$�'� � ��0. � /# 4�
are made merely based on the study title and an 
introduction, which could mislead in some cases.

Within the stage of reviewing result content, the 
most suitable moment is the interval between 
	��.� #�1 � %0./� �� #.$(ݦ - 1$ 2$)"� /# � �*)/ )/�
of one document and the start of reviewing the 
next one(s). In this case, nudging users to provide 
relevance feedback would least interrupt user 
�.2*ݧ �)�� - ,0$- .� /# � ' �./� + -� $1 ��  Ȃ*-/ю�
However, the system should be able to distinguish 

such a moment. Otherwise, it could cause 
interruptions to the reading experience. 

RQ4: How to make sure the feedback 
provided by HCPs is trustworthy?
First, it needs to be addressed that false or 
misleading relevance feedback is inevitable 
�0 � /*� $)�$1$�0�'.ї� (4./ -$*0.� #0(�)� )�/0- .�
and situational cases. All participants in this 
research held authentic attitudes. Nevertheless, 
�."($�(ݦ� #/ /#-*0"#� /#$.� - . �-�#��-�2� /2*�& 4�
points to the answer. 

First, HCPs need to convinced that such data 
collected will be used for the right purposes (i.e. 
communication of the usage of feedback data). 
Second, the more passive HCPs are engaged in 
providing relevance feedback, the less trustworthy 
the feedback would be (i.e. not to force users to 
provide feedback).

7.2 Project contributions
(4�*(*--*2.�$.�/# ��$- �/���ݦ ( $�-4�*!�/#$.�- . �-�#я�� .$� .я�/# ��*)/-$�0/$*)�- ��# .�/# �- �'(.�*!�/# �
Design practice, and AI discipline.

7.2.1 Contribution to 
myTomorrows practice and 
Health & Wellbeing
As the research material, the conceptual search 
design enhanced with relevance feedback 
collection was evaluated by end-users. 
myTomorrows could use the tested design 
elements (or new features) for implementation 
in the actual treatment Search. Moreover, the 
insights gained from external HCPs could help the 
product team to iterate the current experience 
�)�� � ݧ -/Ѷ )1$.$*)� !0/0- � +-*�0�/� ./-�/ "$ .ю�
Second, the generalized guide for designing 
explicit feedback collection. It could guide and 
inspire myTomorrows’ designer(s) and product 
team to conduct certain activities, avoid potential 
risks, and mitigate biases when seeking solutions 
to engage users in providing relevance feedback.

myTomororws, as a pharma-tech company, 
explores possibilities in the health & wellbeing 
domain. Another indirect contribution of the 
research project would be that the conceptual 
� �-�#� *Ȃ -.� �� ) 2� � .$")� + -.+ �/$1 � *)� #*2�
investigational treatment information could be 
more accessible to end-users and inform a better 
clinical decision making.

Contribution of 
this project
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7.3 Limitations and recommendations
This section discusses the limitations of the project by stage and proposes recommendations for 
myTomorrows of what to implement and future research around designing feedback collection.

7.3.1 Limitations of this 
research
This research was conducted during the COVID-19 
pandemic, meaning that nearly all activities were 
conducted online. It could have an unmeasurable 
negative impact on the whole project, especially 
on the studies that involve human participants (i.e. 
brainstorming sessions and evaluation sessions 
with HCPs). Except for the force majeure, there are 
other limitations in the project. By stage, those 
limitations stem primarily from literature research 

(chapter 2), exploratory research (chapter 3), 
design and prototype (chapter 4), test and 
evaluation (chapter 5), as well as the generalized 
design guide (chapter 5).

Limitations in the literature research 
The research into literature was done in the 
�!*�.�' ݦ 
)!*-(�/$*)�� /-$ 1�'я�. �-�#�� #�1$*-.я�
relevance feedback, user engagement, and 
motivational models (e.g. nudging and persuasive 
technology). The insights from this research laid

7.2.2 Contribution to Design 
practice
To the best knowledge, designing interactions for 
explicit relevance feedback collection in practice 
was rare and non-systematic. Publications around 
relevance feedback are focusing on collecting and 
exploitation of implicit feedback. Nevertheless, 
there is one guide (Google people +AI guidebook) 
for designing feedback collection within the AI 
discipline in practice. However, it merely consists 
of key considerations without a step by step guide 
of what actions to take to achieve the goal, and 
the scope is both on implicit and explicit feedback 
collection. 

In comparison, this guide generalized through 
the research focuses on explicit user feedback 
collection. It provides a step by step guide adapted 
from Human Centered Design methods and lists 
ten theoretically and practically grounded (only in 
the context of Search for investigational treatment 
options at this stage) recommendations to 

which user researchers or designers could refer. 
Stemmed from the research in the particular 
context of AI (IR and recommender) and health & 
well-being, this guide could potentially apply to 
similar contexts (e.g. academic search systems) 
where relevance is a key metric and could impact 
a broader audience possibly.

7.2.3 Contribution to AI 
discipline
Compared to using implicit feedback that is 
inherently available, collecting explicit feedback 
might not be the ideal approach (chapter 2, 
p.40). However, in some cases like myTomorrows, 
the limited user scale forces the AI team to turn 
to explicit relevance feedback, even though it 
is aware of the risk of interrupting end-users. 
Therefore, the outcome (the generalized guide) 
�*0'��*Ȃ -��)��'/ -)�/$1 �*++*-/0)$/4�/*��
�/ �(.�
who want to use feedback data from users for 
improving systems in similar situations.

a solid theoretical foundation for the exploratory 
- . �-�#ю�	*2 1 -я�/# . ' ݦ��0/.�!*�.�$ .�#�1 ���
considerable amount of literature, and within the 
given timeframe, some information or insights 
were inevitably missed. 

Limitations in the exploratory research
The target user of the project is external HCPs. 
Ideally, all activities involved human participants 
were supposed to be conducted with the target 
group. However, due to the limited resources and 
unavailability of external HCPs in most cases, it 
was not possible to involve them in all research 
activities (i.e. Heuristic evaluation and search 
behavior observation). Therefore, the results 
might not be representative of the actual target 
groups. Additionally, collecting examples of 
explicit feedback collection in practice may not be 
thorough, limiting the inspirational scope.

Limitations in the concept design and 
prototype 
The concept design was a synthesis of the 
insights from literature, exploratory research, 
and brainstorming ideas with peers. However, 
external HCPs were not directly involved in 
the brainstorming sessions, leading to the lack 
of early input to the concept from the target 
group. Moreover, another limitation was that the 
prototype of the concept could not function to 
retrieve information due to technical boundaries.

Limitations in the test and evaluation
Luckily, the test and evaluation sessions 
successfully recruited nine target end-users. 
However, the limitations in the design prototype 
0. �� !*-�  1�'0�/$*)� - ./-$�/ ��  3/ -)�'� 	��.ї�
� #�1$*-.� $)� �� (ݦ � -+ �.2*ݧ 2# - � ї���
�ѣУЫї�
was the only query used for retrieving treatment 
options. It could have brought an inferior 
experience to those whose expertise is not on 
virology. Hence, inferior qualitative data were 
collected.

Besides, all studies with external HCPs were no 
longer than one hour per person, and it lacked 
longitudinal study results in an actual working 
setting. 

Limitations in the generalized design 
guide
The guide for designing explicit feedback 
collection was generalized from the insights gained 
through user studies with the nine feedback ideas 
(p.103-104) and three feedback concepts (p.134-
136). Also, it blended in the learnings from the 
literature and the project process. However, the 
guide was not validated with the target audience 
(user researchers or designers). Thus, it remained 
uncertain how useful it could be and in what 
+�-/$�0'��� �$0"�("$. ��.$#/�.�' ݦ�-*0'��� ��++'$ ��
to. 

7.3.2 Recommendations for 
development at myTomorrows
The three feedback concepts (p.116-121) have 
laid the foundation for implementation. However, 
there remains a distance from production. For 
myTomorrows to implement explicit relevance 
feedback collection interactions in the treatment 
Search, the recommendation is to combine each 
�*)� +/ї.�  .. )/$�'.� �)�� !*''*2� /# � " ) -�'$5 ��
"0$� ї.�/ )�- �*(( )��/$*).�Ѱ+юУХЫѣУЦФѱю��# ݦ�-./�
concept (Pre-screener) should be the foundation, 
aided with the second concept (Reminder) when 
no feedback could be collected from the search 
engine result page (SERP). Also, the virtual reward 
(e.g. badge) from the third concept (Hearty) could 
be incorporated but unobtrusively and in a more 
serious manner. In essence, explicit feedback 
collection in myTomorrows Search should be 
easy to interact with and try to become a utility 
tool. Additionally, the fused recommendation 
mentioned above could be brought only to run 
A/B test to gather quantitative data.

7.3.3  Recommendations for 
future research
�#$.� - . �-�#� �$( �� /*� ��(ݦ .*'0/$*).� /*�  )"�" �
healthcare professionals to provide explicit 
relevance feedback on search results. Such 
research is scarce and based on the generalized
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guide, a few future research directions might be 
worth exploring as below:

Уѱ�� . �-�#�*)�/# �0. !0') ..��)�� Ȃ �/$1 ) ..�
of the guide

�++'4� /# � � .$")� "0$� � /*� �$Ȃ - )/� �*)/ 3/.� /*�
 1�'0�/ � $/.� 0. !0') ..� �)��  Ȃ �/$1 ) ..� *!� /# �
design process and the ten recommendations.

2) Research and create a motivational design 
framework

Providing user feedback requires the right 
(*/$1�/$*).ю�	*2 1 -я� /#$.� - . �-�#��$�)ї/� !*�0.�
much on mapping out all motivational factors.

3) Research on communicating feedback usage

This research merely tried to communicate the 
usage of feedback through words. Still, there 
($"#/� � � */# -� �++-*��# .� Ѱ ю"ю� "��ݦ$)�/$*)ѱ�
to achieve so in a more engaging way and with 
educational purposes.

ЩюЦ�+ -.*)�� ݧ -�'/$*)

This project began with a short but rather concrete 
�-$ !� /$/' ���' �-��)���Ȃ �/$1 � 
)/ -��/$1 �� �-�#�
Experience Design. Having little knowledge 
about Search, I started to immerse myself in 
the knowledge world of Search (IR). Books like 

)/-*�0�/$*)�/*�
)!*-(�/$*)�� /-$ 1�'я�� �-�#��. -�
Interface Design, and Search Patterns helped me 
form a holistic overview of what Search is from 
technical and design perspectives. The knowledge 
gained from the readings revealed an iceberg to 
me and was overwhelming. For a Search product, 
users see so little, but there are a considerable 
amount of interaction details to consider. I have 
to say that search experience is a great successor 
*!�/# �+#$'*.*+#4�ї ..�$.��*- їя��)��/#$.�2�.�(4�
primary motivation to choose this topic as my 
Master Thesis.

However, understanding Search foundations is 
merely the starting point of the project. What 
�*( .� .. )/$�'�$.�/# �,0 ./$*)�ї#*2�/*�(*/$1�/ �
end-users to provide relevance feedback on 
search results so that it could be used for system-
' 1 '�*+/$($5�/$*)їю�
)$/$�''4я�
�#���/# ��..0(+/$*)�
that users would be reluctant to providing 
feedback, which was proven through literature 
and studies with end-users. Therefore, there was 
a lot of research around engaging experience 
and motivational theories (e.g. Nudging and 
Persuasive technology). These theories, to me, 
is another iceberg in the knowledge sea that 
requires more in-depth investigations. 

Nevertheless, there is another iceberg I 
encountered during the project: healthcare and 
medical discoveries. As I talked to experts in 
the health domain and put myself in the daily 
exposure to the news and information around 
medical advances (mainly following COVID-19), 
I gradually grew a deeper understanding of how 
the current medical discovery process needs 
a dramatic change and how this project could 
potentially save the lives of many.

�ȅ -� .$3� (*)/#.� *!� - . �-�#� �/� /# � $)/ -. �/$*)�

of AI (IR and recommender), health & well-being, 
and Human Centered Design, I have gained a 
robust understanding of each aspect of this 
project, especially designing feedback collectors. 
A long time exposure to this project has made 
me excessively sensitive to the term Feedback 
and critical about feedback collectors in practice, 
2#$�� ݧ -�#/.4)�� Ȃ*-/�+0/�$(�/# �+-*% �/ю�

During the project, I worked closely with the 
internal designer Melissa and internal HCPs who 
help patients with unmet medical needs generate 
treatment search reports. My concept (baseline) 
design successfully stirred the interest of the 
medical and the business department. Moreover, 
some ideas from the baseline concept were 
already under consideration for implementation.

The main personal learning from this project is 
that I am more aware of scoping a project. From 
the beginning to the end of the project, the scope 
and approach changed multiple times. It was a 
frustrating experience, but it is essentially the 
resilience We designers must equip. The other I 
learned is about clarifying ideas. In most cases, 
We designers (or maybe just I) tend to use fuzzy 
words, which may sound good but leaves a large 
room for the audience to interpret, potentially 
leading to misunderstanding. Overall, I enjoyed 
working on this project with the supervisory team 
�)�� /# � �*'' �"0 .� �/� (4�*(*--*2.ю� 
� �4')-ݦ
believe that I will take away this unique learning 
experience with me for long.
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3
Search home

Result list

Result content

Process graph

2
Loading

myTomorrow 
search
UX issues

Discussion/Contact (5 + 1)

‘Discuss with medical team’,the one on top is different 
from the bottom one. (Patient search)

‘Contact us’ should be more visible in search home

Contact us is disconnected with search (2/12)

The suffix of URL is different, but content is the same

Confusion between ‘Discuss with medical team’ and 
‘Contact us’ (2/12)

‘Discuss with medical team’ doesn’t give the proper 
hint of moving to the next step

General (7 + 4)

The question mark, readbility is bad (Occasioanlly)

It doesn’t explain how to use the search

Text is positioned in the middle, feels informal

Want to contact for a specific trial(s), but each 
requires a contact form

Would like to see taxonomy of a disease, its parent, 
child etc.

Explaination of what actions to take seeing 
‘Recruting’ is not clear

No path back to search home while searching (2/12)

The question mark doesn’t clearly explain what CT 
is, but pahses. The same as EAP

The entrance of myT search is ‘invisible’

Not clear communicating how save works when 
there is no account logged in

Patient search is too professional

Result content (7 + 2)

Condition labels are not linked to document groups 
they belong to

Eligibility doesn’t show in Patient search

Extra step to view full content (2/12)

Eligibility information is not accurate (2/12)

‘See more/less’ appears when there is only one country

Information (visual) hierarchy is not clearly structured

‘More info’ acts as page expansion, instead of new page

‘Print result’ is not clear, the result of the study or the 
content of the study

Cancel a print redirects the page to full content 
from expanded list

Loading (2)

Loading takes too long without proper 
indication (4/12)

Cannot terminate a search while loading 
(takes too long)

Filter (5 + 1)

If deselect phase 3, the list remains to show 
phase 3 results

Filter needs to be richer (2/12)

No feedback when filtering if results don’t change

Suggested terms feature is unclear (2/12)

When there are no suggested terms, it still appear.

When results has no EAPs, EAP filter should be 
greyed out

(Inaccurate feedback) Search query is in English 
but when no result, it says only supports English

CT abbrv. requires recalling memory

It doesn’t show clicked/reviewed result

Not possible for open one result in a new page

It doesn’t show the result list relates to what 
‘search query’

It is not informative, doesn’t show age

The pagination at the bottom doesn’t allow jumping

Visual elements as ‘CT’ take space but not informative

Unclear action affordance (CT/Phase/Recruiting) 
(2/12)

Reordering (arrows) doesn’t match with Status/
Type (5/12)

Difficult to find saved trials (3/12)

? ‘Kidney tumor’ returns more results than ‘Kidney’

? It has compeletely irrelavant results ‘breast 
cancer’ returns a trial about a brain disease

Result list (12 + 1)

Technical bug Level 3 Level 2 Level 1Level 4
System issue Critical issue Minor issue Wish/Want

?

Search home (3)

Visuals in Patient/HCP are not consistent

Information provided is irrelevant to search

Information distracts users

Patient/HCP (1 + 2)

Switching search mode restarts search (3/12)

Explainations are not consistent compared to 
other ‘?’

Comparison and explanation of Patient/HCP 
are not clear (2/12) 

Process graph (4)

It does not correspond correctly to what users 
are doing (4/12)

It does not indicate how to act next (3/12)

It distracts and confses users (3/12)

The graph is different in search result page 
than in home page

Search box (8 + 4)

Type and search is not supported (8/12)

Left aligned search button is not visually pleasant

It doesn’t support advanced search

has no one-click clear (content)

has no support for multiple-country search at once

It doesn’t inform user when suggestion is 
not selected, and returns no reuslt.

“Type and select..” works the same as “Type…”

The suggestions don’t indicate scrolling

It takes long to show suggestions (eg.Pancreatic 
cancer)

? It suggest conditions that have no results

Customized search query is not supported 
(2/12)

Occasioanl autofill after hitting ENTER (2/12)

Looks clean and information is well organized 
(8/12, #1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 11)

It doesn’t feel like a ready product, but an internal 
tool or prototype (4/12, #1, 2, 3, 11)

Disconnected from myTomorrows service (1/12, #1)

The threshold for Patient to search is too high 
(5/12, #2, 3, 5, 9, 12)

Some interactions are out of expectations,  and the 
experience is overwhelming (6/12, #3, 4, 5, 7, 9, 11)

Visual styles are not consistent in different pages 
(2/12, #8, 9) 

Key insights from first impression

* Design (9) #1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 / Linguistics (1) #4 / Medical science (1) #11 / Civil engineering (1) #12
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Youtube

Google photo Google helpAmazon

Google search (knowledge graph) Youtube musicGoogle search
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collection - Attached
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KWWSV���GRFV�JRRJOH�FRP�IRUPV�G��PB4&2TMK7�B/-)RM�&.&�6�(*:[�$XX%)%$�T4+FH:<�YLHZDQDO\WLFV ����

2MmoU_S�la]M

��UHVSRQVHV

1MmmUa_���MwiMlUM_IM

2xiM���al���ilauUKMm�@�HMooMl�MwiMlUM_IM�Ral�o@m\��È�mM@lITU_S�@_K
lMuUMvU_SÏ

��UHVSRQVHV

,QWHUQDO�+&3
3HHU�����

�����

7\SH�$
7\SH�%
1R�GLIIHUHQFH
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���������� 7UHDWPHQW�VHDUFK�VXUYH\

KWWSV���GRFV�JRRJOH�FRP�IRUPV�G��PB4&2TMK7�B/-)RM�&.&�6�(*:[�$XX%)%$�T4+FH:<�YLHZDQDO\WLFV ����

2xiM���al���ilauUKMm�@�HMooMl�MwiMlUM_IM�Ral�o@m\��È�m@uU_S�lMmp]omÏ

��UHVSRQVHV

2xiM���al���ilauUKMm�@�HMooMl�MwiMlUM_IM�Ral�o@m\��È�S@U_U_S�@IIMmm�oa�@
lMmp]oÏ

��UHVSRQVHV

2TM�auMl@]]�MwiMlUM_IM�xap�T@uM�vUoT�2xiM��

��UHVSRQVHV

7\SH�$
7\SH�%
1R�GLIIHUHQFH
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���������� 7UHDWPHQW�VHDUFK�VXUYH\

KWWSV���GRFV�JRRJOH�FRP�IRUPV�G��PB4&2TMK7�B/-)RM�&.&�6�(*:[�$XX%)%$�T4+FH:<�YLHZDQDO\WLFV ����

2TM�auMl@]]�MwiMlUM_IM�xap�T@uM�vUoT�2xiM��

��UHVSRQVHV

9ap]K�xap�ilMRMl�2xiM���al�2xiM���auMl@]]Ï

��UHVSRQVHV

1MmmUa_���MwiMlUM_IM
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,�SUHIHU�7\SH�$
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���������� 7UHDWPHQW�VHDUFK�VXUYH\

KWWSV���GRFV�JRRJOH�FRP�IRUPV�G��PB4&2TMK7�B/-)RM�&.&�6�(*:[�$XX%)%$�T4+FH:<�YLHZDQDO\WLFV ����

�@uU_S�õ1pHmIlUioUa_õ�RM@oplM

��UHVSRQVHV

#ao�T@uU_S�õ1pHmIlUioUa_õ�RM@oplM

��UHVSRQVHV

�av�v@m�xapl�MwiMlUM_IM�U_oMl@IoU_S�vUoT�î1pHmIlUioUa_ï�RM@oplMÏ

��UHVSRQVHV

,�OLNH�LW
,�H[SHFW�LW
,�DP�QHXWUDO
,�FDQ�WROHUDWH�LW
,�GLVOLNH�LW
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���������� 7UHDWPHQW�VHDUFK�VXUYH\

KWWSV���GRFV�JRRJOH�FRP�IRUPV�G��PB4&2TMK7�B/-)RM�&.&�6�(*:[�$XX%)%$�T4+FH:<�YLHZDQDO\WLFV ����

�@uU_S�õ1M@lIT�lMialoõ�RM@oplM

��UHVSRQVHV

#ao�T@uU_S�õ1M@lIT�lMialoõ�RM@oplM

��UHVSRQVHV

�av�v@m�xapl�MwiMlUM_IM�U_oMl@IoU_S�vUoT�oTM�õ1M@lIT�lMialoõ�RM@oplMÏ

��UHVSRQVHV

,�OLNH�LW
,�H[SHFW�LW
,�DP�QHXWUDO
,�FDQ�WROHUDWH�LW
,�GLVOLNH�LW
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,�OLNH�LW
,�H[SHFW�LW
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���������� 7UHDWPHQW�VHDUFK�VXUYH\

KWWSV���GRFV�JRRJOH�FRP�IRUPV�G��PB4&2TMK7�B/-)RM�&.&�6�(*:[�$XX%)%$�T4+FH:<�YLHZDQDO\WLFV ����

�@uU_S�õ�a]KMlõ�RM@oplM

��UHVSRQVHV

#ao�T@uU_S�õ�a]KMlõ�RM@oplM

��UHVSRQVHV

�av�v@m�xapl�MwiMlUM_IM�U_oMl@IoU_S�vUoT�oTM�õ�a]KMlõ�RM@oplMÏ

��UHVSRQVHV

,�OLNH�LW
,�H[SHFW�LW
,�DP�QHXWUDO
,�FDQ�WROHUDWH�LW
,�GLVOLNH�LW
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���������� 7UHDWPHQW�VHDUFK�VXUYH\

KWWSV���GRFV�JRRJOH�FRP�IRUPV�G��PB4&2TMK7�B/-)RM�&.&�6�(*:[�$XX%)%$�T4+FH:<�YLHZDQDO\WLFV ����

�@uU_S�õ1pSSMmo�mopKx�lMmp]oõ�RM@oplM

��UHVSRQVHV

#ao�T@uU_S�õ1pSSMmo�mopKx�lMmp]oõ�RM@oplM

��UHVSRQVHV

�av�v@m�xapl�MwiMlUM_IM�U_oMl@IoU_S�vUoT�õ1pSSMmo�mopKx�lMmp]oõ�RM@oplMÏ

��UHVSRQVHV

,�OLNH�LW
,�H[SHFW�LW
,�DP�QHXWUDO
,�FDQ�WROHUDWH�LW
,�GLVOLNH�LW
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,�OLNH�LW
,�H[SHFW�LW
,�DP�QHXWUDO
,�FDQ�WROHUDWH�LW
,�GLVOLNH�LW
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���������� 7UHDWPHQW�VHDUFK�VXUYH\

KWWSV���GRFV�JRRJOH�FRP�IRUPV�G��PB4&2TMK7�B/-)RM�&.&�6�(*:[�$XX%)%$�T4+FH:<�YLHZDQDO\WLFV ����

1MmmUa_���ß�MMKH@I\à

-]M@mM�iUI\�oai���RMMKH@I\�U_oMl@IoUa_m�xap�ilMRMl�oTM�HMmo

��UHVSRQVHV

-]M@mM�iUI\�oTM�R@ualUoM�a_M�@_K�miMIURx�oTM�lM@ma_m

��UHVSRQVHV

�

W\SH�

����FRPELQDWLRQ

���PRVW�HDV\

7\SH��

�

7\SH��

� � � � �

7\SH�����ERWWRP�SRSXS

7\SH�����ERWWRP�FRQWHQW
7\SH�����IL[HG�EXWWRQ

�TXHVWLRQ�

7\SH�����&RPSDULVRQ

7\SH�����6XUURJDWH

7\SH�����)HHGEDFN�VHVVLRQ

7\SH�����%LQV

7\SH�����%RW
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���������� 7UHDWPHQW�VHDUFK�VXUYH\

KWWSV���GRFV�JRRJOH�FRP�IRUPV�G��PB4&2TMK7�B/-)RM�&.&�6�(*:[�$XX%)%$�T4+FH:<�YLHZDQDO\WLFV �����

-]M@mM�iUI\���RMMKH@I\�U_oMl@IoUa_m�xap�KUm]U\M�oTM�^amo

��UHVSRQVHV

-]M@mM�iUI\�oTM�^amo�KUm]U\MK�a_M�@_K�miMIURx�oTM�lM@ma_m

��UHVSRQVHV

�

W\SH�

�

���\RX�KDYH�WR�FOLFN�LW�DZD\

7\SH��

�

7\SH�

7KLV�FRQWHQW�LV�QHLWKHU�FUHDWHG�QRU�HQGRUVHG�E\�*RRJOH��5HSRUW�$EXVH���7HUPV�RI�6HUYLFH���3ULYDF\�3ROLF\

� � � � �

7\SH�����ERWWRP�SRSXS

7\SH�����ERWWRP�FRQWHQW
7\SH�����IL[HG�EXWWRQ

�TXHVWLRQ�

7\SH�����&RPSDULVRQ

7\SH�����6XUURJDWH

7\SH�����)HHGEDFN�VHVVLRQ

7\SH�����%LQV

7\SH�����%RW
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b8ad_e

���������� 7UHDWPHQW�VHDUFK�WHVW�TXHVWLRQQDLUH

KWWSV���GRFV�JRRJOH�FRP�IRUPV�G��SQ�*J�ET�ÀJE10\:�2��BD�-ONK-OW*7MH6ZPY�GW,�YLHZDQDO\WLFV ����

;apl�_@^M

��UHVSRQVHV

'HQQLV�YDQ�GHQ�%URHN

6L\X�/LDQJ

&DUOLMQ�-RUGDQV

$QQD�7RUUHVDQ

5RVDQQH�9HUZLMV

&DVSHU�5RN[

%UDP�'LHUFN[

6KHUURZ�:DQJ

.DWLH�+HQVOH\

;apl�@SM

��UHVSRQVHV

2lM@o^M_o�mM@lIT�oMmo�kpMmoUa__@UlM
��UHVSRQVHV

-pH]UmT�@_@]xoUIm
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���������� 7UHDWPHQW�VHDUFK�WHVW�TXHVWLRQQDLUH

KWWSV���GRFV�JRRJOH�FRP�IRUPV�G��SQ�*J�ET�ÀJE10\:�2��BD�-ONK-OW*7MH6ZPY�GW,�YLHZDQDO\WLFV ����

�M_KMl

��UHVSRQVHV

�av�^@_x�xM@lm�T@uM�xap�HMIa^M�@�TM@]oT�ilaRMmmUa_@]Ï

��UHVSRQVHV

;apl�@ooUopKM�oav@lKm�RMMKH@I\

)HPDOH
0DOH
3UHIHU�QRW�WR�VD\

�����

�����

�����\HDUV
������\HDUV
�������\HDUV
PRUH�WKDQ����\HDUV�����
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���������� 7UHDWPHQW�VHDUFK�WHVW�TXHVWLRQQDLUH

KWWSV���GRFV�JRRJOH�FRP�IRUPV�G��SQ�*J�ET�ÀJE10\:�2��BD�-ONK-OW*7MH6ZPY�GW,�YLHZDQDO\WLFV ����

9UoT�xapl�ilMuUapm�MwiMlUM_IMÉ�Ka�xap�ilauUKM�RMMKH@I\�U_�mpIT�ßmU^U]@là
mUop@oUa_mÏ

��UHVSRQVHV

�av�Ka�xap�RMM]�ilauUKU_S�RMMKH@I\�U_�mpIT�ßmU^U]@là�mUop@oUa_mÏ

��UHVSRQVHV

;apl�MwiMlUM_IM�vUoT�oTM�olM@o^M_o�mM@lIT

<HV��,�DOZD\V�GR
1R��,�QHYHU�GR
6RPHWLPHV��LW�GHSHQGV
,�QHYHU�QRWLFHG�LWV�H[LVWHQFH
6XFK�VLWXDWLRQ�QHYHU�KDSSHQHG
WR�PH

�����

�����

3RVLWLYH
1HXWUDO
1HJDWLYH
1HXWXUDO
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���������� 7UHDWPHQW�VHDUFK�WHVW�TXHVWLRQQDLUH

KWWSV���GRFV�JRRJOH�FRP�IRUPV�G��SQ�*J�ET�ÀJE10\:�2��BD�-ONK-OW*7MH6ZPY�GW,�YLHZDQDO\WLFV ����

�av�v@m�xapl�auMl@]]�MwiMlUM_IM�vUoT�oTM�olM@o^M_o�mM@lITÏ

��UHVSRQVHV

��oTU_\�oT@o���vap]K�]U\M�oa�pmM�oTUm�mxmoM^�RlMkpM_o]xÈ

��UHVSRQVHV
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���������� 7UHDWPHQW�VHDUFK�WHVW�TXHVWLRQQDLUH

KWWSV���GRFV�JRRJOH�FRP�IRUPV�G��SQ�*J�ET�ÀJE10\:�2��BD�-ONK-OW*7MH6ZPY�GW,�YLHZDQDO\WLFV ����

��Rap_K�oTM�mxmoM^�p__MIMmm@lU]x�Ia^i]MwÈ

��UHVSRQVHV

��oTapSTo�oTM�mxmoM^�v@m�M@mx�oa�pmMÈ

��UHVSRQVHV
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���������� 7UHDWPHQW�VHDUFK�WHVW�TXHVWLRQQDLUH

KWWSV���GRFV�JRRJOH�FRP�IRUPV�G��SQ�*J�ET�ÀJE10\:�2��BD�-ONK-OW*7MH6ZPY�GW,�YLHZDQDO\WLFV ����

��oTU_\�oT@o���vap]K�_MMK�oTM�mpiialo�aR�@�oMIT_UI@]�iMlma_�oa�HM�@H]M�oa�pmM
oTUm�mxmoM^È

��UHVSRQVHV

��Rap_K�oTM�u@lUapm�Rp_IoUa_m�U_�oTUm�mxmoM^�vMlM�vM]]�U_oMSl@oMKÈ

��UHVSRQVHV
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���������� 7UHDWPHQW�VHDUFK�WHVW�TXHVWLRQQDLUH

KWWSV���GRFV�JRRJOH�FRP�IRUPV�G��SQ�*J�ET�ÀJE10\:�2��BD�-ONK-OW*7MH6ZPY�GW,�YLHZDQDO\WLFV ����

��oTapSTo�oTMlM�v@m�oaa�^pIT�U_Ia_mUmoM_Ix�U_�oTUm�mxmoM^È

��UHVSRQVHV

��vap]K�U^@SU_M�oT@o�^amo�iMai]M�vap]K�]M@l_�oa�pmM�oTUm�mxmoM^�uMlx
kpUI\]xÈ

��UHVSRQVHV
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���������� 7UHDWPHQW�VHDUFK�WHVW�TXHVWLRQQDLUH

KWWSV���GRFV�JRRJOH�FRP�IRUPV�G��SQ�*J�ET�ÀJE10\:�2��BD�-ONK-OW*7MH6ZPY�GW,�YLHZDQDO\WLFV ����

��Rap_K�oTM�mxmoM^�uMlx�Ip^HMlma^M�oa�pmMÈ

��UHVSRQVHV

��RM]o�uMlx�Ia_RUKM_o�pmU_S�oTM�mxmoM^È

��UHVSRQVHV
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���������� 7UHDWPHQW�VHDUFK�WHVW�TXHVWLRQQDLUH

KWWSV���GRFV�JRRJOH�FRP�IRUPV�G��SQ�*J�ET�ÀJE10\:�2��BD�-ONK-OW*7MH6ZPY�GW,�YLHZDQDO\WLFV ����

��_MMKMK�oa�]M@l_�@�]ao�aR�oTU_Sm�HMRalM���Iap]K�SMo�SaU_S�vUoT�oTUm�mxmoM^È

��UHVSRQVHV

�MMKH@I\�Ia]]MIoUa_�MwiMlUM_IM

�wiMlUM_IM�vUoT�oTM��mo�Ia_IMioé-lMåmIlMM_Ml

��UHVSRQVHV
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���������� 7UHDWPHQW�VHDUFK�WHVW�TXHVWLRQQDLUH

KWWSV���GRFV�JRRJOH�FRP�IRUPV�G��SQ�*J�ET�ÀJE10\:�2��BD�-ONK-OW*7MH6ZPY�GW,�YLHZDQDO\WLFV �����

�wiMlUM_IM�vUoT�oTM��_K�Ia_IMioé0M^U_KMl

��UHVSRQVHV

�wiMlUM_IM�vUoT�oTM��lK�Ia_IMioé�M@lox

��UHVSRQVHV
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Home page • Cleaner interface to reduce visual burdens
• Swap Treatment search and myT LOGO

Search result
page

• �3+���.- /'ݦ�� �(.�� !�0'/
• Add Icons to navigation bar options (better navigation)
• Enable hover to preview

Content page • Strengthen explanation and guidance on gaining access
• Merge study record and study design into one page
• Change the string ‘related study result’
• Provide data visualization of study results

General • Optimize checkbox interactions
• Optimize visuals to increase readability and information hierarchy

Subscription • �Ȃ -�(*- � 3+'�)�/$*)�

Search report • Add more information on report generation to increase the feeling of a report
• Enhance the explanation of what is search report
• Increase guidance and explanation of the next steps to take
• � (*1 �ї �$/�- +*-/ї��)��ї.�1 .��#�)" .їя��)���''*2��$- �/� �$/�*!�. �-�#�- +*-/

myFolders • Results in folders under Saved results are duplicated from the all saved results, instead of 
moved, to avoid a blank saved result page.

Table 19. ���' �*!����$(+-*1 ( )/.��4�& 4�+�" .��)��! �/0- .Ǹ
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���������� 7UHDWPHQW�VHDUFK�WHVW�TXHVWLRQQDLUH

KWWSV���GRFV�JRRJOH�FRP�IRUPV�G��SQ�*J�ET�ÀJE10\:�2��BD�-ONK-OW*7MH6ZPY�GW,�YLHZDQDO\WLFV �����

9TUIT�Um�oTM�R@ualUoM�Ia_IMio�aR�Ia]]MIoU_S�RMMKH@I\Ï

��UHVSRQVHV

9TUIT�RMMKH@I\�Ia]]MIoUa_�Ia_IMio�^aoUu@oMm�xap�oTM�^amo�oa�ilauUKM
RMMKH@I\Ï

��UHVSRQVHV

a_mUKMl�oTM�R@ualUoM�a_M�xap�T@uM�ITamM_É�vap]K�xap�ilMRMl�T@uU_S�Uo�U_
oTM�olM@o^M_o�mM@lIT�al�_aoÏ

��UHVSRQVHV

�VW�FRQFHSW���3UH�VFUHHQHU
�QG�FRQFHSW���5HPLQGHU
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